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ABSTRACT
Alluvial architecture, the spatial distribution and character of sediments in alluvial
stratigraphy, is an important record of past climate, tectonic, and eustatic conditions, and helps us
understand terrestrial landscape processes over long timescales. A combination of sedimentary
basin dynamics and terrestrial landscape processes control alluvial architecture, particularly
accommodation-creation, sediment supply, and river avulsion (the rapid relocation of a channel to
a new spot on its floodplain), but deconvolving these processes from alluvial architecture is
difficult. In this dissertation, I use field studies of ancient deposits and numerical modeling to
identify characteristic signatures of avulsion processes in fluvial stratigraphy, and I propose novel
metrics of alluvial architecture that give insight into paleo-avulsion pattern, relative sedimentation
and accommodation-creation rates, and the grain size of paleo-sediment supply.
Part of this dissertation specifically addresses how avulsion-generated channel deposits
and different avulsion patterns can be identified in the stratigraphic record and over what
spatiotemporal scales. To this end, I analyzed published literature and mapped channel sand
bodies in the Williams Fork Formation (Cretaceous, Colorado) to show that avulsions generate
characteristic multistory sand bodies with irregular bounding surfaces, vertical story stacking, and
stories that correlate with distinct floodplain horizons. Results from an object-based model of
basin filling suggest that in mud-dominated deposits, different avulsion patterns generate sand
bodies with unique number of stories per sand body. Statistical analysis of outcrop-scale sand
body distributions in the same lower Williams Fork deposits is also consistent with a random
paleo-avulsion pattern, and I use object-based modeling to understand the sensitivity of statistical
analyses for detecting avulsion patterns in a given dataset.
In addition, this dissertation uses novel alluvial architecture measurements to deconvolve
avulsion and basin-scale controls on sand-dominated fluvial deposits, which are traditionally
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interpreted as generated during times when the space to deposit sediment (accommodationcreation rates) is low relative to the sediment supply, causing the deposits to be poorly preserved,
or “reworked”. Here I use fluvial bar geometry and lithofacies as a proxy for deposit reworking,
and I use this method to show that some sand-dominated successions (such as the Castlegate
Sandstone (Cretaceous, UT) have well-preserved bars and no evidence for rapid reworking.
Finally, I use a new method to explore relative changes in sandiness of paleo-sediment supply
using the grain size distribution of paleo-bed-material and paleo-slackwater deposits in the
Blackhawk and Castlegate formations. Results suggest that a decrease in the supply of finegrained sediment may be driving the increase in deposit sandiness at the Blackhawk-Castlegate
boundary, rather than an increase in reworking.
Overall, these novel approaches to alluvial architecture analysis show that paleo-avulsion
patterns can be uniquely interpreted from both mud- and sand-dominated deposits, and we can
estimate the relative influence of avulsion, accommodation-limited reworking, and sedimentsupply grain size for given patterns in alluvial architecture.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Fluvial stratigraphy records the history and behavior of Earth’s terrestrial landscapes, as
well as information about climatic, tectonic, and eustatic conditions throughout Earth’s history.
Patterns in alluvial architecture – that is, the character and spatial distribution of ancient channel
and floodplain sediments in the stratigraphic record – are controlled by the amount of space
available for sediment accumulation, the sediment and water supply, and landscape processes like
channel avulsion (e.g., Allen (1979); Bridge and Leeder (1979); Heller and Paola (1996); Leeder
(1978)). Although stratigraphic architecture is commonly used to interpret relative
accommodation and sediment supply, the influence of fluvial avulsions on these patterns has been
only partially constrained, which limits our ability to interpret the tectonic, climatic, and eustatic
histories from stratigraphic record. Identifying avulsion signatures in alluvial architecture would
increase our understanding of long-timescale river movements and river response to climate
changes, which has implications for hazard assessments, particularly the timing and location of
river avulsions. Finally, fluvial deposits are important hydrocarbon and groundwater reservoirs,
and understanding avulsion controls on stratigraphic architecture will inform subsurface
prediction of sand body distribution and connectivity.
Avulsion, the rapid relocation of a channel to a new course on its floodplain, is an
important internal (autogenic) process inherent in depositional rivers. In the last 15 years,
significant progress has been made in understanding avulsion set-up, initiation, and evolution as a
new channel course is established (e.g., Perez-Arlucea and Smith, 1999; Slingerland and Smith,
2004; Stouthamer and Berendsen, 2001). However, these new insights into the processes of river
avulsion have not yet been fully integrated into alluvial architecture studies, in part because the
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relationship between river avulsion processes observed over modern timescales and the longerterm processes that impact the stratigraphic record is unclear.
For longer-term basin filling, avulsion flow path selection, frequency, and return time are
the most important variables that influence deposit preservation and alluvial architecture. Of
these, recent studies suggest that avulsion flow path selection can generate patterns in stratigraphy
that are usually associated with external forcings like climate and tectonic changes (e.g., Hajek et
al., 2012; Stouthamer and Berendsen, 2007). Recent modeling, experimental, and field studies
have shown that there is a range of characteristic avulsion flow paths that can arise inherently in
natural systems (e.g., Flood and Hampson, 2015; Hajek et al., 2012; Hajek et al., 2010a;
Jerolmack and Paola, 2007; Straub et al., 2009). These avulsion patterns can range from clustered
(flow relocating preferentially near the parent channel and/or into previously abandoned channel
pathways (e.g., Hajek et al., 2010a; Jerolmack and Paola, 2007)), to compensational (flow
relocating to regionally low areas on the floodplain, filling-in basin topography (e.g., Flood and
Hampson, 2015; Straub et al., 2009)). Although recent work has identified the existence of these
avulsion patterns, the degree to which these patterns influence stratigraphic architecture under
different boundary conditions, and the conditions that influence development of these patterns,
remain unconstrained.
Without an improved understanding of what aspects of fluvial stratigraphy uniquely
reflect avulsion dynamics (and vice versa), it is difficult to interpret stratigraphic architecture with
confidence. My dissertation aims to fill this gap by building on existing understanding of controls
on alluvial architecture and developing mechanisms for identifying fluvial stratigraphic patterns
that are likely to reflect predominantly avulsion dynamics rather than changes in sediment supply
or accommodation creation.

3
1.1. Using Alluvial-architecture Analysis to Interpret Controls on Fluvial Stratigraphy
Early studies of alluvial architecture made the connection between river avulsion and
stratigraphic patterns, specifically noting the relationships among sedimentation/subsidence,
channel-deposit proportion, and sandstone connectivity. Leeder (1978) proposed the first
quantitative analysis of alluvial architecture, wherein he explored the relationship between
channel-belt connectivity and subsidence, assuming that channel belts avulse at a constant rate to
a random location within a model basin. This early study found that channel-deposit connectivity
is inversely related to subsidence, i.e., channel deposits are highly connected during times of low
subsidence. In the same year, Allen (1978) used a similar geometric model to show that channels
avulsing compensationally – that is, preferentially avoiding older, relief-creating sand bodies –
still generated highly connected sand bodies during times of low subsidence and isolated channels
during times of high subsidence and high floodplain aggradation. Bridge and Leeder (1979)
expanded further on these models to explore the effects of fine-sediment compaction and
differential subsidence on alluvial architecture by using a distribution of avulsion frequencies.
Their findings suggest that rivers preferentially avulse to zones of rapid subsidence. Mackey and
Bridge (1995) later expanded these models into three-dimensions, finding that upstream to
downstream decreases in aggradation rate (for example, on fluvial fans) can cause downstream
decreases in channel-belt proportion and connectedness, and tectonic tilting and faulting can
locally increase channel-belt proportion. Ideas from these alluvial architecture models were
influential in field interpretations of fluvial deposits, particularly in developing the idea that a
high ratio of channel to floodplain deposits reflects low accommodation-creation rates (Shanley
and McCabe, 1994; Wright and Marriott, 1993).
Establishing the conceptual connection between avulsion and alluvial architecture was a
critical advancement in fluvial stratigraphy, but subsequent studies have shown that the
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relationship between sedimentation rate, avulsion processes, and channel-deposit proportion and
connectivity is complex. One fundamental complicating factor is that avulsion frequency is
dependent on sedimentation rate (e.g., Bryant et al., 1995; Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007;
Slingerland and Smith, 2004; Tornqvist, 1994), which was not considered in early alluvial
architecture models. Heller and Paola (1996) added sedimentation-rate-dependent avulsions into
an alluvial architecture model, and found that the relationship between channel stacking density
and sedimentation rate strongly varies depending on the relationship between avulsion frequency
and sedimentation rate. If avulsion frequency increases at a faster rate than the sedimentation rate
increase, channel-stacking density actually increases with increasing sedimentation rates, which is
the opposite result of the Leeder-Allen-Bridge models.
Collectively, these alluvial architecture models establish that the relationship between
avulsion dynamics, accommodation-creation, and sediment supply are important controls on
alluvial architecture, but they also highlight that channel-deposit proportion and sand connectivity
are not unique signatures of specific relationships among avulsion and sedimentation rate,
subsidence, and sea-level. Further, these simplistic relationships between channel-deposit
proportion and sedimentation rate do not consider changes in the sediment input grain size, or
alluvial architecture changes driven by different avulsion patterns. More nuanced measures of
alluvial architecture are necessary to deconvolve avulsion processes from external forcings in the
stratigraphic record. In particular, we must separate avulsion-driven depositional patterns in the
stratigraphic record from accommodation-driven patterns, and patterns arising from changes in
sediment supply delivered to the basin.

5
1.2. Dissertation Goals and Approach
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to identify unique signatures of paleoavulsions in alluvial deposits under a range of boundary conditions and at a range of
spatiotemporal scales, in order to understand the scale of avulsions in fluvial stratigraphy. To this
end, I propose new metrics of alluvial architecture to compliment those already in use (including
channel-deposit proportion and connectivity) that give new insight into paleo-avulsion processes,
relative sedimentation and accommodation-creation rates, and paleo-sediment supply caliber.
Specifically this dissertation addresses the following questions: 1) How can avulsion-generated
sand bodies be identified in the fluvial record (in both mud- and sand-dominated deposits)?; 2)
Under what circumstances can spatial statistics be used to infer paleo-avulsion patterns in the
stratigraphic record?; and 3) Do channel deposits provide information about deposit reworking
and basin-scale changes in the caliber of paleo-sediment supply?
To address these questions, this dissertation uses object-based modeling to explore the
relationships between avulsions and architectural patterns under a range of basin-filling
conditions, and applies model predictions to field studies of Upper Cretaceous fluvial deposits
from the Sevier foreland basin clastic wedge. The modeling in this study draws philosophically
from the heuristic spirit of early models of alluvial architecture described above, in that we do not
resolve the physical processes that cause avulsions, but rather explore the geometric relationships
between spatial patterns of sediment deposition and end-member basin-filling conditions.
These model results provide context for detailed alluvial-architecture studies of the
Blackhawk, Castlegate, and Williams Fork formations (Utah and Colorado), which serve as case
studies for identifying and interpreting unique avulsion signatures. These fluvial successions in
the western United States are ideal for addressing the relationship between avulsion patterns and
alluvial architecture, because they are extensive, well-exposed deposits and there is an extensive
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body of literature constraining the geologic setting and depositional characteristics of these
formations (e.g., Hampson et al., 2014; Pranter et al., 2009; Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a and
many further references within these chapters). In addition, the Cretaceous Sevier foreland basin
was a time of relative climatic and eustatic stability (e.g., Kauffman and Caldwell, 1993), and the
tectonic controls on basin development are well-constrained (e.g., DeCelles and Coogan, 2006;
Pang and Nummedal, 1995), which provides critical context for interpreting avulsion signatures
under different basin-filling conditions. Despite the wealth of literature on these formations, only
a few studies have used quantitative architectural analysis to study the paleo-landscape behaviors
in these deposits (Flood and Hampson, 2015; Hajek and Heller, 2012; Hofmann et al., 2011). In
addition to developing new techniques for identifying avulsion signatures that are broadly
applicable to ancient fluvial deposits, this dissertation refines our understanding of these
quintessential Upper Cretaceous stratigraphic successions.

1.3. Summary of Dissertation Chapters
This dissertation is organized into four main chapters (2-5) that are written as stand-alone
manuscripts for publication in peer-reviewed journals, summarized as follows:
In order to address how avulsion-generated sand bodies can be identified in the rock
record, Chapter 2 investigates under what basin-filling conditions different avulsion patterns can
generate channel deposits with through-going erosion surfaces (multistory sand bodies), and
attempts to identify unique signatures of avulsion reoccupation that can be interpreted from
multistory sand bodies. A literature review of published multistory sand body interpretations
shows that in mud-dominated deposits, irregular channel-body bounding surfaces and correlative
floodplain horizons are unique signatures of avulsion processes at the channel-sand body scale.
Model results show that in mud-dominated, high-accommodation conditions, clustered avulsion
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patterns have poorly preserved channel deposits in the form of multistory sand bodies with a high
number of stories, whereas random and compensational avulsion patterns have stratigraphy with
well-preserved channel deposits and few stories per multistory sand body. Applying this
framework to the lower Williams Fork Formation, we find that multistory sand bodies are
consistent with an avulsion-reoccupation origin, and the sand body architecture suggests a
random or compensational paleo-avulsion pattern. This chapter has been published in the Journal
of Sedimentary Research (Chamberlin and Hajek, 2015).
Building on the sand-body scale analysis of avulsion dynamics in Chapter 2, Chapter 3
uses a statistical analysis of outcrop-scale channel body distributions in the lower Williams Fork
Formation to study the outcrop-scale avulsion pattern in this deposit and address the limits of
spatial statistics in identifying avulsion patterns. Results from spatial-point-process and surfacebased statistics show random basin filling at the outcrop scale in the lower Williams Fork, which
is consistent with sand-body-scale results from Chapter 2. This suggests that avulsion patterns
recorded in multistory sand bodies are persistent at larger spatiotemporal scales, and that muddominated, meandering fluvial systems can have random, rather than spatially organized,
avulsions. Finally, we use the object-based model of basin filling to constrain which types of
stratigraphic organization are detectable given the dataset dimensions. This chapter is in press in
an SEPM Special Publication on Autogenic Dynamics of Sedimentary Systems (Chamberlin et al.,
2016), and related work is also included in a paper in preparation for the Journal of Geophysical
Research – Earth Surface (Trampush et al., in prep.).
Chapters 2 and 3 address signatures of paleo-avulsion patterns in mud-dominated fluvial
successions deposited during times of high accommodation, but do not address sand-dominated
fluvial deposits where the relationship between sediment supply, accommodation creation, and
avulsion processes is unconstrained. Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation address how alluvial
architecture of sand-dominated systems records paleo-avulsion processes, and how relative
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accommodation and sediment supply conditions can be constrained to isolate landscape
processes.
Chapter 4 specifically uses bar preservation to constrain paleo-avulsion pattern and
avulsion return time in channel-dominated fluvial deposits. We present a novel architecture-based
method for estimating reworking in fluvial deposits, wherein bar deposit preservation is used as a
proxy for reworking. We apply this proxy to the sand-dominated Castlegate Formation to show
that sand-dominated fluvial successions can be well-preserved with limited reworking.
Furthermore, although fluvial deposit amalgamation and reworking is usually associated with low
accommodation-creation settings, we suggest that avulsion processes themselves can generate a
range of deposit preservations. Results from our object-based model of basin filling show that
settings with limited avulsion zones (such as narrow depositional zones in proximal reaches of
fluvial megafans) generate poorly preserved deposits irrespective of accommodation.
Additionally, compensational avulsion patterns generate better-preserved stratigraphy than
random avulsions. Lateral variability in Castlegate Formation bar preservation is consistent with
avulsion-driven changes in reworking, where poorly preserved Castlegate deposits may have been
in a more proximal position on a Castlegate megafan. This chapter is a manuscript in preparation
for Geology.
Chapter 4 shows that some sand-dominated deposits, including the Castlegate Formation,
are well preserved despite high channel-deposit proportion, which suggests that the paleosediment delivered to the basin from the source terrain must have been sand-rich. Chapter 5
investigates the effect of changes in the sand-to-mud ratios of sediment supply on avulsion
pattern changes. We analyze the grain size distributions of bar and interbar fine deposits in the
mud-dominated Blackhawk Formation and overlying sand-dominated Castlegate Formation as a
proxy for sand-to-mud content in the paleo-sediment supply, and find a 50% reduction in the
amount of fine-grained sediment in the Castlegate Formation flows. Although we find that the
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sandiness of sediment supply increases in the Castlegate Formation, the fluvial style and avulsion
pattern is consistent between the Blackhawk and Castlegate Formations, which suggests that
sediment supply caliber is not a first-order control on avulsion pattern.
Chapter 6 summarizes the implications of the results of this dissertation, and highlights
key remaining questions and outlines avenues for future work. Collectively, the studies
comprising this dissertation demonstrate that different avulsion dynamics have quantifiable
signatures in alluvial architecture. In concert with novel metrics of alluvial architecture, the
following chapters will show that avulsion pattern should be considered when trying to interpret
alluvial architecture, and that the stratigraphic record is a fruitful source of information about
controls on long-timescale landscape processes.
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Chapter 2
Interpreting Paleo-avulsion Dynamics from Multistory Sand Bodies

2.1. Abstract
Channel avulsion plays a significant role in building alluvial stratigraphy, including
fluvial sand bodies with through-going erosion surfaces, called multistory sand bodies (MSBs);
consequently, MSB characteristics may be useful for interpreting paleo-avulsion dynamics from
fluvial deposits. Here, using a combination of literature review, geometric modeling, and field
observations, we explore the degree to which MSB characteristics may be useful for interpreting
paleo-avulsion dynamics from ancient deposits. We use published interpretations of MSB origins
to identify characteristics that are exclusively associated with avulsion-related MSBs and find that
vertical story stacking, irregular MSB bounding surfaces, and floodplain deposits that correlate
with individual stories are attributes uniquely associated with avulsion-origin MSBs. To evaluate
how avulsion patterns may affect MSB properties, we use a 2D geometric model to build
synthetic stratigraphy and compare characteristics for MSBs formed under different avulsion
patterns at a range of model-aggradation rates. Avulsion patterns include random (equal
probability of a channel relocating anywhere across the model domain), compensational
(channels avulse to the lowest elevation in the model domain at each time step) and clustered
(where channels relocation is restricted to a zone near a previously occupied location). Model
results show that at moderate-to-high aggradation rates, MSBs formed under clustered avulsion
patterns can be differentiated from those formed via random and compensational avulsion
patterns. Specifically, MSBs formed by clustered avulsion patterns have many stories and
commonly contain remnant floodplain deposits. We apply these insights to the well-exposed
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lower Williams Fork Formation (Upper Cretaceous, Piceance Basin, Colorado, USA) to
demonstrate how they may be used in practice. Fifty-four percent of lower Williams Fork MSBs
contain clear evidence for avulsion reoccupation, 32% have characteristics suggesting intrachannel-belt origins, and the remaining 20% have ambiguous evidence or insufficient exposure to
permit confident process interpretations. Overall this study demonstrates that despite inherent
challenges eliciting information about avulsion dynamics from the stratigraphic record, some
MSB characteristics may be interpreted as clear signals of paleo-avulsion processes.

2.2. Introduction
Alluvial stratigraphy is influenced by basin subsidence rate, sediment and water
supply, and sedimentary process dynamics, including channel avulsion (Allen, 1979; Bridge and
Leeder, 1979; Heller and Paola, 1996; e.g., Leeder, 1978). Isolating avulsion-specific signals
from the sedimentary record is important for testing hypotheses about the effects of avulsion on
alluvial stratigraphy, including the degree to which avulsion rates and patterns influence alluvial
architecture (Allen, 1979; Bridge and Leeder, 1979; Heller and Paola, 1996; e.g., Leeder, 1978;
Mackey and Bridge, 1995). However, interpreting paleo-avulsion dynamics from ancient deposits
is challenging because channel deposits reflect a mix of fluvial processes, including channel
meandering and avulsion, bar migration, and erosion and deposition in response to discharge or
base-level variations (e.g., Bridge and Diemer, 1983; Gibling, 2006; Gibling and Rust, 1990;
Holbrook, 2001; Labourdette and Jones, 2007; Miall, 1985; Mohrig et al., 2000).
Channel-belt sandstones often contain through-going surfaces that define stratigraphic
“stories” (Friend et al., 1979; Gibling, 2006) and broadly indicate transient sediment deposition
and erosion events within an ancient fluvial landscape. For example, channel threads switching
within a channel belt (e.g., Johnson and Pierce, 1990; Leleu et al., 2009), seasonal discharge
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fluctuations (e.g., Olsen, 1989; Tunbridge, 1981) and channel avulsions (e.g., Kraus and Gwinn,
1997; Mohrig et al., 2000) can all generate channel complexes with internal erosional surfaces,
called multistory sand bodies (MSBs). These amalgamated sand bodies contain important records
of paleo-river dynamics, including avulsion processes, but it remains difficult to uniquely
interpret processes responsible for forming MSBs.
Here we explore whether MSBs can be used to interpret paleo-avulsion dynamics from
ancient deposits. To this end, we use published studies to evaluate the degree to which avulsionderived MSBs can be uniquely distinguished from MSBs resulting from other processes, and we
investigate how large-scale avulsion patterns may influence MSB formation and preservation
with a simplified geometric basin-filling model. We apply these insights to the well-exposed
lower Williams Fork Formation (Upper Cretaceous, Piceance Basin, Colorado, USA) to
demonstrate how they may be used in practice. We find that despite inherent challenges eliciting
information about ancient depositional processes from the stratigraphic record, some MSB
characteristics may be interpreted as clear signals of paleo-avulsion processes.

2.3. Avulsion Processes and the Origin of MSBs
Avulsion processes have long been known to play a significant role in alluvial basin
filling, particularly channel body architecture and distribution (Allen, 1979; Bridge and Leeder,
1979; Heller and Paola, 1996; e.g., Leeder, 1978). Channel avulsion can directly lead to MSB
formation when channel belts avulse onto or “reoccupy” older channel deposits (e.g., Mohrig et
al., 2000) (also called “annexation”, c.f. Slingerland and Smith (2004)) resulting in an
amalgamated, composite sand body. It is therefore reasonable that fluvial systems associated with
a high likelihood of avulsion-reoccupation might produce many MSBs that record some aspects
of paleo-avulsion dynamics (e.g., Mohrig et al., 2000).
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In practice, using MSBs to reconstruct paleo-avulsion dynamics is not only difficult
because multiple processes can produce MSBs, but also because defining and identifying MSBs
is inherently qualitative. Formally defined in Friend et al. (1979) as “the vertical sequence of
storeys within any sandstone body”, the definition of MSB has broadened to “a sand body of one
cycle [that] is superimposed upon one or more earlier sand bodies” (Gibling, 2006), including
laterally stacked channel elements (originally termed “multi-lateral” bodies by Friend et al.,
1979). These generic definitions allow stratigraphers to apply the term to many types of sand
bodies at many scales. For example, different publications define stories as bar-scale deposits
(e.g., Labourdette and Jones, 2007; Marzo et al., 1988), channel-thread deposits (e.g., Kjemperud
et al., 2008; Matthews et al., 2007), or channel-belt deposits (e.g., Arche and López-Gómez,
2005; Mohrig et al., 2000).
Story-generating processes can be grouped broadly into three main categories: 1) intrachannel-belt processes, 2) avulsion reoccupation, and 3) incised-valley processes (Figure 1).
Intra-channel-belt processes is a catch-all grouping of many processes acting at small
spatiotemporal scales within an active channel belt. Many common fluvial processes within a
channel belt can generate scour surfaces that lead to story formation, including bar migration
(e.g., Diemer and Belt, 1991; Kumar, 1993; Labourdette and Jones, 2007) (Figure 1A), channelthread migration (e.g., Johnson and Pierce, 1990), meander cut-off (e.g., Corbett et al., 2011; Platt
and Keller, 1992), and seasonal discharge fluctuations (e.g., Limarino et al., 2001; Olsen, 1989;
Tunbridge, 1981).
Avulsion reoccupation, wherein an avulsion channel localizes atop a previously
abandoned channel-belt deposit, can occur at a range of scales (Heller and Paola, 1996). Smallscale channel avulsions can occur within or near an active channel belt (Slingerland and Smith,
2004), but these are unlikely to be stratigraphically differentiable from other intra-channel-belt
processes, like channel migration or meander-bend cutoff. At larger scales, channel-belt avulsions
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can have a significant impact on alluvial basin filling and may be relatively “local”, where
channel relocation is limited to a given channel-belt reach, or “regional”, where the entire
channel-belt downstream of the avulsion site relocates (Heller and Paola, 1996; Mackey and
Bridge, 1995) (e.g., Figure 1B). This study focuses on identifying MSBs derived from channelbelt-scale avulsions, because they provide information on long-term avulsion patterns and may
pose particular challenges for reservoir connectivity (Bridge and Mackey, 1993b).
MSBs can also form when a fluvial system is laterally confined, causing successive scour
and reworking of underlying deposits (Figure 1C). This type of lateral confinement often occurs
in incised valleys, where base-level fall or increased water discharge causes down-cutting,
trapping fluvial systems in a container valley (e.g., Blum et al., 1994; Shanley and McCabe,
1994). Faults, salt-walled mini basins, or other structural features can also alter landscape
topography such that fluvial systems are restricted to one location (e.g., Arche and López-Gómez,
2005; Banham and Mountney, 2013). Fluvial systems in an axial basin position may be more
likely to be laterally confined by existing topography, as opposed to transverse, distributive
systems, which avulse across unconfined fluvial fans (Weissmann et al., 2010). Because incised
valleys are important for sequence stratigraphy, a large body of literature exists about identifying
incised-valley systems in the stratigraphic record (see Gibling et al. (2011) for a thorough
summary and evaluation). These analyses, however, have not specifically delineated the
differences between MSBs resulting from incised-valley and avulsion processes.

2.4. Published Field Evidence for Avulsion-type MSBs
To distinguish which MSB characteristics are most useful for process-origin
interpretations, and are unique to avulsion-type MSBs, we examined 50 peer-reviewed studies
published between 1970-2011 that interpreted fluvial MSB origin from outcrop exposure. We
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only included studies that explicitly interpreted the process origin of MSBs and used the term
“multistory”, although these interpretations were not always the central focus of the publication.
In a few instances where an amalgamated sand body was formally termed “multi-lateral” but its
internal components were described as “stories”, we considered the sand body eligible for this
comparison. This is not a comprehensive review of all publications that interpret MSB origins,
but presents a representative selection of publications in which authors explicitly interpreted MSB
process origin.
For each publication we recorded the evidence used to make the process interpretation
and categorized the interpreted origin as either intra-channel-belt processes (including bar
migration, channel-thread switching, and seasonal discharge fluctuations), avulsion reoccupation,
or incised valley. We assumed interpretations in each publication were reasonable. Field evidence
cited for each published process interpretation was grouped into a few broad categories, including
MSB properties, MSB relationship with surrounding fine-grained lithofacies, and story properties
(Figure 2; Table 1; Supplement 1). For example, Aitken and Flint (1995) interpreted an incisedvalley origin for MSBs in the Breathitt Group (Carboniferous, Kentucky, USA), and explicitly
use the following field evidence and rationale for their interpretation: “It is the combination of (a)
the degree of facies dislocation, (b) the marked contrast in grain size, (c) the degree of incision,
(d) the contrast in depth of individual channel fills in relation to the total depth of incision and (e)
the regional, mappable extent of the surfaces… [that leads to the incised valley interpretation]”.
In a different example, Jinnah and Roberts (2011) make an avulsion-origin interpretation for sheet
sand bodies in the Wahweap Formation (Cretaceous, Utah, USA) citing pebble lags along
undulating story contacts and the presence of channel abandonment deposits. They note that
“upward-fining successions … record channel abandonment and pedogenesis in channel
sediments” and that “reactivation surfaces were formed by channel migration and avulsion,
leading to the formation of amalgamated channel sandstones.”
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The resultant dataset reveals how commonly different types of field observations are used
to interpret MSB process origins (Table 1). Half of the published field evidence is cited in
multiple process-interpretation categories, suggesting that those characteristics are not useful for
uniquely interpreting MSB origins. For example, channel-abandonment facies and evidence of
subaerial exposure within MSBs intuitively seem like characteristics that would be associated
with avulsion reoccupation, and are cited frequently by authors interpreting an avulsion origin for
a MSB. However, these features can also result from common fluvial processes, such as
temporary local abandonment due to channel migration or strongly seasonal discharge variations;
consequently evidence of subaerial exposure at story tops is also commonly cited by authors as
evidence of intra-channel-belt processes. This indicates that these observations are not directly
useful for uniquely determining process origins of MSBs.
Some field evidence seems to be useful for uniquely interpreting the process origin of
MSBs, especially characteristics of the MSB bounding surface and the relationship of the MSB
and surrounding floodplain deposits (Table 1). A smooth MSB bounding surface (e.g., Figure 2,
right side) was only cited to interpret intra-channel-belt origin, whereas an irregular MSB
bounding surface (e.g., Figure 2, left side) was cited exclusively as evidence for avulsionreoccupation origins of MSBs. Although smooth MSB bounding surfaces were not widely cited
as evidence for intra-channel-belt origin (only 6% of intra-channel-belt papers), this characteristic
is consistent with a simple cut-and-fill history, and also provides a logical contrast to irregular
MSB bounding surfaces as evidence for avulsion-origin MSBs. Floodplain horizons that correlate
with individual stories were also uniquely cited as evidence for avulsion reoccupation. In
contrast, a high-relief, regionally extensive, and steep-sided MSB bounding surface and distinct
floodplain or paleosol horizons that correlate with the top of the MSB were only cited in incisedvalley-origin interpretations. These lines of evidence for incised-valley origin are consistent with
the findings of Gibling et al. (2011), who note that “alluvial valleys are commonly deeply
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incised…” and that “mature paleosols commonly cover the areas between coastal valleys”, but
warn that there are caveats and exceptions in both cases.
Overall, this literature comparison points to attributes likely to be useful for interpreting
MSB origin, but we note that this result does not imply that non-unique characteristics could
never be used for process origin interpretations, or that sand bodies generated from multiple
processes may not have a mix of characteristics. For example, specific attributes of story
sedimentology may, in some cases, be clear indicators of one process or another. However,
broadly speaking, studies aimed at interpreting avulsion or incised-valley processes from MSBs
might best be served by focusing on MSB attributes that are likely to be uniquely diagnostic of
those process interpretations. In addition, because these MSB-generating processes operate at
different scales, they are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The useful attributes identified here
– particularly the MSB bounding surface and correlation of floodplain horizons with the sand
body – are generated by channel-belt-scale processes and are consequently most applicable for
interpretations at that scale rather than, for example, reconstructing intra-channel-belt dynamics
from MSB deposits.
Although these results indicate that MSB process origin can be uniquely interpreted from
field evidence, some systems and datasets may not be amenable to making unique process
interpretations. For example, studies that confidently interpreted avulsion origin were conducted
in deposits with abundant preserved overbank deposits, and, in most cases, MSBs with wellexposed margins. This means that distinguishing avulsion-type MSBs in very sandy systems may
be difficult. Confidently interpreting MSB origin from subsurface datasets may be similarly
challenging, because, for example, most seismic data sets do not have high enough resolution to
examine MSB bounding surface shape, and cores and well logs must be closely spaced and
confidently correlated to provide insight about MSB bounding surfaces and floodplain
correlations. Despite these interpretation difficulties in sand-dominated systems and in subsurface
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datasets, our results from this literature survey indicate that avulsion-reoccupation-generated
MSBs may be uniquely interpreted in cases where the MSB margins are irregular and floodplain
horizons correlate with story boundaries.

2.5. Avulsion-pattern Controls on MSB Formation and Preservation
At basin-filling scales, basin aggradation and channel-belt avulsion should
influence the abundance and character of MSBs. Early alluvial architecture models explored the
principle controls on channel stacking patterns in avulsion-dominated basins (Allen, 1978; Bridge
and Leeder, 1979; Leeder, 1978), focusing on the effects of sedimentation rate and avulsion on
channel-body distribution and establishing the fundamental connection between low aggradation
rates and the potential for high sand-body-stacking density and interconnectedness in alluvial
basins. Later geometric models of alluvial architecture explored the connection between
sedimentation rate and avulsion frequency (Heller and Paola, 1996), demonstrating that
significant channel-body stacking changes can result when avulsion frequency varies with
sedimentation rate. Recent work has shown the potential for different characteristic avulsion
patterns in alluvial basins (e.g., Hajek et al., 2010a; Sheets et al., 2007; Straub et al., 2009),
suggesting that even with similar long-term aggradation rates, alluvial architecture may differ
depending on whether channel-belt avulsions move evenly or unevenly across a basin. Avulsionderived MSBs may be particularly useful for reconstructing paleo-avulsion dynamics, including
helping to constrain the range of avulsion patterns observed in natural systems and improving
prediction of reservoir heterogeneity in fluvial deposits.
Here we use a simple 2D geometric model to explore how different basin-filling
conditions (including channel incision rates and floodplain aggradation rates) and avulsion
patterns influence avulsion-origin MSB formation and characteristics. We analyze the shape, size,
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and preserved overbank content of model-generated MSBs constructed under different avulsionpattern and aggradation conditions. Philosophically, we draw from the spirit of early alluvial
architecture models and do not attempt to resolve the physical processes that cause avulsions.
Consequently, these heuristic models do not predict exact sand-body patterns or detailed MSB
characteristics, but instead are used to explore how end-member basin-filling conditions influence
gross architectural patterns and MSB formation. Specific channel and floodplain processes and
lithofacies are not included in this simplified geometric model.
We use this model to test the influence of three end-member avulsion patterns – random,
compensational, and clustered – under different aggradation conditions. A random avulsion
pattern occurs when channel relocation positions can be described by a uniform-random
distribution (that is, an avulsion is equally likely to localize any place across a fluvial plain; e.g.,
Leeder (1978)). A compensational avulsion pattern occurs when avulsion channels localize in
topographically low areas on the floodplain, thereby “compensating”, or filling-in, basin
topography (Bridge and Leeder, 1979; Straub et al., 2009). Avulsion-driven compensational basin
filling in alluvial settings has been observed and quantified in reduced-scale stratigraphic
experiments (Sheets et al., 2007; Straub et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011). In contrast, a clustered
avulsion pattern occurs when avulsion channels are likely to localize somewhere close to a
formerly occupied site (e.g., Jerolmack and Paola, 2007) until a maximum thickness threshold is
met, after which the channel avulses compensationally (to the lowest point on the floodplain).
This generates stratigraphy with closely spaced “clusters” of channel bodies, which have been
qualitatively observed in well logs and outcrop (e.g., Hampson et al., 2012; Hofmann et al., 2011)
and statistically documented in outcrop (Hajek et al., 2010a).
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2.5.1. Model Design and Parameters
To explore the potential effects of avulsion pattern and aggradation rate on avulsion
MSBs, we use an object-based basin-filling model that simulates a 2D basin cross-section (Figure
3). At each time step, a rectangular channel-belt-scale object (“channel element”) is placed in the
basin following one of several avulsion-pattern rules. In the random case, element location is
drawn from a uniform-random distribution of all locations in the model domain that are below a
maximum elevation threshold. We impose a maximum relief condition of 3 times the channel
element thickness to prevent topographic relief from growing continually throughout each model
run. In the compensational case, element location is set as the lowest elevation in the model
domain. In clustered cases, channel-element location is randomly chosen within a limited distance
away from the previous channel location until a regional topographic-relief threshold is attained;
when relief between the top of an active channel element and its local floodplain (within three
channel-element widths) exceeds the thickness of the channel element, the subsequent avulsion
locates in the lowest spot in the model domain (i.e. is compensational). The clustered avulsion
zones presented here are two (narrow case) and four (wide case) times the channel width on either
side of the active channel element.
Channel-element and floodplain-aggradation rules are set independently and are constant
throughout each run. At each timestep a channel element is placed in the model domain at a
location determined by aforementioned avulsion-pattern rules. The channel element incises a set
proportion of its thickness (0-100%) into the existing stratigraphy (Figure 3). At every timestep
the floodplain aggrades at a set proportion of the channel-element thickness (0-50%) at all
locations outside the active channel element, although floodplain aggradation is not permitted to
exceed the elevation of top of the active channel element anywhere in the model domain. The
ratio of channel incision and floodplain aggradation controls total aggradation for model runs, or
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mean model-aggradation rate, which is reported as a fraction of the channel-element thickness per
timestep. Figure 4 shows example stratigraphy built in model runs with varying channel-element
incision and floodplain aggradation for all avulsion patterns.
MSB properties are calculated from the output of each model run using the image
processing toolbox in Matlab. We define model MSBs as any contiguous channel-elements, no
matter the orientation or arrangement (i.e., if two or more elements touch, they define an MSB;
e.g., Figure 3). MSB width-to-thickness ratio is defined by the maximum cross-basin width and
stratigraphic thickness of the MSB area. When remnant pockets of floodplain deposits are fully
enclosed by channel elements, the MSB is marked as “floodplain-enclosing” (Figure 3). Story
preservation is the fraction of the original channel element preserved at the end of the model run
(Figure 3).
In the model runs for this study, channel-element dimensions are 10 model-units wide by
2 model-units thick, yielding a channel element W:T ratio of 5. The active model domain is 55
times the channel element width (550 model units), plus a buffer zone of one channel width on
both sides of the model domain. Each run is 500 iterations. Results presented here reflect 624
model runs: 156 per avulsion type, spanning incision rates from 0-90% of the channel element
thickness at 10% increments, and floodplain aggradation rates from 2.5-50% of the channel
element thickness at 2.5% increments.

2.5.2. Model Results
Here we compare MSBs generated under different avulsion patterns at a range of
channel-incision and floodplain-aggradation rates. When basin filling is accomplished exclusively
through channel-element aggradation (relative channel incision ranging from 10-100% and
floodplain aggradation of 0%), model outputs comprise a single MSB. Mean channel-element
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preservation increases with decreasing channel incision and does not significantly vary with
avulsion pattern (Figure 5). When floodplain deposition is included in model runs, mean basinaggradation rate is a function of the balance of floodplain aggradation and channel incision.
Generally, when model aggradation is low (i.e. low floodplain aggradation and high channel
incision), model stratigraphy is channel-dominated, with clustered avulsion patterns generally
resulting in stratigraphy with lower preserved channel fraction than compensation or random
avulsion patterns (Figure 6).
Model runs with mean aggradation rates below 10% generate stratigraphy with a small
number of MSBs, each containing many stories and extending across the model domain (Figure
4A). At these low model aggradation rates, all avulsion patterns yield MSBs with a similar
number of stories per sand body (Figure 7), similar width-to-thickness ratios (Figure 8), and
MSBs that commonly fully enclose floodplain deposits (Figure 9). Consequently, MSBs
produced by different avulsion patterns are indistinguishable from one another at low meanaggradation rates.
When mean model-aggradation rates exceed 10%, avulsion pattern influences MSB
properties. For example, the mean number of stories per sand body is higher for clustered
avulsion patterns than for random and compensational patterns, and narrow-zone clustered runs
have more stories per sand body than the wide-zone clustered runs (Figure 7). Likewise, clustered
avulsion patterns are much more likely to generate stratigraphy with a high proportion of MSBs;
Figure 10 shows that the proportion of all sand bodies that is multistory (as opposed to single
story) decreases with increasing aggradation rate, but stabilizes around 70% for narrow-zone
clustered avulsion patterns and 40% for wide-zone clustered patterns. Random and
compensational avulsion patterns generate MSBs that are generally 1-2 stories (Figure 7), but
clustered avulsion patterns generate MSBs that have over four stories much more frequently (only
0-18% of MSBs in random runs and 0-10% of MSBs in compensational runs, compared to 15-
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44% and 24-74% of MSBs in wide-zone and narrow-zone clustered runs, respectively; Figure 7).
Overall, this suggests that MSBs with many stories and stratigraphy with a high proportion of
MSBs may be indicative of clustered avulsion patterns.
Avulsion pattern also influences the percent of floodplain-enclosing MSBs (Figure 9) and
mean-story preservation (Figure 11). Only clustered-avulsion patterns produce MSBs that
completely enclose floodplain deposits, with 10-15% of all MSBs generated in narrow-zone
clustered runs containing preserved floodplain deposits. In contrast, fewer than 2% of MSBs
generated in random and compensational avulsions runs enclose remnant floodplain deposits
(Figure 9). Additionally, clustered-avulsion patterns generate MSBs with the lowest mean story
preservation (Figure 11), in part because clustering results in a tendency to reoccupy and
“rework” previously deposited channel elements, generating stratigraphy with lower overall
channel fractions (Figure 6). Compensational- and random-avulsion patterns have similar story
preservation at all mean aggradation rates (Figure 11) (and therefore similar overall
channel:floodplain ratios; Figure 6).
The influence of avulsion pattern on MSB width-to-thickness ratio varies with model
aggradation rate (Figure 8). Random and wide-zone clustered avulsion patterns generate MSBs
with the lowest W:T ratios that do not change significantly with increasing aggradation rate. In
contrast, narrow-zone clustered avulsions and compensational avulsion patterns generate MSBs
with the highest W:T ratios that decrease with increasing model aggradation rate. Because the
mean W:T of wide-zone clustered MSBs is similar to random, and narrow-zone clustered W:T is
similar to compensational, this metric is not useful for broadly distinguishing clustered avulsions
patterns.
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2.5.3. Implications of Model Results
Model results suggest that in systems with avulsion-origin MSBs, relatively high amounts
of fine-grained lithofacies are necessary to reliably interpret paleo-avulsion pattern from MSB
properties, because at low mean aggradation rates, all avulsion patterns generate MSBs with
similar characteristics. Once overbank deposits comprise at least 60% of model stratigraphy (at
mean model aggradation rates of 10% and higher), only clustered avulsion patterns regularly
produce MSBs with >4 stories, and only clustered avulsion patterns result in MSBs that
commonly contain preserved floodplain deposits. This suggests that these features may be useful
for differentiating fluvial systems characterized by clustered paleo-avulsion patterns from those
with random or compensational paleo-avulsion patterns in natural stratigraphy. At all aggradation
rates, random and compensational avulsions generate MSBs with the same properties, suggesting
that these avulsion patterns may not be differentiable based on MSB properties alone.
Model results indicate that in sand-dominated deposits, avulsion pattern cannot
successfully be interpreted from MSB characteristics. However, even in these successions, story
preservation, which is primarily controlled by channel incision, could be used to approximate
paleo-channel incision rates (Figure 5). Additionally, although exceptionally well-preserved bar
forms have been hypothesized to be an indicator of compensational avulsions (Hajek and Heller,
2012), these model runs suggest compensational avulsion patterns do not generate MSBs with
noticeably higher story preservation than random avulsion patterns.
Finally, although W:T is used to categorize channel body type in the fluvial literature
(Gibling, 2006), these results suggest that it is not a useful measure of avulsion pattern, even in
mud-dominated model runs. This implies that for interpretations and exploration of paleoavulsion patterns in systems with avulsion-origin MSBs, constraining sand body dimensions is
not an essential first step, and that constraining MSB W:T is not a useful predictive or interpretive
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tool. Rather, the number of stories per MSB, the preservation of floodplain facies inside MSBs,
and the total occurrence of single:multi-story sand bodies may be useful for identifying ancient
systems characterized by clustered paleo-avulsion patterns when avulsion is the dominant control
on MSB formation.

2.6. Case Study: the Williams Fork Formation
Identifying MSBs produced by avulsion reoccupation in natural deposits is a critical step
for testing hypotheses about avulsion behavior and stratigraphic organization (e.g., Hajek et al.,
2010a; Jerolmack and Paola, 2007). Here we apply insights from our literature review and
modeling to an Upper Cretaceous fluvial succession as an example of how MSB process-origin
interpretations can be made in outcrop exposures. The results from our literature review suggest
that avulsion-type MSBs can be identified in mud-rich deposits where sand-body margins are
exposed, and our model results suggest that some inferences about paleo-avulsion pattern can be
made from avulsion-type MSB properties, including the number of stories per MSB and the
presence of intra-MSB floodplain deposits. To demonstrate a field application of these findings,
and to explore sources of interpretation uncertainty, we analyze MSBs of the fluvial Williams
Fork Formation in western Colorado.

2.6.1. Study Area
The Williams Fork Formation is an Upper Cretaceous (mid-Campanian through early
Maastrichtian) alluvial formation in the Piceance Basin of western Colorado (Figure 12; Cole and
Cumella (2003). It was deposited in eastward-flowing lowland rivers that were sourced from the
Sevier thrust front (Cole and Cumella, 2003). The Williams Fork ranges from 300-600m thick,
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and comprises two unofficial members; the mudstone-dominated lower member is 30-60%
sandstone and the sandstone-dominated upper member is 50-80% sandstone (Cole and Cumella,
2003; Pranter et al., 2008). Because the Williams Fork Formation is coal- and natural gas-bearing,
it has been the subject of several paleogeographic and reservoir studies (Cole and Cumella, 2003;
Hofmann et al., 2011; Pranter et al., 2009; Pranter and Sommer, 2011). These studies have
identified both single and multistory channel bodies in the lower Williams Fork, and generally
interpret the sandstones as having formed in meandering channels in a coastal plain setting.
In this study, we focus on the mudstone-dominated lower member, which contains fluvial
sand bodies separated by meters of relatively homogeneous gray floodplain deposits, including
intermittent crevasse-splay sandstones. The sand bodies measured in this study are exposed in
Coal Canyon, a five kilometer-long canyon along the Colorado River, about five miles east of
Palisade, Colorado (Figure 12). This exposure is primarily oriented perpendicular to the eastward
paleoflow direction (Pranter et al., 2009) and exposes the entire thickness of the lower Williams
Fork, from the basal contact with the Iles Formation (Cretaceous shoreface deposits), to its upper
contact with the sandy upper Williams Fork Formation.

2.6.2. Methods
The architecture of 34 lower Williams Fork Formation MSBs was evaluated in the field
and using terrestrial lidar scans (3D surface-topography and reflectance-intensity scans collected
with a Riegl VZ1000). Approximately 40% of the sand bodies in the measured interval are
multistory and 60% are single story. For every MSB, the maximum sand body thickness, total
number of stories, maximum story thickness, and story grain sizes were measured, and the
bounding-surface margin was characterized as smooth or sawtooth. For sand bodies that could not
be safely reached in the field, these properties (except story grain size) were measured on the
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lidar point cloud (vertical accuracy to within 10 cm). Following the results of the literature
review, MSB origin was interpreted primarily based on 1) the geometry of the sand-body margin
and 2) the correlation of paleosol horizons between a MSB and its surrounding fine-grained
(floodplain) facies. The process origin of each sand body was interpreted as either intra-channelbelt, avulsion reoccupation, or incised-valley, when possible; cases where MSB margin and
surrounding floodplain horizons were insufficiently exposed to confidently make a process
interpretation, MSB origin was classified as indeterminate.
To assess the confidence of these interpretations, we applied a qualitative uncertainty
ranking to each MSB. “A” quality MSBs had good exposure of MSB margin on both sides of the
sand body and/or distinct, mappable floodplain horizons. “B” quality MSBs had one wellexposed margin, but parts of the sand body may have been covered or inaccessible. A few
correlatable floodplain horizons may be visible, but possibly only exposed on one side of the sand
body. MSBs with a “C” quality had poorly exposed margins and/or difficult-to-correlate
floodplain horizons, but a geologist can use other MSB properties, such as story scale or channel
abandonment preservation, to make a tentative interpretation. Cases when sand body margins
were not exposed, floodplain horizons could not be correlated, and the scale of story features was
difficult to determine, the MSB origin received a “D” ranking, and the process origin was
indeterminate.

2.6.3. Results and Interpretation
Lower Williams Fork MSBs generally display consistent sedimentology and architecture
throughout the measured interval (Table 2). Channel grain size ranges from very-fine-upper to
fine-upper sand, and total MSB thickness ranges from 2.8-13 meters, with the 25th and 75th
percentiles at 5.0 and 9.5 meters, respectively. Nearly half (48%) of MSBs had at least one well-
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exposed sand-body margin and were classified as “B” quality, although only 3 MSBs (9%) had
both margins exposed (“A” quality). Overall, MSBs had between 2-4 stories, which ranged in
thickness from 0.5-8 m, with a mean thickness of 2.9 m. Generally sand bodies had similar
overall sedimentology and architecture, which suggests that depositional conditions were fairly
consistent throughout the measured interval in the lower Williams Fork.
Of the 34 observed MSBs, 53% were avulsion origin, 32% were intra-channel-belt origin,
0% were incised-valley origin, and 15% were indeterminate. Avulsion-origin MSBs had at least
one exposed irregular margin (generally of a sawtooth form) (Figure 13C) and 2-4 stories, which
are both properties that are consistent with the literature review results. In the outcrop face shown
in Figure 13A, avulsion-origin MSBs make up 25% of the total observed sand bodies (including
single story). The relatively low number of stories per MSB, and the small number of avulsionorigin MSBs relative to the total number of sand bodies, suggests that the paleo-avulsion pattern
was not clustered in the same sense as the model. A high percent (78%) of avulsion-origin MSBs
had an A or B confidence ranking (Table 2).
In addition to avulsion-origin MSBs, 32% of MSBs were interpreted to have resulted
from intra-channel-belt processes (Figure 13B). These intra-channel-belt MSBs had at least one
smooth margin and 2-3 stories (Table 2). No intra-channel-belt MSBs had an A confidence
ranking, 54% of had a B-grade confidence ranking, and 46% had a C-ranking. These confidence
levels are lower than the avulsion-origin interpretations, possibly because “smooth” margins are
harder to confidently identify because of uncertainty associated with incomplete exposure.
Only 15% of lower Williams Fork MSBs were of indeterminate origin (receiving a D
ranking), largely because the lower Williams Fork sand bodies are generally well exposed. These
indeterminate MSBs had no exposed margins, and contained 2-4 stories. Most of these
indeterminate MSBs were exposed only in gulches, and sand body margins were scree-covered
along both sides of the gulch.
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Overall, these results suggest that lower Williams Fork MSBs were formed primarily
through avulsion reoccupation and secondarily via intra-channel-belt processes. Previous papers
about the Williams Fork identify intra-channel-belt origins of some MSBs (Cole and Cumella,
2003; Pranter et al., 2009), but applying our suggested framework for interpreting MSB origins
reveals the importance of avulsion reoccupation in Williams Fork sand-body architecture for the
first time. The low number of stories per sand body and the relatively low proportion of MSBs at
this locality suggest that Williams Fork rivers avulsed with random or compensational avulsion
patterns. This contrasts with results from Hofmann et al. (2011), who found that in a different part
of the Piceance Basin (in the northern region) Williams Fork channel deposits are clustered in the
subsurface, which suggests that avulsion patterns may vary regionally in contemporaneous
deposits. These results can be further tested by measuring basin-filling patterns using statistical
methods (e.g., Hajek et al., 2010a; Wang et al., 2011).

2.7. Discussion
In the literature review, modeling, and field-application portions of this study, it is clear
that the presence of fine-grained lithofacies is necessary to identify avulsion-reoccupation-origin
MSBs with high confidence, and to interpret paleo-avulsion patterns from MSB characteristics.
The two high-confidence literature-derived criteria for avulsion origin, an irregular MSB
bounding surface and correlative floodplain horizons, necessitate preserved overbank deposits for
field identification. In addition, our model results suggest that a clustered avulsion patterns can
only be definitively interpreted from avulsion-derived MSBs in successions with appreciable
mudstone accumulations, because in channel-dominated deposits, all avulsion patterns generate
MSBs with similar properties. Fine-grained lithofacies with differentiable horizons, such as
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distinctive paleosol layers, would improve the possibility of correlating floodplain horizons with
individual stories, and thus confidently interpreting avulsion origin.
The results presented here may help improve prediction of subsurface reservoir quality
and compartmentalization. Sandstones extending laterally into surrounding floodplain deposits –
common in avulsion-origin MSBs with stepped or sawtooth margins (Figure 1; Figure 11) – may
act as thief zones, potentially reducing sweep efficiency relative to MSB reservoirs with smooth
margins. Avulsion-origin MSBs formed by clustered paleo-avulsion patterns may be particularly
prone to having internal baffles and barriers to fluid flow given the tendency for remnant
floodplain deposits to be preserved under these conditions (Figure 9). Additionally, given that
aggregate story-preservation statistics may be useful for reconstructing paleo-incision ratios in
avulsion-dominated successions (e.g., Figure 5), the type and abundance of fine-grained
lithofacies preserved within MSBs (e.g., Lynds and Hajek, 2006) may be predictable.
Although this study confirms that avulsion-type MSBs can be confidently interpreted in
the field and may have predictable properties, questions remain about MSB process origins and
characteristics. More detailed process models are required to address outstanding questions about
MSBs generated from other process origins, especially intra-channel-belt processes. For the
purposes of this study, the catch-all intra-channel-belt category combined many distinct fluvial
processes into one category; morphodynamic models could elucidate how some of these different
processes (for example, bar migration versus channel thread switching) influence MSB formation
and characteristics.

2.8. Conclusions
Understanding avulsion controls on MSBs is important for interpreting paleo-avulsion
histories and for using alluvial stratigraphy to study long time-scale avulsion processes.
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Combined, the literature analysis, object-based modeling, and field case study presented here
show that avulsion-origin MSBs can be confidently interpreted in alluvial stratigraphy, especially
in outcrops with abundant fine-grained lithofacies and well-exposed sand-body margins. Analysis
of published MSB interpretations shows that irregular (stepped or sawtooth) bounding surfaces
and floodplain horizons that correlate to individual stories are characteristics uniquely associated
with avulsion-origin MSBs. Additionally, our model results show that MSBs with many stories
and preserved remnant floodplain deposits are diagnostic of clustered paleo-avulsion patterns.
Overall, these findings suggest that alluvial successions may preserve valuable information about
paleo-avulsion processes and also that subsurface reservoir characteristics may be predicted with
greater accuracy by carefully considering the role of avulsion processes in MSB formation.
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2.10. Figures
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Figure 2-1. Schematic block diagrams of alluvial MSB-forming processes.
The cartoon channel belts here are meant to help visualize these processes in general, but are not
of a specific planform or sinuosity; all fluvial channel types could generate MSBs in these
settings. Dashed boxes outline MSBs. A. Intra-channel-belt processes, such as bar migration,
generate small-scale MSBs. Channel-thread switching, meander cut-off, and seasonal discharge
fluctuations are also MSB-generating intra-channel-belt processes not shown here. B. Channelbelt avulsion reoccupation of a previously occupied site generates MSBs. Identifying MSBs of
avulsion origin is a primary goal of this study. C. Incised valleys laterally confine channel belts,
forcing them to scour over previous deposits during valley filling, generating MSBs.
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Figure 2-2. Schematic diagram of a multistory sand body, showing characteristics cited in
published interpretations of MSB origin (Table 1).
MSB properties are broadly grouped into MSB bounding surface characteristics (bold font), story
contact characteristics (italics), channel abandonment deposits (stippled) and the relationship to
surrounding floodplain deposits (light and dark gray). Bar clinoforms (dashed lines) help identify
individual stories, and are often used to determine paleocurrent direction between stories.
Characteristics on the left side of the diagram (including sawtooth/stepped MSB bounding surface
and story-correlating floodplain horizons) are consistent with avulsion-reoccupation
interpretations, and characteristics on the right side of the diagram (smooth MSB bounding
surface, MSB-correlating floodplain horizon) are consistent with intra-channel-belt origins.
Because characteristics of multiple origins are shown here, this sketch does not represent an MSB
that would be observed in the field.
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Figure 2-3. Example output from 2D geometric basin-filling model.
In this example, at each timestep channel elements (gray) are located according to “narrow-zone
clustered” avulsion rules (see text; white dots indicate channel element centroids), with channel
incision set at 50% of channel element thickness and floodplain aggradation set at 25% of
channel element thicknes. Dashed black lines indicate topography at each time step, with the bold
line showing topography of the most recent timestep. This example shows a model MSB (28
model units wide by 8 model units thick), comprising ten channel elements, and a small patch of
fully enclosed remnant floodplain deposits. White text labels indicate the preserved percent of
each channel element.
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Figure 2-4. Model output for different avulsion patterns (columns) at a range of net aggradation
rates (rows) after 500 timesteps.
Black rectangles are channel elements (10 model units wide by 2 model units thick) and white
represents floodplain deposits. The model domain is 550 model units wide in each case. A.
Stratigraphy generated at low net aggradation rates, with channel incision at 90% of channel
element thickness, and floodplain aggradation at 2.5%. B. Stratigraphy generated at medium net
aggradation rates, with channel incision at 50% of channel element thickness, and floodplain
aggradation at 25%. C. Stratigraphy generated at high net aggradation rates, with channel
incision at 0% of channel element thickness, and floodplain aggradation at 50%.
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Figure 2-5. Channel element preservation in model runs with channel incision ranging from 2575%, and no floodplain aggradation.
Channel-element preservation increases as net aggradation increases, and does not significantly
vary with avulsion pattern.
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Figure 2-6. Preserved channel fraction versus model aggradation rate for all model runs (624
total runs, 156 runs per avulsion type).
Clustered avulsion patterns generate stratigraphy with low preserved channel fraction at all
aggradation rates compared to random and compensational avulsions. In Figures 7-11, the runs
shown here are binned by aggradation rate at 2.5% intervals.
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Figure 2-7. Mean number of stories per MSB as a function of model aggradation rate rounded to
the nearest 2.5% for all avulsion patterns; error bars are one standard deviation.
Inset is an enlargement of data at higher mean aggradation rates (shown within dashed box). At
mean aggradation rates greater than or equal to 10% of the channel element thickness, random
and compensational avulsions generate MSBs with only 2-3 stories, while clustered avulsions
generate MSBs with four or more stories.
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Figure 2-8. Mean width to thickness (W:T) ratios of MSBs as a function of model aggradation
rate rounded to the nearest 2.5% for all avulsion patterns; error bars are one standard deviation.
Inset is an enlargement of data at higher mean aggradation rates (shown within dashed box).
Random avulsion patterns generate MSBs with the lowest W:T, and compensational and narrowzone clustered avulsions generate MSBs with relatively high W:T.
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Figure 2-9. Percent of MSBs that completely enclose remnant floodplain deposits as a function of
model aggradation rate rounded to the nearest 2.5% for all avulsion patterns; error bars are one
standard deviation.
Inset is an enlargement of data at higher mean aggradation rates (shown within dashed box). At
mean aggradation rates greater than or equal to 10%, only clustered avulsion patterns regularly
produce MSBs that fully enclose remnant floodplain deposits.
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Figure 2-10. Proportion of multistory sand bodies as a percent of the total number of sand bodies
versus model aggradation rate rounded to the nearest 2.5% for all avulsion patterns; error bars are
one standard deviation.
At mean aggradation rates greater than or equal to 10%, clustered avulsion patterns generate
stratigraphy where 40-70% of sand bodies are MSBs, whereas random and compensational
avulsions generate stratigraphy with only 10-40% MSBs.
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Figure 2-11. Mean channel element preservation versus model aggradation rate rounded to the
nearest 2.5% for all avulsion patterns; error bars are one standard deviation.
Clustered avulsions produce stratigraphy with relatively low story preservation at all aggradation
rates, compared to random and compensational avulsions.
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Figure 2-12. Study area for the Williams Fork Formation, near Cameo, Colorado, with inset map
showing the approximate location in Colorado.
Points and numbers indicate approximate locations of MSB measurements, corresponding with
descriptions in Table 2. Base map from USGS National Geologic Map Database.
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Figure 2-13. Williams Fork Formation stratigraphy.
A. Photo panel of a well-exposed face in the study area, showing the contact between the lower
and upper members. This study only included MSBs from the lower Williams Fork. B and C
show examples of interpreted MSBs, with annotated bounding surfaces (solid lines), and story
boundaries (dashed lines) shown below image. B. Annotated photo of a B-grade intra-channelbelt-origin MSB, with a smooth MSB margin and small-scale stories. C. Annotated photo of a Bgrade avulsion-origin MSB, with a sawtooth MSB margin.
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2.11. Tables

Table 2-1. Summary of published evidence used for interpreting process origins of MSBs.
Evidence only cited in one process interpretation category is in bold. See Figure 2 for a
sketch of these evidence types and Supplement 1 for the complete list of cited evidence and
associated citations.
Field Evidence Cited for Process Interpretations

Percent of papers citing evidence for
MSB process interpretations
Process Interpretation

Category

MSB
properties
Geometry

Architecture
Paleoflow
direction
Bounding
surface

Relationship
with
1`surrounding
facies

Channel
ssabandonment
ss'facies

Observation

Intrachannel
belt (n=32)

Avulsion
reoccupation
(n=11)

Incisedvalley
(n=11)

Sheet (width >> thickness)
Ribbon (low width-tothickness)
Lateral story stacking
Vertical story stacking

22
0

0
27

9
9

6
0

0
36

0
0

Consistent between stories

16

0

0

Varying between stories

16

0

0

High-relief (MSB height >>
story thickness)
Regionally extensive (MSB
width high relative to basin
width)
Steep sides
Horizontal
Smooth (see Figure 1, right)
Irregular (stepped/sawtooth)
(see Figure 1, left)
Erosional

0

0

55

0

0

36

0
3
6
0

0
0
0
36

18
9
0
0

9

9

0

Contrast with external
lithofacies
Floodplain horizons correlate
with individual stories

0

0

27

0

36

0

Floodplain horizons correlate
with top of MSB

0

0

18

Not present
Preserved at top only
Preserved throughout MSB

25
0
6

0
0
55

9
9
0
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Story
Properties
Geometry

Consistent aspect ratio

3

0

9

Normal grading

9

0

0

Type, abundance, scale of
sedimentary structures

31

9

9

Evidence of subaerial
exposure
Erosional
Lag (mud rip-ups and/or
pebbles)
Horizontal
Closely spaced, limited extent

9

45

0

9
9

18
45

0
9

6
13

0
0

0
0

Sedimentology

Story contacts
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Table 2-2. Properties of MSBs measured in the lower Williams Fork Formation. See Figure 12 for sand
body locations.
Sand bodies 1-30 were measured in the field, and 30-34 were measured on terrestrial lidar of the same
location. Story grain sizes are given by: nm - not measured, vflu - very fine upper sand, fl - fine lower
sand, fu - fine upper sand, f - fine sand,ml - medium lower sand. The exposure of visible MSB margins
is marked as "partial" with some levee exposure, but patchy scree covering, and "full" when the margin
could confidently be traced into overbank deposits. Process origins are given by: ICB - intra-channelbelt; AR - avulsion reoccupation; I - indeterminate (see text for discussion).
MSB#

MSB
thickness
(m)

#
Stories

Maximum
story
thickness (m)

Story grain
sizes

MSB bounding
surface
#
Visible
margins

1

7.0

2

5.9, 5.6

nm

1-full

2

9.6

3

0.6, 3.4, 4.2

nm, fu, f

1-full

3

4.8

3

1.5, 1.3, 2.0

f, f, nm

4

5.5

2

2.5, 3.1

vfu, f

0
1partial

5

4.9

2

4.5, 1.3

vfu-fl, vfu-fl

6

5.0

2

2.3, 2.3

f, fl

1-full

7

6

2

3.2, 2.8

nm

1-full

8

5.3

2

f, f

2-full

9
10

6.5
5.1

4
3

1.8, 2.8
2.4, 1.5, 1.3,
1.1
1.5, 2.5, 3.9

nm
fl, fu., nm

0
1-full

11
12

5.5
3.6

3
2

1.9, 1.7, 1.5
0.5, 3.1

1-full
1-full

13

10.0

3

3.0, 4.1, 3.3

fu
nm
nm
nm, vfu, vflvfu

14

8.4

2

6.1, 3.1

nm

15

6.2

4

1.6, 3.3, 5, 3

nm

0
1partial

16

13.0

3

4.4, 1.9, 5.4

fl, fl, fu-ml

2-full

17

2.8

2

1.8, 0.9

fl, fl

0

18
19

9.3
9.3

3
2

3.9, 4.0, 3.4
3.8, 4.5

nm
f, nm

1-full
1-full,
1partial

0

0

Process
origin

Interpretation
confidence

Smooth
Irregular:
sawtooth
Not
exposed
Possibly
smooth
Not
exposed
Irregular:
sawtooth
Irregular:
sawtooth
Irregular:
sawtooth
Possibly
smooth
s1/s2:
smooth;
s1-s2/s3:
sawtooth
Smooth
Smooth
Not
exposed
Not
exposed
Possibly
irregular
Possibly
irregular
Not
exposed

ICB

B

AR

B

I

C

ICB

B

AR

C

AR

B

AR

B

AR

A

I
ICB

D
B

AR
ICB
ICB

B
B
B

ICB

C

I

D

AR

C

AR

C

ICB

C

Smooth
Irregular:
sawtooth

ICB
AR

B
A

Margin
type
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20
21

6.0
7.9

3
3

1.7, 1.0, 1.1
2.6, 2.4, 1.6

fl, nm, nm
nm

1-full
1partial

22

5.0

2

2.7, 1.6

fl, vfu

1-full,
1partial

23

7.0

3

1.4, 2.3, 1.7

f, fu, vfu-fl

24
25

11.2
10.8

3
2

5.6, 4.5, 3.9
3.8, 4.5

nm
nm

26

5.9

2

2.1, 3.8

fu, fl

0
1-full,
1partial
1partial

27

4.6

2

2.8, 1.8

vfu-fl, vfu-fl

1-full

28

12

2

3, 7

nm

0

29

7

3

2, 2, 2

nm

1-full

30

10.5

2

1.3, 8.0

fl, fl

1-full

31

4.4

2

3.8, 3.0

nm - LIDAR

32

6.3

2

3.6, 6.3

nm - LIDAR

0
1partial

33

4.1

2

4.1, 2.5

nm - LIDAR

1-full

34

5.3

2

3.1, 2.0

nm - LIDAR

1-full

1partial

Irregular:
sawtooth
Possibly
irregular:
sawtooth
Smooth,
correlates
with
continuous
coal
horizon
Possibly
smooth
Not
exposed
Irregular:
sawtooth
Not
exposed
Possibly
smooth
Not
exposed
Irregular:
sawtooth
Irregular:
sawtooth
Not
exposed
Possibly
smooth
Irregular:
sawtooth
Irregular:
sawtooth

AR
AR

B
C

AR

A

ICB

C

I
AR

D
B

I

D

ICB

B

AR

C

AR

B

AR

B

I

D

ICB

C

AR

B

AR

B
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Chapter 3
Measuring scales of autogenic organization in fluvial stratigraphy: an
example from the Cretaceous lower Williams Fork Formation, Colorado,
USA

3.1. Abstract
Autogenic fluvial dynamics, including river avulsion, influence the distribution of
channel sand bodies in alluvial deposits. Over long timescales, autogenically organized avulsions
can generate stratigraphic patterns such as clusters of sand bodies when avulsions preferentially
return to previous channel locations, or evenly spaced sand bodies when avulsions preferentially
fill topographic lows. Consequently, quantifying stratigraphic patterns may provide an avenue for
reconstructing paleo-avulsion dynamics from ancient deposits. Several quantitative approaches
have been used to quantify the degree to which channel-belt deposits are distributed randomly,
evenly, or with clustered patterns; however, to date, there are only a few examples where these
metrics have been applied in outcrop studies. Here we present a quantitative analysis of
stratigraphic architecture in the lower Williams Fork Formation (Cretaceous, Colorado, USA) to
quantify the paleo-avulsion pattern in this interval. A spatial-point-process statistic (the K
function) and the compensation statistic are applied to stratigraphic data mapped from a terrestrial
lidar digital outcrop model. Both analyses show random channel-body distributions and random
basin filling at short (less than 200m) spatiotemporal scales, which suggests that lower Williams
Fork channels avulsed randomly. To evaluate the sensitivity of the K function to different degrees
of stratigraphic organization, we use a 2D geometric model to build synthetic stratigraphy with
different degrees of sand body clustering. Model results show that the lower Williams Fork
dataset should be of sufficient size and resolution to detect strong clustering signals, if they were
present. This type of sensitivity analysis is helpful for comparing results of spatial-point-process
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analyses among outcrop examples with confidence. The random paleo-avulsion pattern inferred
from lower Williams Fork stratigraphy in this locality contrasts with previously published
analyses that show qualitative clustering at larger scales; however, these results are not
incompatible if avulsions remained clustered regionally over long timescales.

3.2. Introduction
Avulsion, the rapid relocation of a channel to a new location on its floodplain, is an
important autogenic process that controls stratigraphic architecture in alluvial basins (e.g., Allen,
1978; Bridge and Leeder, 1979; Hajek et al., 2010a; Heller and Paola, 1996; Leeder, 1978). The
distribution of sand bodies in fluvial successions reflects, in part, autogenic paleo-avulsion
patterns. Such patterns can be reconstructed with statistical analyses, often giving quantitative
insight into the spatial scales and styles of autogenic fluvial behaviors on ancient landscapes. To
date, however, these statistical approaches have only been used to examine autogenic behaviors
in a limited number of outcrop examples (Flood and Hampson, 2015; Hajek et al., 2010a; Wang
et al., 2011). Here we present a case study applying these statistics to the lower Williams Fork
Formation, a well-exposed Upper Cretaceous fluvial succession (Piceance Creek Basin,
Colorado, USA), in an effort to detail practical aspects, opportunities, and limitations of applying
spatial-point-process and compensation statistics to outcrop exposures. Statistical analyses of
basin-filling patterns demonstrate that lower Williams Fork channels likely followed a uniformrandom paleo-avulsion pattern, which is consistent with results from sand-body-architecture
analysis (Chamberlin and Hajek, 2015). This contrasts with other ancient fluvial deposits that
show statistically clustered paleo-avulsion patterns (Flood and Hampson, 2015; Hajek et al.,
2010a) and indicates that fluvial deposits with relatively high mud content can reflect a range of
autogenic avulsion patterns. We also present a simple geometric model that can be used to gauge
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the strength of spatial organization detectable within a given dataset and explore what
combination of autogenic avulsion conditions (including characteristic avulsion-trigger thresholds
and avulsion hop lengths) are consistent with field observations. Finally, we recommend best
practices for applying spatial-point-process statistics to outcrop data.

3.3. Evaluating Paleo-avulsion Patterns
The balance of sediment-supply and accommodation-creation rates fundamentally sets
long-term sediment-accumulation rates in basins, but autogenic surface-process dynamics, like
channel avulsion, determine how basins fill over shorter spatial and temporal scales. Evaluating
basin-scale changes in alluvial architecture has been useful for interpreting long-term changes in
sediment supply and accommodation creation (e.g., Allen, 1978; Bridge and Leeder, 1979; Heller
and Paola, 1996; Leeder, 1978; Shanley and McCabe, 1994), and recent work has demonstrated
the promise of evaluating formation- or member-scale fluvial-stacking patterns for reconstructing
autogenic sedimentation patterns in ancient landscapes. For example, clusters of channel sand
bodies have been documented in stratigraphy where there is no evidence for climate or tectonic
forcing (Hajek et al., 2012; Hajek et al., 2010a), which suggests that autogenic avulsion patterns
can be non-random (e.g., preferentially returning to previous channel locations, as in Jerolmack
and Paola (2007)). Conversely, one outcrop study has documented evenly distributed (anticlustered) fluvial deposits (Flood and Hampson, 2015) which suggests that channels in some
fluvial systems are intrinsically predisposed to avulse to locations far from previous channels, a
phenomenon also commonly observed in fluviodeltaic experiments (Straub et al., 2009; Wang et
al., 2011). Other studies have documented changes in channel-stacking patterns over different
scales. For example, Hofmann et al. (2011) show that the lower Williams Fork Formation
(Cretaceous, Colorado, USA) has “channel fairways” of approximately 120m thick sand body
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clusters, which they attribute to autogenic avulsion dynamics, and that the fairways themselves
are evenly distributed, which they interpret as reflecting allogenic changes in accommodation
either from punctuated thrusting events or cyclic changes in eustatic sea level. Similarly, fluvial
sand bodies in the Blackhawk Formation (Cretaceous, Utah, USA) have stacking patterns that
range from weakly clustered in the lower portion to anti-clustered (evenly spaced) in the upper
portion of the unit (Flood and Hampson, 2015). These results suggest autogenic avulsion patterns
can change through time.
Qualitative observations can be useful for understanding controls on fluvial depositional
styles and architecture (e.g., Bordy et al., 2004; Hampson et al., 2012; Hofmann et al., 2011;
Rittersbacher et al., 2014), but quantitative analyses are necessary to identify and compare
specific patterns and scales of channel organization within different systems. For outcrop
datasets, spatial-point-process statistics (Flood and Hampson, 2015; Hajek et al., 2010a), the
compensation index (Wang et al., 2011), and lacunarity analysis (Flood and Hampson, 2015)
have been used to quantify sedimentation patterns. Each of these approaches can be used to
quantify how sediment packages, including channel belts and floodplain deposits, are arranged
across a wide range of scales.
In order to quantify spatial-temporal organization of sedimentation during basin filling,
sedimentation patterns can be thought of as being random, even, or clustered (e.g., Hajek and
Wolinsky, 2012). Random sedimentation patterns arise when deposition (i.e. avulsion) is equally
likely to occur anywhere across a basin at a given time. “Even” sedimentation occurs when
depositional events avoid locations that have recently accumulated sediment thereby filling low
spots in the basin. In contrast, “clustered” sedimentation patterns result from depositional events
persisting in the same portion of a basin for an extended period of time or returning to a region
with higher frequency than would be expected for a uniform-random sedimentation pattern. In
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fluvial systems where avulsions control the distribution of sediment across a basin, stratigraphic
organization can be used to reconstruct paleo-avulsion patterns (Hajek and Wolinsky, 2012).
Three statistical tools – lacunarity analysis, the compensation index, and the K function –
have recently been used to characterize these patterns of stratigraphic organization, including
random, even, or clustered (Flood and Hampson, 2015; Hajek et al., 2010a; Straub et al., 2009;
Wang et al., 2011). These methods rely on different types of input data and can detect changes in
organization over different spatial scales. Here we explore the practical application of the K
function and the compensation index to outcrop exposures.

3.3.1. K Function
Spatial-point-process statistics are designed to evaluate the spatial distribution of
elements (or “events”) and determine whether they are positioned randomly, e.g., following a
Poisson process – a condition called complete spatial randomness (CSR; Diggle, 1983), – or
exhibit some sort of spatial organization such as clustering or regularity over a range of length
scales. In this case, the stratigraphic distribution of channel deposits reflects the underlying
stochastic nature of avulsion dynamics that control where sediment is deposited within a basin.
The K function provides a way to test for CSR and assess the spatial distribution of events of a
point process (Cressie, 1993) by comparing the number of events encountered within distance h
of each event in a study area to the average or expected rate of the process (Figure 1A-B).
Ripley’s K function is a weighted formulation that accounts for edge effects in a rectangular study
area, and is given by:
𝐾 ℎ = 𝜆!!
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where λ is the total number of points in the study region normalized by the region area, si
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and sj are two points in the study area, w(si,sj) is a weighting factor calculated from the proportion
of the circumference of a circle centered at si passing through sj, and I(.) is an indicator function
that equals 1 when the Euclidian distance from si to sj is less than search radius h, otherwise I(.) =
0 (Cressie, 1993); the weighting factor helps account for bias that is introduced when a significant
fraction of the search area falls outside the domain. If depositional events are distributed
randomly, the number of events encountered within h of a given deposit should approximate the
average “intensity” or rate of the depositional process across the study area (total number of
events divided by the total study area, λ). If deposition within a given basin is evenly distributed,
on average, significantly fewer events will be found within h of each event, making the calculated
K function lower than the expected intensity. In contrast, if depositional events tend to cluster
together, more events will be found within search distance h, resulting in a K function value that
is significantly higher than the expected intensity.
The K function can be evaluated over a range of scales and provides information about
how depositional events were organized in ancient landscapes, although there are challenges
applying this statistic to stratigraphic datasets. In fluvial deposits, this and other stratigraphic
studies (Flood and Hampson, 2015; Hajek et al., 2010a) have used the centroids of channel
elements to represent event (avulsion) locations. This analysis assumes all channel positions are
independent, even though the location of channel avulsions could be dependent on the positions
of underlying (older) channels. In the case of the K function as applied here and in other studies
(Flood and Hampson, 2015; Hajek et al., 2010a), search distance h is isotropic, so the search area
is a circle around any given event. The K function should only be evaluated up to distances that
approach the minimum study area dimensions to avoid bias that can be introduced when a
substantial fraction of the search area falls outside the study area (Figure 1). This
recommendation holds for study areas that are many times wider than they are thick (a common
feature of cross-sectional outcrops); for more equant study areas, analysis should be limited to
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one half the minimum study area dimension to avoid bias. Flood and Hampson (2015) vertically
exaggerate outcrop panels of the Blackhawk Formation to minimize the effects of sand-body
dimension anisotropy (i.e. sand bodies are generally much wider than they are thick); anisotropic
search areas, rather than a circular search radius h, could also be used to evaluate spatial
organization of strongly anisotropic deposits. In this study we use basic isotropic search areas on
an unmodified study area for consistency with other studies and absolute comparison of measured
scales of spatial organization.

3.3.2. Compensation Index
Another method of quantifying ancient sedimentation patterns is the compensation index,
a surface-based metric that describes the degree of compensation, or the tendency of depositional
events to preferentially fill topographic lows (Straub et al., 2009). The compensation index
compares observed deposition patterns to what would be expected from perfectly even stacking
using the standard deviation of local sedimentation relative to the long-term average background
sedimentation across a basin over a range of chronostratigraphic intervals (or stratigraphic
thickness intervals, Wang et al. (2011)). This is given by:
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where r(T;x) is the local sedimentation rate measured over the stratigraphic thickness interval T, x
is the horizontal position in the study area, L is the cross-sectional width of the study area, and
𝑟(𝑥) is the mean long-term sedimentation rate at position x (Wang et al., 2011). For uncorrelated
random aggradation – i.e. depositional events that follow a spatially random pattern across a basin
– σss decays as a power law with exponent κ = 0.5 (Figure 1C). In cases where aggradation occurs
evenly across a basin, sedimentation patterns are compensational (i.e. successive events fill
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topographic lows), and local sedimentation at any given time matches the overall background
sedimentation/subsidence pattern fairly well. This results in σss decaying as a power law with
exponent κ > 0.5, where a value of 1.0 would represent perfect compensation. In contrast,
situations where sedimentation patterns are clustered such that there is a tendency for depositional
events to occur near one another across a basin, σss decays as a power law with κ < 0.5, where a
value of 0.0 would represent perfect persistence. The compensation scale is the thickness at which
κ approaches unity (or the “rollover” point in Figure 1C), and represents the transition from
autogenic to allogenic processes that dominate basin filling (Wang et al., 2011).
Like the K function, the compensation index has a range of advantages and disadvantages
when applied to outcrop datasets. Because the compensation index is calculated over a range of
chronostratigraphic windows, changes in sedimentation patterns at different scales can be
detected and compared. However, actual or proxy chronostratigraphic surfaces are necessary for
calculating the compensation index from stratigraphic deposits (e.g., Straub et al., 2009; Straub
and Pyles, 2012). These types of surfaces can be difficult to identify in some fluvial outcrops, but
pseudo-chronostratigraphic surfaces may be projected through datasets to evaluate basin-wide
sedimentation patterns with the compensation index (e.g., Wang et al., 2011). Additionally, the
compensation index averages sediment-thickness differences across a basin and consequently
emphasizes vertical (temporal) stacking trends over lateral spatial patterns.
Although these statistical methods have been applied to a few outcrop examples, there
remains a need for more studies in a broader range of fluvial systems and an evaluation of best
practices for quantifying fluvial stacking patterns from outcrops and determining how these
patterns reflect autogenic avulsion dynamics. Here we evaluate the practical application of these
approaches for quantifying and interpreting stacking patterns in natural fluvial deposits using the
Upper Cretaceous Williams Fork Formation as a case study.
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3.4. Study Area and Methods
The Williams Fork Formation is an Upper Cretaceous (mid-Campanian through early
Maastrichtian) alluvial formation in the Piceance Creek Basin of western Colorado (Figure 2)
deposited in eastward-flowing lowland rivers sourced from the Sevier thrust belt (Cole and
Cumella, 2003). The Williams Fork ranges from 365-600m thick (Hettinger and Kirschbaum,
2002), and comprises two informal members: the mudstone-dominated, coal-bearing lower
member is 15-60% sandstone and the sandstone-dominated upper member is 50-80% sandstone
(Figure 3) (e.g., Cole and Cumella, 2003; Pranter et al., 2009; Pranter et al., 2008). Several
previous paleogeographic and reservoir-analog studies in this interval interpreted a coastal plain
depositional environment with meandering channels (e.g., Cole and Cumella, 2003, 2005;
Hofmann et al., 2011; Pranter et al., 2009; Pranter and Sommer, 2011). Williams Fork deposits
formed during the last phase of the Sevier Orogeny to the west, although the early phases of the
Laramide Orogeny in the region (including movement on the San Rafael Swell to the west and
the Piceance Basin in western Colorado) may have also influenced subsidence (e.g., Aschoff and
Steel, 2011; Hofmann et al., 2011). Although chronostratigraphy in the Williams Fork is
relatively poor, correlation with ammonite zones and bentonites constrain the total time of
deposition between 1 and 1.5 m.y.a. (Hofmann et al., 2011 and references therein).
The outcrop interval surveyed and analyzed in this study is in Coal Canyon, a five
kilometer-long canyon that extends north from the Colorado River, about five miles east of
Palisade, Colorado (Figs. 2, 3). The entire local thickness of the lower Williams Fork
(approximately 200m) is exposed in this canyon, from the basal contact with the Iles Formation
(Cretaceous shoreface deposits), to its upper contact with the sandy upper Williams Fork
Formation (Figure 3). At the base of the lower Williams Fork, the 60-75m thick Cameo-Wheeler
Coal Zone contains four mapped coal seams (Cole and Cumella, 2003) and channel sand bodies
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in the lower part of the Cameo-Wheeler Coal Zone contain Teredolites, which suggests some
tidal or brackish water influence (Cole and Cumella, 2005). To focus on deposits resulting from
wholly fluvial avulsion processes, sand bodies in the lower two-thirds of the Cameo-Wheeler
Coal Zone are excluded from this analysis.
In addition to characterizing the general paleogeographic setting, previous studies have
extensively documented lower Williams Fork sedimentology and stratigraphy, including detailed
measured sections (e.g., Cole and Cumella, 2003, 2005; Pranter et al., 2007) and analysis of sand
body architecture, connectivity, and reservoir properties (e.g., Hofmann et al., 2011; Pranter et al.,
2009; Pranter et al., 2007; Pranter and Sommer, 2011). Lower Williams Fork Formation channel
sand bodies comprise fining-upward packages of lower-medium to upper-very-fine sand, with
common trough cross-stratification and mud rip-ups at the sand body base (e.g., Cole and
Cumella, 2005). Channel paleoflow depths from preserved bar heights in these channel sand
bodies range from 1.0 – 3.7m with a mean of 2.5m (Supplement 1). Crevasse splay sandstones of
very-fine sand and current ripples, gray to purple clay-silt paleosols, and thin carbonaceous
mudstones are also common lithofacies throughout the lower Williams Fork (e.g., Cole and
Cumella, 2003). Pranter et al. (2009) analyzed sandstone connectivity and quantified channel
sand body geometries in Coal Canyon, showing that sand body connectivity varies across the
study area and that sand body width is a key variable in lower Williams Fork sandstone
connectivity. These detailed sedimentological studies lay the groundwork for the large-scale
statistical analysis of alluvial architecture in this study.
Lower Williams Fork channel sand bodies can be single-story (one channel-belt deposit),
or multistory (comprising two or more avulsion-related channel-belt deposits, Chamberlin and
Hajek (2015)). Based on the number of channel-belt-scale stories per multistory sand body, and
the overall preponderance of single-story sand bodies, Chamberlin and Hajek (2015) concluded
that the architecture of multistory sand bodies provides no evidence for a clustered avulsion
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pattern in the lower Williams Fork Formation in Coal Canyon. This contrasts with Hofmann et al.
(2011), who suggested that lower Williams Fork channel sand bodies are qualitatively clustered
into channel fairways in the Piceance Creek Basin approximately 80km to the north.
The extensive exposure and existing detailed studies of the Williams Fork Formation in
Coal Canyon make it an appropriate place to apply statistical methods to test hypotheses about
whether lower Williams Fork channels avulsed randomly or with a clustered pattern and to
demonstrate a practical workflow for applying the K function and compensation statistics to
fluvial outcrops.
Although Coal Canyon is overall a well-exposed study site, there are some a priori
limitations that need to be considered. The exposure used in this study is approximately 1.5km
wide (perpendicular to paleoflow orientation) and 200m thick; consequently, the K function can
only be evaluated at scales <200m in this panel. In addition, the horizons required to calculate the
compensation index ideally should be mapped along identifiable timelines, such as floodplain
horizons, but the lower Williams Fork Formation has relatively homogeneous floodplain deposits
which do not have extensively mappable horizons; consequently, compensation analysis is based
on proxy surfaces that are projected across the study area based on the stratigraphic position of
channel deposits. Finally, it is necessary to consider whether measured stratigraphy reflects
primary depositional relationships or syn- and post-depositional processes like differential
compaction, faulting, or folding. Throughout this study area, all channel bodies are sub-parallel
(i.e. they have the same dip magnitudes and orientations) and there is no evidence of faults with
significant (greater than 5m) offset. Consequently we assume that at the scale of the study area,
strata experienced uniform compaction and structural modification and that measured stratal
architecture primary reflects depositional relationships.
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3.4.1. Data Collection

3.4.1.1. Terrestrial Lidar Scanning and Processing
Lidar scanning has gained popularity as a means of remotely obtaining spatially accurate
measurements from exposed outcrops (e.g., Bellian et al., 2005; Rarity et al., 2013; Rittersbacher
et al., 2014; Sahoo and Gani, 2015). Three-dimensional digital outcrop models generated from
lidar are ideally suited for spatial-statistical analysis because they can be used to generate highresolution maps of key outcrop features on difficult-to-access exposures and across large outcrop
areas. In the last decade, lidar technology has become a useful tool for modeling petroleum
reservoir analogues (Hodgetts, 2013; e.g., Pranter et al., 2007), quantifying sand body dimensions
(e.g., Pranter et al., 2009; Rittersbacher et al., 2014), and interpreting large-scale stratal packages
(e.g., García-Sellés et al., 2011). Lidar scanning can be conducted from fixed ground positions
(terrestrial lidar scanning (TLS), as in this study) or from helicopters or airplanes (e.g., Pranter et
al., 2009).
Here we used TLS to generate a 3D digital outcrop model of a portion of the lower
Williams Fork Formation on which we mapped channel-belt sand-body positions for statistical
analysis. We collected TLS of the western outcrop face in Coal Canyon (Figure 4) using Penn
State University’s Riegl VZ1000, which has a maximum effective distance of 1000m. Scans used
in this study were collected from 21 separate positions, each within 500m of the outcrop face
(Figure 2), and had point densities ranging from 150-500 points per square meter in each scan
which provided sufficient resolution to identify and map sand bodies (Figure 4C). These scans
were merged in RiScan Pro software (by Riegl) and colored using images from a lidar-mounted
Nikon camera. The resultant outcrop model is approximately 1.5km wide and 200m thick with
internal scale and positional accuracy within 10 cm.
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3.4.1.2. Channel-body mapping and analysis
Channel sand-body outlines were mapped directly on the true color point cloud outcrop
model in RiScan Pro. We also used high-resolution photos and GigaPan photo panoramas
(publically available at www.gigapan.com/profiles/epc127) to guide channel sand-body
interpretation and mapping. Where possible, we identified channel sand bodies directly using
field measurements of lithofacies (Figure 5; Supplement 1). Where sandstones were inaccessible
in the field, we used the lidar and GigaPans to identify channel sand bodies based on geometry
(including sandstone thickness and internal architecture). Channel-belt-scale stories in multistory
sand bodies were identified based on irregular/sawtooth sand body margins and the relative scale
of the stories (sensu Chamberlin and Hajek, 2015). In cases where poor exposure precluded our
ability to confidently determine whether stories within multistory sand bodies comprised
individual channel belts, we assumed each story represented a channel-belt deposit. This
assumption ensures small-scale patterns will be incorporated into the analysis, but may artificially
emphasize avulsion clustering if stories do not actually represent channel-belt deposits resulting
from avulsion.
To evaluate the arrangement of these channel-body outlines using the K function and
compensation statistics, we first projected the 3D sand bodies onto a 2D plane perpendicular to
paleoflow direction. This correction minimizes the large-scale geometric biases from oblique or
variable outcrop azimuths. The Coal Canyon outcrop face is oriented NE-SW, and paleoflow was
eastward during lower Williams Fork deposition (consistent with our observations and published
paleocurrent data in Cole and Cumella (2003)), so the 3D sand body outlines were projected onto
a 2D plane oriented north-south (Figure 5A). This 2D projection does not correct for the
paleocurrent directions of individual channel sand bodies, which range from 25-115 degrees
because of the high degree of sinuosity in the lower Williams Fork channels (Cole and Cumella,
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2003; Keeton, 2012; Pranter et al., 2009). This means that each individual sand body centroid
may be offset from the true paleoflow-corrected centroid; however, we assume that this offset is
relatively small and randomly distributed. To correct for 4-7 degree eastward regional tectonic
dip (Pranter et al., 2009), projected sand bodies were rotated 5 degrees westward back to
horizontal.
The same projected and rotated panel was used for both statistical analyses. For the K
function analysis, we used the center-of-mass of each projected, mapped sand-body polygon
(Figure 5B; Figure 6A). To calculate the compensation index, we mapped pseudo horizons
through floodplain deposits for each channel-belt sand body (following Wang et al. (2011)).
Surfaces were mapped along the base of each sand body, and projected across the width of the
study area at the vertical level of the preserved channel-body centroid (Figure 7). Because there
are no age constraints on individual channel sand bodies in this section, we make the basic
assumption that channel bodies were deposited in absolute vertical order (that is, the sand body
with the lowest scour base is the oldest, irrespective of lateral position in the outcrop). If the
surface projected through the floodplain intersected any part of an underlying channel sand body,
then the surface was continued above the intervening channel sand body (based on the
assumption that older channel belts had been fully filled and were forming positive topographic
features; Figure 7).

3.4.2. Data Analysis
The total projected panel is 1466m wide and 217m thick with 96 channel body centroids
(Figure 6A). The paleo-flow perpendicular projection creates an irregular margin on the left side
of the panel. Irregular study-area margins can artificially introduce clustered signals into spatialpoint-process analyses (e.g., Wiegand and Moloney, 2004) so we calculate the K function on 66
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sand body centroids in the central panel area 1150m wide and 200m thick (shown within the
rectangular polygon in Figure 6A). The K function was evaluated over 0-200m isotropic search
radii at 10m intervals and the envelope of CSR is the maximum and minimum values of ninetynine Monte Carlo simulations (meaning that a K value falling outside the envelope carries a
significance of 0.02); we used the Spatstat package in R for this analysis (Baddeley et al., 2015).
To calculate the compensation index, Equation 2 was applied to 66 pseudo horizons
mapped on the same subset of the lower Williams Fork panel (Figure 7). The data were
aggregated into 25 logarithmic bins. To calculate κ, we first choose the rollover point between
sub- and post- compensation scales based on visual inspection of the binned mean thickness
versus σss (Eq. 2), and then confirmed that the post-rollover power law fit has an exponent (κ)
close to 1.0 (Figure 8). We then calculated three sub-compensation power law fits: one with all
sub-compensation bins (Figure 8, κ1), one excluding bins with less than 5% of the number of
points in the largest bin (Figure 8, κ2), and one excluding bins with less than 10% of the number
of points in the largest bin (Figure 8, κ3).

3.5. Results
The estimated K function for the centroids of the projected lower Williams Fork sand
bodies lies within the Monte Carlo simulation envelope at all search radii; therefore we cannot
reject the null hypothesis of spatial randomness at any scale (Figure 6B). Based on this analysis,
there is no evidence for statistical clustering or evenness of lower Williams Fork Formation
channel bodies. The compensation index calculated for lower Williams Fork horizons yields κ
ranging from 0.49 – 0.63 depending on binning at sub-compensation stratigraphic thicknesses (up
to 18.1m) (Figure 8), which is broadly consistent with random basin filling. The upper range (κ =
0.63) could also indicate compensational filling, but sensitivity modeling suggests the sub-
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compensation fit is not precise enough to distinguish between κ within 0.2 (Trampush et al., in
prep.), and collectively, the three κ values are most consistent with random basin filling. At
stratigraphic thicknesses greater than this rollover point, the power law fit has an exponent κ =
0.98, which is consistent with compensational (even) basin filling (Figure 8).
Both the K function and compensation statistics indicate randomly spaced deposition at
small spatiotemporal scales in the lower Williams Fork Formation. This is consistent with
independent evidence from the architecture of multistory sand bodies that also suggests paleoavulsion patterns in this study area were not clustered (Chamberlin and Hajek, 2015).

3.6. Sensitivity Analysis
Three independent metrics of the lower Williams Fork outcrop – the K function and
compensation analysis of this study and the multistory sand body analysis of Chamberlin and
Hajek (2015) – are all consistent with random channel-stacking patterns, suggesting this is a
robust result. However, each approach has limitations. For example, multistory sand body
analysis cannot be used to differentiate between compensational and random stacking. The
estimated sub-compensation slope of the compensation index is highly sensitive to data binning
(e.g., three different kappa values depending on bins shown in Figure 8) and consequently is not
reliable for discriminating between random, weakly clustered, and weakly compensational
patterns. The K function is a fairly strong statistical test and consequently it may not be sensitive
to weak spatial organization, depending on the size of the dataset. Because an important goal of
this type of analysis is to reconstruct long-term, autogenic paleo-avulsion dynamics, we need to
evaluate the sensitivity of the K function to different degrees of stratigraphic organization.
In order to evaluate the potential for “false negative” results – where organization may be
present but it is too weak to reject the CSR null hypothesis with the K function – we used a
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simple 2D object-based model to evaluate the strength of clustered patterns that could be detected
given the parameters of our field dataset (Figure 9). At every timestep in the model, a rectangular
object (representing a channel-belt-scale sand body) of fixed width and thickness was placed into
the 2D model domain based on a set of avulsion-location and floodplain-aggradation rules (see
Chamberlin and Hajek (2015) for a detailed model description). To produce clustered avulsion
patterns, channel elements were placed at a randomly chosen position within a limited “walk
zone” of the previous channel location (Figure 9). Once the difference between the channelelement elevation and the local floodplain elevation exceeds a “maximum-relief threshold”, a
compensational (regional) avulsion is triggered and the next channel-belt element moves to the
lowest location in the model domain (Figure 9). Together, the walk zone and maximum relief
threshold parameters set the strength of model clustering; smaller walk zones mean the next
channel element is more likely to fall near the previous channel element, increasing the object
clustering, while higher maximum-relief thresholds lead to stronger clustering because deposition
persists in one zone for a longer time.
To evaluate the strength of clustering that can be detected in our lower Williams Fork
dataset, we chose model parameters based on our dataset characteristics, including study-area
size, total number of sand bodies, channel-element scale/shape, and total study-area sand fraction.
Specific model parameters are shown in Table 1. To evaluate sensitivity, we ran 18 simulations
with a range of clustering strengths, including clustering walk zones from 0.5-2 times the channel
width and maximum relief thresholds from 1-3 times the channel element thickness. We then
calculated the K function statistic using the centroid of each rectangular channel-body element for
model runs, using the same K function parameters applied to the lower Williams Fork case study.
For model runs with weak clustering (low maximum relief thresholds and/or wide
clustering walk zone), the K function could not reject CSR at any search radius (Table 2; Figure
10a). For model runs with strong clustering strength (relatively high maximum relief thresholds
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and narrow clustering walk zones) the K function rejects spatial randomness and shows element
clustering. In these non-random cases, the clusters can be a range of shapes and have a different
number of channel bodies depending on the dominant controlling variable. In model runs with
high maximum relief thresholds (2-3 times the channel thickness), the statistically significant
clusters are wide and thick (ranging from 400-700m wide and 60-100m thick) with many channel
elements per cluster (>10 per cluster) (Figure 10b). In model runs with narrow walk zones, the
statistically significant clusters have very closely spaced sand bodies (100-400m wide, 25-75m
thick) with an average of 3-4 channel elements per cluster (Figure 10c). This sensitivity analysis
therefore suggests that the K function could detect a clustering signal in this dataset if the
clustered avulsion pattern generated small, tightly spaced clusters or large clusters with a high
number of sand bodies.

3.7. Discussion
Our finding that the lower Williams Fork Formation is randomly organized at outcrop
scales is an insightful contrast from the qualitative analysis of Hofmann et al. (2011), who
identify clusters of sand bodies in well logs that they interpreted as paleo-channel fairways
approximately 120m thick and 240m wide that are themselves compensationally stacked. Given
that the maximum scale of clustering analyzed in this study is 200m (limited by the minimum
outcrop dimension), our results are not necessarily incompatible with the Hofmann et al. (2011)
findings – rather, the findings of our study address channel stacking patterns within their channel
fairways. Our model results suggest that all of the patterns observed in this study and at both
scales in Hofmann et al. (2011) can be explained by a simple clustered avulsion model with wide
walk zones (250m, three times the mean channel width) and high maximum-relief thresholds
(25m, approximately three times the mean channel thickness), such that at small scales the K
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function cannot reject CSR for small dataset windows (consistent with our outcrop-scale study),
but can reject CSR for larger windows (perhaps consistent with basin-scale datasets in Hofmann
et al. (2011)). This scenario also shows compensational stacking of large clusters once the
maximum relief threshold is reached (consistent with the large-scale compensational stacking in
Hofmann et al. (2011)). A walk-zone (i.e. avulsion belt) width of 250m is strikingly close to the
240m cluster spacing reported in Hofmann et al. (2011), which futher supports the idea that
autogenic avulsion patterns were important for large-scale sand-body stacking in the lower
Williams Fork. Finally, the suggested maximum relief threshold of 25m is a similar magnitude to
the rollover point of the compensation statistic (18.1m, Figure 8), which broadly suggests
compatibility between these different metrics. To examine controls on specific paleo-surface
dynamics, however, more process-based modeling is needed.
Hofmann et al. (2011) also suggest that the lower Williams Fork clusters are
autogenically controlled, whereas the cluster spacing is allogenically driven. In our study area,
however, first-order examination suggests that there are no systematic changes in sedimentary
characteristics throughout the lower Williams Fork that would indicate allogenic forcings (sensu
Hajek et al., 2012). For example, in the projected sand bodies mapped on the lidar for this study,
there is no relationship between stratigraphic height and sand body dimension (width, thickness,
or aspect ratio; Figure 11). Hand sample grain sizes of channel sand bodies throughout the section
range from very fine upper to medium lower sand, and qualitatively are not related to
stratigraphic position (although in this study area, most sand bodies are only safely accessible in
the lower portions of the outcrop). Other published studies in Coal Canyon quantify splays, sand
body type, paleoflow direction, and sand body dimensions in the lower Williams Fork without
identifying vertical trends in these properties within the lower member that is the subject of this
study (Cole and Cumella, 2005; Pranter et al., 2009; Pranter and Sommer, 2011). Keeton (2012)
analyzed nearby Williams Fork well logs and did not describe any vertical trends within the lower
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member, and the extensive body of work characterizing sand body connectivity in the lower
Williams Fork makes no mention of vertical changes in sand body spacing within this lower
interval (e.g., Binford, 2008; Pranter et al., 2009). Although this is not a robust, quantitative
assessment because of data limitations, these measures suggest it is reasonable to assume that
autogenic avulsion dynamics controlled stratigraphic architecture at scales up to 200m, which is
consistent with the findings of this study, Chamberlin and Hajek (2015), and inside the channel
fairways of Hofmann et al. (2011).
Analyzing channel-stacking patterns at different scales in the context of the object-based
model is not only useful for assessing scales of autogenic organization, but also for exploring
internal controls on avulsion behavior. Our suggestion that a high maximum relief threshold and
wide walk zone could generate stratigraphy consistent with all lower Williams Fork Formation
observations suggests that lower Williams Fork channel belts avulsed across a fairly wide region,
while gradually building up significant relief to generate relatively thick and wide channel belt
clusters. Recent studies have shown the potential for different characteristic avulsion flow routing
in alluvial basins (Jerolmack and Paola, 2007; Reitz et al., 2010; Sheets, 2002; Sheets et al.,
2007), and conditions such as floodplain cohesion, avulsion style, and floodplain sedimentation
may play a significant role in limiting avulsion hop-lengths. However, we do not yet know which
variables promote short avulsion hop lengths (analogous to a narrow walk zone) and what
conditions promote depositional persistence (analogous to a high maximum relief threshold).
Consequently there is a continued need for future work in ancient deposits exhibiting a range of
paleo-avulsion patterns.
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3.8. Conclusions and Recommendations
In conclusion, this study uses statistical approaches to examine channel sand body
stacking patterns in the lower Williams Fork Formation. Both the K function and the
compensation index show random stratigraphic architecture in a well-exposed outcrop panel.
Sensitivity analysis suggests that a strong clustering avulsion pattern could have been detected
given these data dimensions, if such a signal were present. To improve our understanding of
controls on autogenic avulsion patterns in fluvial systems, we need more statistical analysis of
stratigraphic architecture in different formations with a range of sedimenotologic characteristics.
Based on this case study, we outline the following recommended guidelines for use applying
statistics to outcrop exposures:
Site selection- Outcrop extent and exposure quality are the two key variables for a robust
statistical architecture analysis. Based on K function search radius limitations, we recommend
outcrop thickness and width to be at least five times the mean sand body thickness and width,
respectively. Exposure quality must be high enough that the location of all sand bodies can be
mapped with some confidence (i.e., no large covered intervals that obscure entire sand bodies).
Outcrop faces that are oriented perpendicular to paleoflow minimize distortion in the data
analysis step, although oblique outcrop faces are still acceptable.
Data type- If available, 3D digital outcrop models (e.g., lidar datasets) allow for the most
accurate mapping of the spatial position of channel sand bodies. Photo panels and tightly spaced
measured sections can also be used effectively (e.g., Flood and Hampson, 2015).
Channel-belt sand body mapping- Single story sand bodies are straightforward to map,
because each single story sand body represents one the deposit of one avulsion episode. In the
case of multistory sand bodies, it is necessary to interpret the process origin of the stories as either
intra-channel-belt or channel-belt-scale, following Chamberlin and Hajek (2015). In ambiguous
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cases, the K function should be calculated using story-scale centroids, with the awareness that
signals of clustering at small scales could result from combining non-avulsion-related stories in
with avulsion-related channel bodies.
Data preparation- Channel-body outlines should be geometrically projected onto a 2D
panel that is perpendicular to the mean paleoflow direction, and rotated back to horizontal if there
is regional dip. In cases where paleoflow direction is uncertain or shows a wide range about a
mean, a range of panel projections should be tested to evaluate whether measured stratigraphic
organization is sensitive to outcrop orientation. Sand body centroids for use in the K function can
then be calculated based on the sand body center of mass. The study area should be clipped to a
rectangle with approximately even point intensity across the outcrop. If floodplain deposits are
homogeneous, pseudo horizons for the compensation index can be mapped based on these
projected sand body outlines.
Sensitivity analysis- If the K function cannot reject complete spatial randomness, it is
helpful to evaluate the sensitivity of the K function given the dataset dimensions to determine if
the avulsion pattern is random, or if the data are insufficient to detect organization. Using the
dataset parameters (number of sand bodies, outcrop width and thickness, net-to-gross), a simple
geometric model with varying strengths of clustering can be used to test how well the K function
can detect clustering with the available parameters. Furthermore, this modeling approach can be
used to explore possible constraints on avulsion zone width (hop lengths) and maximum relief
thresholds.
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3.10. Figures

Figure 3-1. Example of a model-generated 2D outcrop panel and randomly distributed channel
sand bodies (black rectangles) (A) and the corresponding K function (B) and compensation index
(C) results.
The K function evaluates the number of events (here, rectangle centroids) compared to the
average number within a given search radius h of each event, shown in red circles in A. For
randomly distributed events, the normalized K function (solid line in B) plots inside of a Monte
Carlo envelope (dashed lines in B) for a given search radius. In this example, the K function
cannot reject complete spatial randomness for any search radius. The compensation statistic
shown in C compares the standard deviation of thicknesses relative to the long-term average for
different thickness intervals between pseudo-floodplain horizons (black lines in A). The
compensation index is the power law exponent for the best fit lines shown in C, below and above
the compensation timescale.
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Figure 3-2. Study area map of Coal Canyon, near Cameo, Colorado, with inset map showing the
approximate location in Colorado.
The solid pink line indicates approximate extent of the lidar panel used in this study, and the solid
blue box indicates the approximate location of the field photo in Figure 3. Yellow points indicate
scan-position locations for the complete TLS survey conducted in summer 2013. Base map from
USGS National Geologic Map Database.
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Figure 3-3. Field photo of the Coal Canyon study area.
White dashed lines indicate the lower Williams Fork interval analyzed in this study. Below the
lower dashed line is the basal portion of the Cameo-Wheeler Coal Zone, and above the upper
dashed line is the upper Williams Fork Formation (only the lowest third of which is exposed at
this location). Strata here dip approximately 5° eastward (obliquely to the right and out in this
photo).
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Figure 3-4. Terrestrial lidar panel of the study area in Coal Canyon (A) with outlines of
interpreted channel sand bodies outlined in blue (B).
Data from 21 different scan positions are merged together to create this 3D outcrop model. Points
are colored with RGB values from a lidar-mounted camera. C) Closer view of a portion of the
colored terrestrial lidar panel.
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Figure 3-5. Interpreted sand body outlines in Coal Canyon.
A) Map view of sand body outlines, where top of the figure is north. Sand body outlines colored
by stratigraphic height with black being low and light gray being high (c. 200 m). The north-south
oriented plane was used to project the 3D sand body objects into 2D space for statistical analysis.
Paleoflow direction was eastward. B) Two-dimensional sand-body outlines that have been
projected onto the paleoflow-perpendicular plane shown in A. Center-of-mass centroids are
shown for each sand body in blue; solid points indicate field-verified sand bodies, whose coordinates and sedimentological descriptions are given in Supplement 1 (Appendix C).
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Figure 3-6. K function results for the lower Williams Fork Formation.
A) Point patterns of projected lower Williams Fork channel centroids; inset box in dashed lines
shows point subset used for K function analysis. B) K function plot shows spatial randomness
cannot be rejected for this dataset at any search distance up to 200m.
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Figure 3-7. Mapped pseudo-topographic surfaces from the projected, rotated sand-body outlines
used in the compensation analysis.
Surfaces were mapped along channel-body bases and projected horizontally through the
surrounding floodplain at the height of the channel-body centroid.
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Figure 3-8. Compensation index results.
This plot shows the decay of σss relative to thickness; trend lines are best linear regressions in loglog space to data less than or equal to 18.1m and greater than 18.1m. This rollover point between
random filling (κ = 0.63) and compensational filling (κ = 0.98) at 18.1m is approximately seven
times mean paleoflow depth.
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Figure 3-9. Schematic illustrating the 2D object-based model used to test clustering sensitivity.
At each timestep, a gray rectangular element (representing a Williams Fork channel belt) is
placed in the model using a random walk within some “clustering walk zone” of the previous
channel centroid (shown in red for the highest element). Topography aggrades based on the
rectangular element dimensions and overbank floodplain deposition per timestep (shown in black
dashed lines). Channels are placed via a random walk until a maximum relief threshold is reached
(calculated as the maximum difference between the highest and lowest topography within three
channel belt widths of the current channel element), after which the following channel element is
placed in the lowest basin location.
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Figure 3-10. Example geometric model outputs using different clustering strength parameters.
In A, weak clustering was imposed in the model (WZ = 2x element width, MR = 1x element
thickness), but the K function cannot reject CSR. B and C demonstrate strong clustering cases
where the K function rejects CSR: large, wide clusters driven by a high maximum relief
parameter (B; WZ = 2x element width, MR = 3x element thickness), and small, closely spaced
clusters driven by a small clustering walk zone (C; WZ = 0.5 element width, MR = 1.5x element
thickness).
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Figure 3-11. Sand body dimensions versus normalized stratigraphic height for all lower Williams
Fork channel belts mapped on the lidar panel (Figure 3-4).
Dimensions are calculated from paleoflow-perpendicular, dip-corrected 2D projections of 3D
sand body outlines, and stratigraphic height is the vertical position of the sand body centroid on
projected, dip-corrected panel. Sand body maximum width (A), maximum thickness (B), and
width to thickness ratio (C) show no correlation with stratigraphic height.
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3.11. Tables

Table 3-1. Parameters used in the object-based model, based on
measured values in the lower Williams Fork Formation (from
the 3D dataset).

Model Dimensions [m]
Width
Thickness

1500
150

Channel Element Dimensions [m]
Width
Thickness

85
9.4

Aggradation Parameters [% of element thickness]
0.33
Floodplain aggradation
0.125
Channel incision
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Table 3-2. Percent of model runs (n=100) to successfully reject complete spatial randomness using
the K-function, using dataset dimensions from the lower Williams Fork 3D dataset and different
strengths of clustering parameters.
These results indicate that strong clustering strength (high maximum relief thresholds and/or low
clustering walk zone widths) can be detected given this dataset, but weak clustering cannot be
distinguished from CSR using the K function in this case.

Walk Zone Scale

Maximum Relief Threshold
(scaled by median LWF channel
thickness)

(scaled by median LWF channel width)

0.5
1
2

1
4
2
0

1.5
46
8
0

2
95
65
9

3
100
99
80

Chapter 4
Using bar preservation to constrain avulsion controls on channel-dominated
fluvial stratigraphy

4.1. Abstract
Sand-rich fluvial deposits are often considered evidence of slow subsidence or low
relative sea-level in sedimentary basins. This interpretation stems from the conceptual model that,
during times of limited accommodation-creation, migrating and avulsing rivers rework
underlying sediments and produce amalgamated, channel-dominated stratigraphy. However, there
is currently no way of independently assessing reworking from sand-dominated fluvial deposits.
Furthermore, it is possible that avulsion dynamics also impact whether fluvial sediments are
reworked or preserved. Here we present a new method for estimating fluvial bar preservation in
sand-dominated fluvial stratigraphy. We apply this approach to the Lower Castlegate Sandstone
(Upper Cretaceous, Utah) and use geometric modeling to investigate the degree to which avulsion
dynamics may influence fluvial deposit preservation. Castlegate exposures in central and southern
Utah show up to 80% bar preservation in some localities. This suggests that, in contrast to
previously published interpretations, accommodation-creation rates during Castlegate deposition
could have been relatively high and that Castlegate rivers were not heavily reworking their
sediments. Model comparisons indicate that well-preserved Castlegate deposits could have
resulted from rivers avulsing across a relatively wide alluvial plain with a compensational
avulsion pattern. Collectively, these results demonstrate that landscape conditions, such as
avulsion pattern or downstream position on a fluvial megafan, could rival the influence of
subsidence and sea level on the preservation of alluvial deposits.
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4.2. Introduction
Large-scale sedimentary basin dynamics, including subsidence and sediment supply, and
regional landscape behaviors, such as channel migration and avulsion (the abrupt movement of a
channel to a new location on its floodplain) control the architecture of fluvial stratigraphy.
Interpreting these basin and landscape conditions from the rock record is critical for
reconstructing Earth history and for studying landscape processes over long timescales. However,
is currently unclear which aspects of stratigraphic architecture uniquely record basin versus
landscape conditions.
Modeling, experiments, and field studies have explored how changes in sediment supply
and accommodation creation influence the abundance, distribution, and interconnectedness of
channel deposits in alluvial stratigraphy (e.g., Allen, 1978; Bridge and Leeder, 1979; Bridge and
Mackey, 1993a; Heller and Paola, 1996; Leeder, 1978; Shanley and McCabe, 1994; Wright and
Marriott, 1993). These models have shown that channel and floodplain sediments filling basins
with relatively slow subsidence or sea-level-rise rates are likely to be eroded and “reworked” by
younger channels, resulting in extensive channel-dominated deposits with highly amalgamated
(i.e., interconnected) sandstones (e.g., Allen, 1978; Bridge and Leeder, 1979; Leeder, 1978).
Consequently, sandstone-dominated fluvial deposits are often interpreted as indicating times of
relatively slow accommodation-creation in alluvial basins (e.g., Colombera et al., 2015; Shanley
and McCabe, 1994; Wright and Marriott, 1993).
However, the proportion of channel deposits preserved within a fluvial unit shows no
direct relationship with accommodation creation (Colombera et al., 2015), which suggests that
other factors may significantly influence alluvial architecture and deposit preservation.
Intuitively, under the same sediment-supply and subsidence rates, a deeper river system should
produce more heavily reworked, amalgamated stratigraphy than a shallower river system (e.g.,
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Hajek and Heller, 2012; Straub and Esposito, 2013). Similarly, deposits from rivers that migrate
quickly or avulse frequently should be more heavily reworked and amalgamated than deposits
from less mobile rivers, all else being equal (Bristow and Best, 1993; Heller and Paola, 1996;
Straub and Esposito, 2013; Wickert et al., 2013). Furthermore, modeling has shown that avulsion
patterns influence channel deposit preservation in sand-dominated deposits. Compensational
avulsions, which avoid previous channel locations, generate deposits with the highest
preservation, while clustered avulsions (where channels relocate to previously occupied regions
in a basin) increases the probability of channel-deposit reworking and poor preservation
(Chamberlin and Hajek, 2015). In addition, systems with longer avulsion return times (controlled
by sedimentation rate and the distance over which a system can avulse) generate better-preserved
deposits than systems with shorter avulsion return times.
Based on this previous work, we consider two possible end-member origins for channeldominated stratigraphy: 1) deposition in an accommodation-limited basin where channel
migration and avulsion heavily rework pre-existing deposits, or 2) deposition in a relatively highaggradation setting where organized, compensational avulsions with long return times avoid and
preserve older channel deposits (Figure 1). These hypothesized end-member cases have very
different implications for stratigraphic interpretation and correlation, but it is currently not
possible to test between them.
In order to address this gap, we present a new method for estimating preservation and
reworking directly from alluvial deposits, and we use object-based geometric models to explore
the degree to which avulsion behavior may influence amalgamation and preservation in sandy
fluvial deposits. We apply this insight to three well-exposed outcrops from the Lower Castlegate
Sandstone (Campanian, Utah, USA) and find that observed Castlegate bar preservation is not
consistent with accommodation-limited reworking and that differences in preservation between
the three sites could be explained solely by differences in avulsion dynamics.
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4.3. Estimating Fluvial Bar Preservation
Fluvial bars are packages of sediment deposited within an active river channel (e.g.,
Miall, 1996). Bars form in either mid-channel or bank-attached positions, and they aggrade to
approximately the height of the free surface of the channel flow (e.g., Miall, 1996; Mohrig et al.,
2000). Clinoform surfaces record bar migration and fully preserved bar clinoforms have a
sigmoidal shape with flattening at the top and bottom of the bar (Figure 2; e.g., Foreman et al.,
2012; Hajek and Heller, 2012; Hajek et al., 2012; Hajek and Wolinsky, 2012; Miall, 1994;
Mohrig et al., 2000). Bar deposits also generally fine upwards and exhibit predictable changes in
sedimentary structures (e.g., from dune-scale trough cross-bedding near the base to ripple-scale
cross-beds at the bar top (e.g., Miall, 1996)). Although specific bar clinoform geometries and
facies characteristics vary from river to river, the general trend of sigmoidal clinoform geometries
and fining-upward facies successions are predictable and consistent among systems. We leverage
this consistency to gauge bar preservation in sand-dominated channel deposits.
We define three broad bar-preservation categories that can be determined in the field
based on observable bar-clinoform geometries and bar facies successions. Bar clinoform sets can
be identified as successive (>3) packages that have similar dip, geometry, thickness, and facies
characteristics. Fully preserved bars have clinoforms with bar-top rollover and preserved upperbar lithofacies. Significantly preserved bars may show minor top truncation (i.e., no observable
bar-top rollover) but have preserved bar-top lithofacies. Poorly preserved bars have no bar-top
rollover, no preserved bar-top lithofacies, and are directly truncated by a scour surface. We
expect that, in general, bars will be poorly preserved in deposits that have been significantly
reworked during channel-belt migration and avulsion.
Intra-channel-belt dynamics, including bar migration, meandering, and cutting and filling
can also influence bar preservation. Consequently we distinguish between channel-belt and intra-
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channel scour surfaces using the lateral extent, incision depth, and surface geometry of truncation
surfaces (sensu Chamberlin and Hajek, 2015, Chapter 2 of this dissertation). Channel-belt scours
are downlap surfaces that extend across a study area or for several average-bar widths. In
contrast, intra-channel scour surfaces have small lengths relative to bar widths, are often
truncated by other erosional surfaces (Figure 2).

4.4. Castlegate Sandstone Bar Preservation

4.4.1. Geologic Setting
The Lower Castlegate Sandstone is a sand-rich fluvial deposit in central Utah that is
commonly interpreted as amalgamated due to accommodation-limited reworking (e.g., Miall and
Arush, 2001; Van Wagoner, 1995) (Figure 3 inset). The Lower Castlegate Sandstone was
deposited in eastward-flowing braided rivers draining the Sevier orogenic belt to the west, into
the Cretaceous Western Interior Seaway to the east. Overall, the Lower Castlegate Sandstone is a
good place to evaluate reworking using bar preservation because it is an exceptionally sand-rich
deposit and has well-exposed outcrops in cliffs that are ideal for architectural analysis (e.g.,
Adams and Bhattacharya, 2005; Hajek and Heller, 2012; McLaurin and Steel, 2007).
We evaluate the stratigraphic preservation of three different Castlegate megafan sites
along the Wasatch Plateau in central UT (Figure 3). Although the precise extent and timing of
Castlegate megafans is unknown, all three sites have a similar suite of channel and overbank
lithofacies interpreted as braided river deposits (e.g., Adams and Bhattacharya, 2005; Robinson
and Slingerland, 1998a; Van Wagoner, 1995), and background climatic and subsidence
conditions were broadly similar along-strike in the central Sevier foreland basin (Kauffman and
Caldwell, 1993; Pang and Nummedal, 1995). We analyze the relative influence of basin and
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landscape dynamics on deposit preservation at each of these sites, and we explore whether
avulsion dynamics alone could explain preservation differences between these sites.

4.4.2. Methods
We use a combination of detailed field observations, Gigapans (high resolution photo
panoramas), and terrestrial lidar (laser-generated 3D outcrop models) to evaluate bar preservation
at each site (Figure 3). The Castlegate outcrops in this study are oblique to paleoflow direction,
and flow direction of individual bars can vary widely; paleoflow at Price and Joe’s Valley was
eastward (Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a), and southeast at Salina (Chapter 5 of this
dissertation). The analyzed outcrop panels are at least three times the observed bar width and
eight times measured paleoflow depths (Figure 3).
First, we use field observations, measured sections, and high-resolution imagery to map
lithofacies and scour surfaces on the outcrop panels (Figure 3). These lithofacies and scour
surface maps become the basis for mapping bar surfaces and interpreting bar cosets (Figure 3).
We identify bar surfaces based on diagonal, sigmoidal, or domed geometries within packages of
dune cross-stratified sediments dipping in a coherent direction. Individual bar surfaces are
grouped into bar cosets with neighboring surfaces based on shared dip directions and lateral
deposit continuity (i.e., no mapped erosion surfaces between bar surfaces). Finally, we categorize
each bar coset as fully, significantly, or poorly preserved based on the geometry and lithofacies
criteria defined above (Figure 2). After interpreting the preservation of each bar coset, we
distinguish between bars that underlie channel-belt- and intra-channel scours.
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4.4.3. Results
The Castlegate sites analyzed in this study show overall well-preserved stratigraphy, with
56-63% of bars underlying channel belts classified as fully preserved at Price and Salina (Table 1;
Figure 3). With another 20-25% of bars classified as significantly preserved at these sites, less
than 20% of bars are classified as poorly preserved at Price and Salina. In contrast, 73% of bars at
the Joe’s Valley site are poorly preserved; of the remaining 27%, only 6.7% are fully preserved,
suggesting overall poor preservation at the central location. Because there is uncertainty in
classifying the scour surfaces as channel-belt versus intra-channel scours, we also examine the
preservation of all bars within each panel. Although the percent of poorly preserved bars
increases when scour type is not considered, Price and Salina still have 63-68% of bars classified
as either fully or significantly preserved (Table 1).
This high bar preservation at Price and Salina is not consistent with rapid reworking in
low-accommodation settings, which would generate stratigraphy with poorly preserved bar
deposits. These well-preserved deposits suggest that the accommodation-creation rate must have
been sufficiently high to preserve complete packages of sediment. This contrasts with previous
interpretations of these outcrops, which assume relatively low accommodation because of the
high channel-deposit proportion (e.g., Miall and Arush, 2001; Van Wagoner, 1995). These
findings reinforce the idea that sand-rich fluvial deposits do not necessarily record
accommodation-limited conditions (e.g., Colombera et al., 2015).

4.5. Modeling Avulsion Controls on Reworking
In order to understand how avulsion dynamics (including avulsion pattern and avulsion
return time) can influence deposit reworking and preservation, we build on Chamberlin and Hajek
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(2015)’s 2D object-based model of basin-filling. This rule-based model builds stratigraphy with
rectangular “channel elements” and floodplain deposits, and avulsion patterns are simulated using
different rules for channel element location at each timestep (see Appendix A and Chamberlin
and Hajek (2015) for model set-up details). In the “compensational avulsion” case, the channel
element is placed at the lowest point in the model domain, and in the “random avulsion” case,
channel element location is drawn from a uniform random distribution of locations across the
model domain. Over hundreds of timesteps, these topography and location rules generate model
outputs with channel objects that have measurable preservation. To calculate channel element
preservation in a way that best mimics the field classification of bar preservation, the model
categorizes channel elements as fully, significantly, or poorly preserved based on maximum
vertical preservation and preserved area (see Appendix A for more detail).
We expect that deposit preservation should be high when channel incision is low,
avulsion pattern is compensational (preferentially avoiding previous deposits), and avulsion
return time is long. Conversely, when channel incision is high, avulsion pattern is random or
clustered, and the avulsion return time is short, we expect poorly preserved deposits. To test the
sensitivity of the model to these different parameters, we swept through a range of channel
incision, model width and avulsion pattern values. Our results show that channel element
preservation in the model outputs is sensitive to channel incision rate: a 10% increase in channel
incision rate causes a 9-18% increase in the proportion of poorly preserved channel elements for a
given model width. Similarly, a reduction in model width (coupled with proportional incision-rate
increases to maintain constant stratigraphic thickness) causes an increase in the poorly preserved
proportion of channel elements. For every 10% decrease in model width, the proportion of poorly
preserved elements increases 15-20%.
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4.5.1. Model Results with Castlegate Parameters
To test how different avulsion dynamics could impact Castlegate stratigraphy, channel
element dimensions and the analyzed model output size are based on measured parameters from
the Price panel (Figure 3A). We varied channel incision, floodplain aggradation, and model width
parameters until our model output had a similar number of channel bodies (n=32) and a similar
net-to-gross (at least 90% sand) as the observed Price panel (see Appendix A for the suite of
model parameters used). Each run is a sufficient number of iterations that the “outcrop analysis”
window falls in the center of the stratigraphy, and does not include either the first or last 10% of
channel elements to allow for model spin-up time and avoid fully preserved elements at the top of
the model output.
Both random and compensational model runs have model outputs with greater than 50%
fully preserved channel elements, but only model runs with a compensational avulsion pattern
generate the exceptionally well-preserved deposits that we observe at Price and Salina, with less
than 20% poorly-preserved deposits (Table 1). Model outputs with a random avulsion pattern
have 50% fully preserved, 12% significantly preserved, and 38% poorly preserved channel
elements. In contrast, compensational avulsion patterns generate stratigraphy with 64% fully
preserved, 22% significantly preserved, and 14% poorly preserved channel elements, which is
within 2% of the observed Price panel distribution. Overall, this suggests that both random and
compensational avulsions can generate a high percentage of fully and significantly preserved
deposits, but a compensational avulsion pattern is required to generate exceptionally wellpreserved deposits, even in settings with sufficiently high accommodation-creation rates.
To test the effect of avulsion return time on deposit preservation, we change the model
width to simulate a narrower zone over which avulsions can occur. Model runs with relatively
narrow widths have model outputs with a high proportion of poorly preserved deposits, such as
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the 73% poorly preserved bars observed at Joe’s Valley. For compensational model runs, a 34%
reduction in model width (coupled with an equal increase in channel incision rate to maintain
equal stratigraphic thickness) generates model outputs with 73% poorly preserved deposits, equal
to the observed field value. Even a model-width reduction of 20% causes the proportion of poorly
preserved bars to double, suggesting that deposit preservation is highly sensitive to avulsion
return time. Increasing channel incision rate can also generate stratigraphy with a high proportion
of poorly preserved channel elements, but Joe’s Valley paleoflow depths are only 28% larger than
at Price; a 30% increase in incision rate generates stratigraphy with 60% poorly preserved bars,
which is less than the 73% observed at Joe’s Valley.

4.5.2. Implications for Castlegate Landscape Processes
Overall, these model results suggest that Castlegate rivers were avulsing
compensationally, and changes in avulsion return time (in the model, reduced avulsion-zone
width) alone could explain the differences in Castlegate preservation at the three different study
sites. Changes in avulsion-zone width and related avulsion return time can occur rapidly along
downstream transects on fluvial megafans (e.g., Leier et al., 2005; Owen et al., 2015). For
example, in the proximal portion of the Kosi Fan, a 30% planform width reduction can occur over
a 10km downstream distance, which is less than 10% of the total downstream fan length. Based
on paleogeographic location and paleocurrents, these three sites were likely on separate fluvial
megafans during Castlegate deposition (Figure 3 inset); however, these results suggest that the
Joe’s Valley site, with the poorest preservation, may have been more proximal to its fan apex than
the Salina and Price locations. Castlegate deposits at Joe’s Valley are coarser than at Price
(Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a), which is also consistent with a more proximal position on a
fluvial megafan. In addition, although climatic or catchment-driven differences in flow depth
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relative to accommodation could impact deposit preservation (Hajek and Heller, 2012), these
model results show that observed paleoflow depth differences between Castlegate sites would not
generate enough difference in bar preservation to fully explain our Castlegate observations.
Local differences in subsidence and sedimentation rates may have also influenced deposit
preservation at these three sites, but resolving these site-specific differences is outside the scope
of this study. Together, our model and field results show that there can be lateral differences in
deposit preservation within a single unit (i.e., the Lower Castlegate Sandstone), and avulsion
dynamics could cause some or all of the observed lateral variability.

4.6. Conclusions
We present a new method that uses bar preservation as a proxy for reworking in channeldominated fluvial deposits. This is a broadly applicable approach that provides important insight
into basin and landscape-controls on stratigraphy, and allows us to distinguish amalgamated sanddominated stratigraphy that is highly reworked from well-preserved deposits generated by a sanddominated sediment input. Analysis of bar preservation at three sites in the Lower Castlegate
Sandstone shows that two sites have well preserved bars, which suggests that Lower Castlegate
rivers were not heavily reworking their sediments. This result contrasts with classic
interpretations of the Castlegate Sandstone as a reworked sand sheet deposited during times of
low accommodation-creation rates relative to sediment supply, and highlights the conclusion that
a high channel-deposit proportion is not a robust indicator of rapid reworking and/or low
accommodation settings.
In addition, we suggest that landscape processes can be a first-order control on deposit
preservation in sand-dominated systems, where changes in avulsion return time and avulsion
pattern are important controls on deposit reworking. Results from a 2D object-based model show
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that different avulsion patterns and avulsion return times can generate large differences in deposit
preservation. To generate stratigraphy with very well preserved bar deposits, which we observe at
two Castlegate Sandstone sites, a compensational avulsion pattern is required to minimize
reworking. Observed differences in preservation at the three study sites, which range from poorly
preserved to very well preserved, could be explained with changes in avulsion return time, such
as what would be expected at different downstream positions on fluvial megafans. Overall, this
work highlights the importance of avulsion dynamics on alluvial architecture and deposit
preservation.
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4.7. Figures

Figure 4-1. Schematic block diagrams of bar preservation under different boundary conditions.
Yellow objects represent channel deposits with erosional bases. Surfaces within the channel
deposits represent bar clinoforms. A) In a system with low accommodation-creation relative to
sediment supply, a narrow avulsion-zone width (for example, an incised valley), and a random
avulsion pattern, rivers rework previously deposited sediments and channel deposit preservation
is poor. B) In a system with high accommodation-creation relative to sediment supply, a wide
avulsion-zone width (for example, on a fluvial megafan), and a compensational avulsion pattern,
rivers avoid previously deposited sediments and deposit preservation is high.
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Figure 4-2. Schematic cartoon showing the range of possible bar preservations.
Bold black lines represent channel-belt scour surfaces, and dashed black lines represent internal
scours. Poorly preserved bar clinoforms (red) are truncated and have no preserved bar-top
lithofacies. Significantly preserved bar clinoforms (light blue) do not show bar-top rollover but
have preserved bar-top lithofacies, while fully preserved bar clinoforms (dark blue) have both
bar-top rollover and preserved bar-top lithofacies.
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Figure 4-3. Lithofacies, scours, and bar cosets at each study site.
The top image of each site is a photo-panel of the cliff-face exposure analyzed here. The bottom
images are the photo-panel overlain with lithofacies, scour, and bar coset maps. Shaded polygons
are the interpreted lithofacies with the following color designations: yellow – sand bar; orange –
pebbly bar (Joe’s Valley only); green – bar-top, brown – thalweg; pink – inter-bar fines; gray –
floodplain/channel abandonment. Black lines are channel-belt scours, and white lines are internal
scour surfaces. Interpreted bar cosets are overlain on the lithofacies shading, and each coset is
colored by interpreted preservation: blue – fully preserved; light blue – significantly preserved;
red – poorly preserved. Mean paleoflow depths (“mean PF”) and mean bar width are shown on
each panel. Paleoflow depths were measured as fully preserved bar heights at Price and Salina,
and significantly preserved bar heights at Joe’s Valley. The inset map shows the location of each
study site and the extent of the Castlegate outcrop belt, and is modified from Adams and
Bhattacharya (2005).
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4.8. Tables

Table 4-1. Bar preservation results for each of the three field sites, based on mapped
bars shown in Figure 3.
"Channel-belt truncated" includes only bars overlain by a channel-belt scour surface.
"All" includes the total population of bars in the dataset, including those truncated by
internal erosion surfaces. N is the number of bars in the population.

Site

Price Canyon
Joe's Valley
Salina Canyon

Bar Preservation [% of total]
Channel-belt truncated
All bars
Full Sig. Poorly N
Full Sig.

Poorly N

63.3
6.7
56.3

37.2
75
32.3

20
20
25

16.7
73.3
18.7

30
15
16

47.1
4.2
32.4

15.7
20.8
35.3

51
24
34
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Chapter 5
Estimating the relative sand-to-mud ratios of paleo-sediment supply: an
example from mud-dominated Blackhawk to sand-dominated Castlegate
Formation transition, Upper Cretaceous, Utah, USA

5.1. Abstract
Vertical changes in the sandiness of fluvial deposits are commonly attributed to changes
in the ratio of accommodation-creation and sediment-supply rates. However, a change in the
grain size of input sediment may also influence the overall sandiness of a given deposits.
Furthermore, selective deposition of coarse material means that aggradational alluvial systems
fine downstream. Here we used paleo-bed-material deposits and paleo-slackwater accumulations
from fluvial strata to reconstruct and compare the relative sand-to-mud ratios of ancient river
sediment loads. We measure grain-size distributions of bar and slackwater deposits in the
mudstone-dominated Desert Member of the Blackhawk and sandstone-dominated Castlegate
formations (Upper Cretaceous, Utah, USA) to evaluate whether there is evidence for a change in
paleo-sediment supply caliber that could explain the abrupt vertical increase in the sandstone to
mudstone ratios between these formations. Our results show that Blackhawk Formation bar and
slackwater deposits have twice the amount of clay- and silt-sized material as Castlegate
Formation deposits. This is consistent with formation-scale, cross-sectional estimates of the total
preserved grain-size proportions in each formation, where the Blackhawk Formation comprises
69% fines (clay and silt) and 31% sand, and the Castlegate Formation has 20% fines and 80%
sand. Collectively, these results suggest Castlegate rivers dominantly transported sand and were
significantly depleted in silt and clay relative to Blackhawk rivers. This shift is sediment grain
size is coincident with an abrupt change from mixed clastic-carbonate source material during
Blackhawk time to a quartz-dominated source area during Castlegate deposition. Overall, these
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results suggest that the significant regional architecture changes between the Blackhawk and
Castlegate formations may be attributable to changes in the ratio of coarse to fine material
supplied to the basin rather than changes in subsidence rates or relative sea level.

5.2. Introduction
The stratigraphic architecture of fluvial deposits is controlled by accommodation (the
space to accumulate sediments controlled by subsidence and relative sea level), sediment supply
(both amount and grain size), and landscape processes (dominantly river avulsion). Other studies
have evaluated the roles of subsidence, sea-level, and landscape processes in generating different
stratigraphic patterns in alluvial basin-fills (e.g., Bridge and Leeder, 1979; Hajek et al., 2010a;
Heller and Paola, 1996; Wright and Marriott, 1993). Estimating paleo-sediment-supply grain size
is difficult, however, because the relationship between the preserved grain sizes and the sediment
supply is unknown and developing system-wide sediment budgets is difficult (e.g., Hampson et
al., 2014; Holbrook and Wanas, 2014; Michael et al., 2014; Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a). In
fluvial deposits, which are in the proximal reaches of the sediment routing system, it is unclear
what fraction of total sediment load is bypassed for a given reach, and therefore not recorded in
the sand-to-mud ratios preserved in fluvial deposits. Without the ability to estimate the bulk sandto-mud ratio of paleo-sediment supply, interpretations of the relative influence of accommodation
creation, sediment supply, and landscape processes on changes in stratigraphic architecture
remain equivocal, and we cannot evaluate long-timescale river responses to changes in the
proportion of fine sediment delivered to and transported through fluvial networks.
An extensive body of work in sedimentary geology shows that sediment supply relative
to accommodation-creation is a key control on alluvial architecture (i.e. the proportion and
interconnectedness of coarse-grained channel deposits preserved in fluvial deposits). Early
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models of alluvial architecture used object-based models to build 2D stratigraphic sections with
different rules for channel placement (i.e., different avulsion patterns) and sediment aggradation
rates as a proxy for subsidence (Allen, 1978; Bridge and Leeder, 1979; Leeder, 1978). These
models show that, in general, deposits are sand-dominated when subsidence and basin
aggradation rates are low, and deposits are mud-dominated when subsidence and basin
aggradation rates are high. Later work showed that avulsion frequency is not an independent
variable of sedimentation rate (Bryant et al., 1995), and when avulsion frequency increases
linearly with sedimentation rate, there is no change in channel-deposit proportion with
subsidence/sedimentation rate changes (Heller and Paola, 1996). However, the conclusion from
the early models – that high channel-deposit proportions are indicative of low subsidence and
sedimentation rates – has been applied broadly to ancient deposits, such that sand-dominated
fluvial successions are often interpreted as accommodation-limited deposits (e.g., Shanley and
McCabe, 1994; Wright and Marriott, 1993). In addition, this foundational alluvial architecture
work considered sediment supply in the context of sediment discharge relative to
accommodation-creation rates, and did not consider the role of changing sediment supply caliber
on alluvial architecture.
More recently, focus has shifted to the role of sediment supply on shaping stratal patterns
by examining deposits through a mass-balance framework, where downstream changes in
sediment grain size, facies, or depositional patterns are considered with respect to the total
amount of supplied sediment that has been deposited at any position through a basin (where at the
upstream-most position in the basin 0% of the sediment has been deposited and at the
downstream-most terminus of a depositional system in a closed basin, 100% of sediment has been
deposited) (e.g., Fedele and Paola, 2007; Paola and Martin, 2012; Strong et al., 2005).
Downstream fining rates are strongly influenced by the sediment extraction rate (Paola and Seal,
1995), which is controlled by sediment flux and the spatial distribution of accommodation.
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Placing stratigraphic patterns in a mass balance framework generates a set of predictions about
how sediment extraction patterns generate different alluvial architectures (Hampson et al., 2014;
Michael et al., 2014; Strong et al., 2005), but experiments and models used to generate
predictions about mass balance and stratigraphic architecture focus on varying sediment flux
while holding sediment caliber constant (e.g., Paola and Martin, 2012; Strong et al., 2005).
In addition to bulk sediment flux, the grain size of sediment delivered to a basin (which is
a function of source lithology, climate, and tectonics in the source catchment) exerts a first-order
control on the grain sizes in the resultant stratigraphic deposit. Changing tectonic or climatic
conditions in source catchments can supply different grain-size distributions to sedimentary
basins, and model results show that these changes can have first-order effects on the grain size of
preserved stratigraphy (Armitage et al., 2011), including differences in the gravel and sand front
locations usually associated with accommodation or sediment flux controls (Allen et al., 2015),
and differences in the downstream fining rate (Duller et al., 2010). Unroofing of different
lithologies in the source area can also dramatically change the sediment supply caliber (and flux),
and subsequently generate not only changes in stratigraphic architecture, but also large-scale
changes in downstream depositional environments. For example, the source-rock transition from
Cretaceous shales to crystalline uplift cores caused a shift from alluvial plain with shallow, clastic
lakes to long-lived, carbonate-producing lakes during the Laramide Orogeny in Wyoming
(Carroll et al., 2006).
Field studies of paleo-sediment supply (both flux and grain size) in ancient alluvial
deposits are rare, and require estimates of sediment volumes and deposition rates that are only
feasible in settings with preserved proximal-to-distal deposits, high-resolution correlations
between proximal and distal settings, and a high-resolution chronostratigraphic frameworks (e.g.,
Armitage et al., 2015; Michael et al., 2014; Whittaker et al., 2011). Other studies have integrated
the preserved grain sizes of areas with lower resolution age dates and incompletely preserved
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proximal-distal transects to estimate sediment supply, but the resulting estimates of flux and
caliber must be adjusted to account for missing proximal or distal deposits, and reliance on
qualitative stratigraphic correlations to define sediment packages can generate large uncertainty
in results (e.g., Hampson et al., 2014; Holbrook and Wanas, 2014; Robinson and Slingerland,
1998a, b).
Because integrated estimates of sediment-supply caliber are challenging to obtain in
systems with good preservation and age-control, and impossible to obtain in many deposits with
poor preservation or uncertain stratigraphic correlations, sediment-supply caliber is the least
studied, least invoked control on changes in the grain sizes of alluvial stratigraphy. However,
even approximate, first-order estimates of the relative proportion of coarse versus fine material
supplied to a basin would provide important insight for alluvial architecture interpretations. Here
we analyze the relative sand-to-mud ratios in the paleo-sediment supply of the uppermost
Blackhawk Formation and the Lower Castlegate Sandstone (Upper Cretaceous, Utah, USA) using
grain size analysis of bar and slackwater deposits from each formation and integrated estimates of
preserved sediment fractions at the outcrop scale. Our results show a 50% decrease in the finegrained sediment fraction in the Blackhawk to Castlegate paleo-sediment supply, combined with
an increase in fine-grained sediment extraction from the Blackhawk to the Castlegate. These
results suggest that a reduction in the sand-to-mud ratio of the paleo-sediment supply could have
been an important factor in the vertical changes in deposit sandiness between these formations,
and that analyzing in-channel deposit grain-size distributions is an effective tool for gauging
relative changes in sediment caliber.
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5.3. Background
To examine the sand-to-mud ratio in paleo-sediment supplies of various fluvial deposits,
we target fluvial depositional environments that record the bed, suspended, and wash loads of
paleo-channels. To this end, we must integrate knowledge about sediment transport and
deposition in modern systems. Different particle sizes experience different transport regimes in
channels depending on their grain diameter and density. The coarsest grains are transported in
bedload, where they are rolled, bounced, or slid along the channel bottom (e.g., Bagnold, 1966;
Church, 2006). Finer particles that still interact with the bed are carried in suspended load, where
turbulent bundles of moving water support sediments in the water column and carry them above
the bed (Church, 2006). The finest grain sizes that do not interact with the bed material are
carried in suspension and are referred to as washload (Church, 2006).

5.3.1. Sediment Supply Caliber and Fluvial Deposits
The established relations for critical shear stress and the suspension criterion are useful
estimates of which sediment grain sizes are transported in an open channel flow, but the
relationship between transported sediments and deposit grain sizes is complicated (Church,
2006). The relationship of the coarse tail of the grain-size distribution is the most straightforward,
because the bed-material load is stored as thalweg and bar deposits within the channel (e.g.,
Hajek et al., 2010b; Paola and Mohrig, 1996). In ancient deposits, bar and thalweg deposits are
readily identifiable by their coarse-grained material, trough cross-stratification, sharp bases, and
clinoform geometries (Miall, 1996). Estimating bedload grain sizes from ancient bar deposits has
been important for calculating paleo-slope (e.g., Paola and Mohrig, 1996) and examining tectonic
controls on stratigraphic successions (e.g., Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a).
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Understanding the deposition and storage of fine-grained sediments carried in suspension
and washload poses greater difficulty, but is necessary to reconstruct paleo-sediment supply
caliber, especially because in most sand-bed rivers the entire range of supplied sediment is
suspendable (e.g., Wilkerson and Parker, 2011). Because fine-grained sediments carried as
washload do not interact with the channel bed, they are often thought to be bypassed downstream
and not recorded by in-channel deposits (e.g., Miall, 1996). However, while this can be an
appropriate assumption for some morphodynamic models (i.e., the morphodynamic definition of
washload as that portion of the sediment distribution that does not affect the average bedslope
(Paola et al., 1999)), detailed studies of modern and ancient fluvial deposits show that fine
sediments can be stored in all reaches of even sandy-braided rivers (Lynds and Hajek, 2006).
At the reach-scale, the partitioning of sediments between the channel and floodplain is
the primary driver of fine-sediment deposition (Figure 1A). The bulk of suspended- and washload sediment storage takes place in overbank reaches, where shear stress drops as water expands
onto the floodplain, allowing for the settling of fine sediment in predictable concentrations
(Pizzuto, 1987). Floodplain deposits are easily identifiable in the stratigraphic record, but there is
no invertible relationship between floodplain-deposit grain-size and suspended/washload
sediment concentration. However, estimates of floodplain deposit grain size and overall
lithofacies proportion at different proximal-distal positions along depositional transects can be
used to estimate the bulk sediment fluxes at large spatial and temporal scales (e.g., Hampson et
al., 2014; Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a).
At the morphodynamic scale, fine sediments can be stored within channel belts in zones
of low shear stress, often referred to as slackwater (Miall, 1988) (Figure 1B). Lynds and Hajek
(2006) developed a conceptual model that differentiated between different in-channel slackwater
deposits for sandy braided rivers, including mud plugs, channel-lining muds, interbar muds, and
inclined heterolithic strata. Of these deposits, mud plugs, channel-lining muds, and oxbow lake
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strata can differ largely in terms of how the deposit grain size relates to the sediment flux
distribution, because of flow variability in abandoned channels (e.g., Toonen et al., 2012). In
contrast, interbar muds are deposited on the lee side of braid bars where flow velocities are low
(Figure 1B) (Lynds and Hajek, 2006). Although it the relationship between slackwater deposits
and the suspended-load grain sizes in sandy-braided modern rivers is not totally constrained,
slackwater deposits in modern rivers show similar bimodal grain-size distributions, and appear to
record the same fraction of suspended sediment (Hajek et al., 2010b). In addition, Lynds et al.
(2014) show that the largest particles in slackwater deposits are the same grain size as the largest
suspended load particles, such that the D95 of slackwater deposits can be used to study the coarse
tail of the suspended sediment distribution. These slackwater deposits are identifiable in ancient
fluvial deposits as fine-grained, massive to climbing-rippled, organic-rich sediments at the toes of
bars (Lynds and Hajek, 2006).
Finally, in-channel fine-sediment deposition also occurs at the grain scale between
individual bedforms and in the pore space (i.e., the mesoscopic and microscopic scales of Tyler et
al. (1991)) (Figure 1C). Although clay deposits within the bed material are often interpreted as
evidence of variable flow regimes (e.g., Miall, 1996), physical experiments have shown that even
under constant discharge conditions, fine sediment can be trapped in the bed (Packman et al.,
2000; Wysocki, 2015). Flume experiments with a bimodal mixture of sand and clay show that for
high concentrations of clay at constant discharge, bed material had a weight percent of clay
ranging from 2-4% (Wysocki, 2015); at low clay concentrations, clay was not deposited in the
bed material. In addition, the bed material under high-clay-concentration flows had clay-rich
lenses and thick clay foreset drapes that were easily identifiable in cross-section. These results
suggest that the fine-tail of bed material deposits records the relative concentration of washload in
the sediment flux. In the ancient, the fine tail of bar deposits can be measured with grain size
analysis, and clay lenses and drapes within bar deposits can also be observed in channel deposits.
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5.4. Approach
Given this understanding of bedload, suspended, and washload sediment storage based on
modern studies and flume experiments, we propose to analyze the sand-to-mud ratios of paleosediment supplies by analyzing the relative lithofacies proportions and complete grain-size
distributions of bar and slackwater deposits. Although the exact nature of the relationship
between suspended sediment concentration and the grain-size distribution of slackwater and bar
deposits is unclear (Hajek et al., 2010b; Lynds and Hajek, 2006; Wysocki, 2015), we assume that,
given similar river morphologies, the relationship between the sediment flux distribution and the
bar and slackwater distributions will also be similar. Under this assumption, the differences in bar
and slackwater grain-size distributions between different fluvial deposits with similar fluvial style
should reflect relative changes in paleo-sediment supply caliber.
With this logic in mind, there is a suite of observations necessary to evaluate changes in
paleo-sediment supply caliber using bar and slackwater deposits (Figure 1). We determine the
lithofacies characteristics and architecture of the channel-fill unit in the field for each formation,
particularly determining the unique characteristics of bar and slackwater deposits. For each bar
and slackwater deposit, we record the deposit architecture (particularly dimensions and
sedimentary characteristics) and take samples of the deposit. Finally, we measure the grain-size
distributions of these bar and slackwater samples.
Because there are several assumptions necessary to estimate relative sandiness of the
paleo-sediment supply using bar and slackwater grain-size distributions, it is important to
evaluate whether a particular ancient succession is well-suited for this approach. Detailed
knowledge of channel deposit architecture is important to control for different relationships
between the sediment supply caliber and the fluvial deposits that may exist in different river
types. Successions that have internally consistent bar architecture (e.g., Miall, 1996) are more
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likely to record changes in the paleo-sediment supply caliber. In general, a firm understanding of
relevant tectonic, climatic, and eustatic conditions is necessary to interpret these grain size and
architecture data. Additionally, field sites with well-constrained provenance and large-scale mass
balance provide information about the sediment supply and regional context for interpreting
relative changes in sand-to-mud ratios within the grain-size distributions. Specifically an
understanding of the source-to-sink context of the paleo-depositional systems, and estimates of
accommodation-limited reworking, allows us to explore whether interpreted changes in sand-tomud supply ratios are consistent with broad-scale mass balance changes. Finally, knowledge of
the sequence stratigraphic context of a succession helps frame the deposits in terms of relative
sediment flux and accommodation histories.

5.5. Geologic Setting
In this study we focus on estimating the relative sand-to-mud content of deposits in the
uppermost Blackhawk Formation and the Lower Castlegate Sandstone, two Cretaceous fluvial
deposits that show an abrupt change in sandiness at the Blackhawk-Castlegate contact (Figure 2,
Figure 3). The Desert Member of the Blackhawk Formation and the Lower Castlegate Sandstone
are part of the Mesaverde Group, an upper Campanian clastic wedge deposit that, together with
the underlying Star Point Sandstone, records a gradual progradation into the Sevier foreland basin
(Young, 1955). Broadly, these formations comprise braided fluvial and alluvial-to-coastal plain
deposits from rivers draining the westward Sevier fold-and-thrust belt into the Cretaceous
Western Interior Seaway to the east. Climate was warm and humid during this time period, and
the paleo-latitude was sub-tropical (approximately 42 degrees N) (Kauffman and Caldwell,
1993). Long-wavelength dynamic subsidence related to the subducting Farallon plate controlled
subsidence patterns over large spatiotemporal scales (Liu et al., 2011). Superimposed on this was
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short-wavelength subsidence due to thrusting in the Sevier orogenic belt (Pang and Nummedal,
1995); this thrust-sheet loading generated a back-tilted Sevier foreland basin through Campanian
time (Pang and Nummedal, 1995), where subsidence was highest near the thrust front and
decreased distally into the Western Interior Seaway.
The Blackhawk Formation is 200-300 m thick and was deposited over 3.5-4.0 million
years based on ammonite zones and correlations with radiometric dates in marine strata
(Hampson et al., 2012 and references therein) (Figure 3). The subject of this study is the
uppermost Desert Member of the Blackhawk Formation, a fully non-marine deposit that
comprises 1-2 story, fine-to-medium-grained channel sandstones with abundant coals, splays, and
dark gray paleosols. It is described as “mud-prone” and has a sandstone net-to-gross ranging from
10% in the lower Desert Member to 30% in the uppermost Blackhawk underlying the Castlegate
Sandstone (Adams and Bhattacharya, 2005; Hampson et al., 2012). In the southern Wasatch
Plateau, channel sand bodies range in thickness from 5-8 m (Adams and Bhattacharya, 2005) (and
from 5-13 m slightly to the north in Link Canyon (Hampson et al., 2013)), and channel-belt
sandbodies range in width from 180-620 m. Channel planform interpretations for the uppermost
Blackhawk have included meandering, anastomosed, and braided (e.g., Adams and Bhattacharya,
2005; Hampson et al., 2013), suggesting that fluvial style was mixed during deposition. In the
Salina Canyon region, which is the subject of this study, Adams and Bhattacharya (2005) found
only evidence for mid-channel bars in the uppermost Blackhawk, and concluded that despite
previous interpretations based on low net-to-gross, uppermost Blackhawk rivers were braided in
the Salina Canyon region.
The overlying Castlegate Sandstone comprises three informal units: the amalgamated
Lower Castlegate Sandstone, the heterolithic middle Castlegate, and the coarse-grained
Bluecastle Tongue (Fouch et al., 1983; McLaurin and Steel, 2000). In this study we are focusing
on the Lower Castlegate Sandstone, which comprises an amalgamated sheet sandstone with
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greater than 90% sand in its proximal reaches in the western Book Cliffs and along the Wasatch
Plateau (e.g., Adams and Bhattacharya, 2005; Hajek and Heller, 2012; McLaurin and Steel, 2000)
(Figure 3). Rare floodplain deposits are poorly developed, gray silty paleosols, and fine-grained
silty sand splays (e.g., Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a). The Castlegate Formation is interpreted
as a braided river deposit based on detailed architectural analysis of Lower Castlegate Sandstone
deposits in the Price region, where there are both bank-attached and mid-channel bars (e.g., Hajek
and Heller, 2012; Miall, 1994). Near Salina, Adams and Bhattacharya (2005) found that the
Castlegate bar architecture was very similar to Blackhawk bars, indicative of braided rivers in
both formations.
In the Book Cliffs, the sequence-stratigraphic interpretation of these formations has been
hotly debated, and often the Mesaverde Group is seen as a quintessential proximal-distal
expression of 3rd and 4th order stratigraphic sequences (e.g., McLaurin and Steel, 2000; Miall and
Arush, 2001; Pattison, 2010; Van Wagoner, 1995; Yoshida, 2000; Yoshida et al., 1996). Within
these published studies, changes in stratigraphic architecture within the Blackhawk and
Castlegate formations are interpreted to be driven by a tectonically controlled subsidence
decrease between Blackhawk and Castlegate deposition. Despite differences in intra-formation
surface interpretations and correlations with marine deposits, these studies all place a sequence
boundary at the Blackhawk-Castlegate Formation contact. In the distal deposits, this is based on
high-relief incision into the top of the Blackhawk Formation marine deposits (Van Wagoner,
1995). In the type-section near Price, this sequence boundary interpretation is based on the abrupt
shift to the amalgamated fluvial deposits of the Lower Castlegate Sandstone, although there is no
significant regional incision at this contact (e.g., Lawton, 1983).
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5.5.1. Campanian Sediment Supply
Sediment supply for the Blackhawk and Castlegate Formations was derived from the
Sevier fold-and-thrust belt less than 100 km to the west (Hampson et al., 2012) (Figure 2A).
Sediment composition of Blackhawk Formation conglomerates in proximal deposits includes
Permian-Jurassic carbonates, other Paleozoic carbonates, Paleozoic chert, and PrecambrianCambrian quartzite (Horton et al., 2004), all rock types found in the thrust sheets today.
Blackhawk sandstones are calcite-cemented, and are petrographically classified as lithic arenites
in the southern Wasatch Plateau (Adams and Bhattacharya, 2005). These sediments were derived
from the Canyon Range culmination above the Paxton thrust and triangle zone, which was active
during Blackhawk deposition (DeCelles and Coogan, 2006). In contrast, the conglomerates in the
proximal Lower Castlegate Sandstone near Price are composed of only Pennsylvanian – Permian
quartzite/sandstones and Paleozoic chert, with silicia cement (Horton et al., 2004) and contain no
carbonate lithics. Near Salina, the Castlegate is also a quartz arenite with well-rounded grains
(Adams and Bhattacharya, 2005). Horton et al. (2004) propose, based on clast composition, that
Castlegate sediments were sourced from the Oquirrh Group in the Charleston-Nebo salient, which
became active after Blackhawk deposition in the region north of Price (Figure 2A). Adams and
Bhattacharya (2005) also cite the Charleston-Nebo salient as the sediment source for Castlegate
outcrops in the southern Wasatch Plateau. Whether or not this specific structural culmination is
the source of Salina sediments, the Castlegate sandstone compositions are consistent from northsouth along the Wasatch Plateau (e.g., Adams and Bhattacharya, 2005; Horton et al., 2004; Miall
and Arush, 2001; Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a).
Hampson et al. (2014) compiled extensive isopach, chronology, and grain size datasets
for the Cretaceous Western Interior Seaway deposits to generate a basin-scale estimate of
Campanian mass balance in the Sevier foreland basin. Their approach was to estimate bulk fine,
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sand, and gravel content per lithofacies, estimate the proportion of each lithofacies for each
formation, and then combine these values to estimate the total volume of fine, sand, and gravel
deposits at the formation scale throughout the Campanian. They find that the upper member of
the Blackhawk Formation contains 21% sand and 79% fine-grained material, while the Castlegate
Sandstone contains 18% gravel, 37-39% sand, and 43% fines (based on Castlegate correlations
defined in Aschoff and Steel (2011); McLaurin and Steel (2000); Robinson and Slingerland
(1998a)). Based on this analysis, there is approximately 50% less fine-grained sediment stored in
the Lower Castlegate Sandstone relative to the uppermost Blackhawk Formation. The authors
explain this change as a preservation effect, saying “If the combined gravel-and-sand grain-size
fraction of fluvially-derived sediment supplied from the catchment was the same… then these
strata show a net depositional loss of shale due to along-strike, shallow-marine sediment
transport.” Using the grain-size distributions of in-channel lithofacies and estimates of outcropscale grain size fractions, we examine whether there was a change in the sediment supply caliber
from the catchment, and whether an upstream control could explain this 50% regional reduction
in fine-grained lithofacies.

5.6. Lithofacies, Architecture, and Composition Analysis
We analyze lithofacies, architecture, and provenance of Blackhawk and Castlegate
deposits in Salina Canyon at the southern edge of the Wasatch Plateau (Figure 2B). Lithofacies
associations are based on detailed field observations from measured sections and sediment
sampling at accessible sand bodies (Figure 4, Figure 5). Architecture analysis is based on
measured sections and high-resolution photo-panel interpretation of cliff exposures
(supplemented with terrestrial lidar 3D outcrop models) (Figure 5). Sandstone-composition
analysis is based on thin-section descriptions with samples taken from the same measured
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sections used in the lithofacies and architecture analysis. Additional lithofacies description and
interpretation in Salina Canyon is available in Adams and Bhattacharya (2005), and many other
studies have described these formations in other locations (e.g., Flood and Hampson, 2014;
Lawton, 1986; Miall, 1994; Olsen et al., 1995; Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a; Yoshida, 2000).

5.6.1. Lithofacies
Detailed summaries of the lithofacies described in each formation are presented in Table
1 (Blackhawk Formation) and Table 2 (Castlegate Formation). Near the top of the Castlegate
interval in our study area, there is a regional cobble conglomerate (see the top of Figure 5). For
this study, we are considering only sandy Castlegate deposits that lie below this interval. Below
we present lithofacies interpretations and identify three broad lithofacies associations: in-channel
lithofacies, proximal overbank, and distal overbank (Figure 6). For each lithofacies association,
we also estimate the facies proportions within each lithofacies association based on two measured
sections in the Blackhawk Formation (Figure 4) and an interpreted cliff-face photo panorama in
the Castlegate Formation (Figure 5).

5.6.2. Blackhawk Lithofacies Interpretations
In-channel facies
Lithofacies A-C are together interpreted as in-channel facies deposited within sandy
braided channels (Table 1; Figure 6A-D). Lithofacies A is organized into packages 0.6-8.3 m
thick and is interpreted to represent bar deposits, and makes up 80% of in-channel deposits.
Pockets of lithofacies B are deposited adjacent to lithofacies A, and are interpreted as interbar
fines deposited in slackwater in low-flow zones behind bars, and comprise 5% of in-channel
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deposits. Lithofacies C gradationally overlies lithofacies A and is interpreted as bar-top fines, and
comprises 15% of the in-channel deposits. Together, lithofacies A-C of this in-channel facies
association comprises 22.5% of the Blackhawk deposits.

Proximal overbank facies
Lithofacies D-E are together interpreted as proximal overbank deposits consisting of
levees and splays deposited at the margins of Blackhawk channels and on the floodplain near
active channels (Table 1; Figure 6E-F). Lithofacies D can be up to 2 m thick near the channel
sand body and pinch out over 10-100 m, and is interpreted to represent channel levees.
Lithofacies E ranges from sheet-like and laterally continues over 50-150 m to lensoidal and less
than 50 m wide, and is interpreted to represent sheet-splays and floodplain channels. Together
lithofacies D-E comprise 18% of the Blackhawk Formation.

Distal overbank facies
Lithofacies F and coal deposits are together interpreted to comprise a distal overbank
facies association, consisting of poorly drained floodplains and coal swamps (Table 1; Figure
6G). Lithofacies F is interpreted to represent poorly developed paleosols, and is dominantly
covered so lateral extent is difficult to determine. Adams and Bhattacharya (2005) classify the
deposits with paleosol development as immature histosols and gleysols. Coal fragments and
organic matter is abundant in these floodplain deposits. Because the Blackhawk Formation is an
economic coal resource further north along the Wasatch Plateau, the coals have been described
extensively elsewhere (see Hampson et al. (2012) and references therein). Covered intervals
between channel sand bodies and proximal overbank deposits can be up to 10 m thick, and
excavated pits suggest that these intervals are a mix of paleosols and coals. For this study, we
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assume covered intervals are paleosols. Together, the distal overbank facies comprise 58% of the
total formation thickness (including covered intervals).

5.6.3. Castlegate Lithofacies Interpretations
In-channel facies
Ltihofacies A-D are interpreted to comprise an in-channel facies association deposited in
sandy braided river channels, and together form amalgamated sheets that have complex internal
architecture (Table 2; Figure 7). Lithofacies A is organized into packages range in thickness from
0.5-1.6 m thick, and is interpreted to represent thalweg deposits at the base of Castlegate
channels. These thalweg deposits comprise 5% of in-channel Castlegate deposits. Lithofacies B is
organized into packages that range from 0.9-4.5 m thick and 115 m wide, and is interpreted to
represent bar deposits within braided channels. These bar deposits comprise 80% of in-channel
facies. Lithofacies C ranges from 0.02-0.6 m thick and 0.5-10 m wide, and is interpreted to
represent interbar fines deposited at in slackwater behind bars. Lithofacies C comprises
approximately 5% of in-channel deposits. Finally, lithofacies D ranges from 0.5-3.8 m thick and
persists laterally over tens of meters, and is interpreted to represent bar-top lithofacies that
gradationally overlie lithofacies A. Lithofacies D comprises approximately 10% of in-channel
deposits in the Castlegate Formation. Together, lithofacies A-D comprise 91% of Castlegate
Formation deposits (Figure 7).

Proximal overbank facies
Lithofacies E is organized into tabular and lenticular packages up to 1.4 m thick and
laterally continuous from 10-100 m, and is interpreted to represent proximal overbank deposits in
the Castlegate Formation (Table 2; Figure 7E). Because of the amalgamated, high net-to-gross
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nature of the Castlegate Formation, we did not distinguish separate splay and levees. Proximal
overbank deposits make up 4% of the Castlegate Formation in Salina Canyon.

Distal overbank facies
Lithofacies F is interpreted to represent distal overbank facies in the Castlegate
Formation, and was deposited in inundated floodplains that allowed very limited soil
development (Figure 7F). These are rarely preserved and field observations of this facies are
limited. These deposits make up 5% of the Castlegate Formation.

5.6.4. Blackhawk and Castlegate Sand Body Architecture
Blackhawk channel belts in this study area range from approximately 300-600 m wide,
and 5-8 m thick. They have 1-2 channel-belt-scale stories (sensu Chamberlin and Hajek (2015)),
and channel belts can have several (up to 7) internal stories with separate bar packages. We
analyzed the bar preservation of 2 Blackhawk channel belts mapped in Adams and Bhattacharya
(2005), and found 55% fully preserved, 18% significantly preserved, and 27% poorly preserved
bars within these channel belts (Figure 8) (see Chapter 4 of this dissertation for bar preservation
mapping and methodology). The Castlegate Formation sand body architecture is discussed
extensively in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. Castlegate channel belts are 5-10 m thick and at least
1 km wide based on outcrop extent. Upper-story bars are 56% fully, 25% significantly, and
18.7% poorly preserved.
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5.6.5. Lithofacies and Architecture Comparison
Overall, the sedimentologic character and architecture of each lithofacies association is
similar between the Blackhawk and Castlegate Formations, which agrees with published analyses
of the fluvial style in Salina Canyon (Adams and Bhattacharya, 2005). Total preserved lithofacies
proportions are very different between the two formations; the Castlegate is overwhelmingly
dominated by in-channel deposits (91% of total), while the Blackhawk has the most distal
overbank (58%). Within the in-channel lithofacies association, however, the relative proportion of
bar, interbar fine, and bar-top deposits is remarkably consistent between the formations (Figure
9). Bar and interbar-fine deposits make up approximately 80% and 5%, respectively, of inchannel lithofacies associations for both formations, which suggests that sediment deposition
within the channels – and the related morphodynamic-scale deposition of fines – did not change
between these formations. In addition, both formations contain mid-channel bars and have
channel belts with similar thicknesses. Channel belt width, however, is greater in the Lower
Castlegate Sandstone by at least a factor of 2.

5.6.6. Provenance
The primary difference in sandstone composition between the Blackhawk and Castlegate
formations is the presence of carbonate lithic fragments and calcite cement in the Blackhawk
Formation that is entirely absent from the overlying Castlegate (Figure 10) (Horton et al., 2004).
The change between sandstones with carbonate lithics and calcite cement of the Blackhawk
Formation and the quartz-rich, silica-cemented sandstones of the Castlegate Sandstone is
qualitatively abrupt, and there do not appear to be vertical trends in composition within these
formations (Figure 10).
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Paleocurrents measured from trough axes in the Blackhawk and Castlegate Formations
show a range in flow direction from southwest to northeast, with a southeast mean paleoflow
direction for both deposits (Figure 11). This measured Castlegate paleoflow direction contrasts
with Adams and Bhattacharya (2005), who show dominantly southwestern Castlegate
paleocurrents. However, the published paleoflow data in Adams and Bhattacharya (2005) are
measured from one channel sand body exposed in Rock Canyon on the eastern edge of this study
area. Our Castlegate paleocurrent data were collected at several channel bodies at different
locations in Salina Canyon, and some of our data are in the southwestern quadrant; this suggests
that the Adams and Bhattacharya (2005) did not capture an integrated picture of Castlegate
paleoflow from a single channel body.
Together, these provenance data suggest that the composition of the source rock changed
between Blackhawk and Castlegate deposition, but the direction of the source area remained to
the northwest across this boundary.

5.7. Grain-size Analysis

5.7.1. Methods
Both bar and interbar-fine lithofacies were sampled for grain-size analysis from the
Blackhawk and Castlegate Formations (Figure 6, 7, and 9). Samples were taken from the base of
each deposit, where possible. Samples were disaggregated with a mortar and pestle as gently as
possible to prevent breaking grains. Each sample was examined under the binocular microscope
to ensure full disaggregation and estimate the amount of broken grains, when necessary.
Sandstone cement is a concern for measuring grain-size distributions from lithified
sediments because cement particles coating grains can increase apparent grain size, and cement
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broken off from grains during disaggregation is measured as an individual particle. To assess the
impact of cement on these results, we treated a small number of Blackhawk samples (n=5) with
10% hydrochloric acid to remove carbonate cement and compare results with non-treated
Blackhawk samples. Because the Blackhawk has 15-57% carbonate lithic grains, however, these
treated samples only have data from the siliclastic grains in the Blackhawk deposits.
The Malvern MasterSizer3000, a laser particle size instrument, was used to calculate
particle size distributions of each sample. This instrument can measure grains from 1-1000
microns. Penn State University’s Malvern MasterSizer uses wet-analysis only, such that sediment
samples must be suspended in water to be analyzed. To ensure representative particle dispersion
in water, we used a magnetic stir plate and bar at a constant speed and pipetted sample from the
cup at an equal water depth for every sample.

5.7.2. Results
Grain-size of Blackhawk and Castlegate bars in Salina Canyon have a similar shape and
range, but have important differences (Figure 12, Table 3). Blackhawk Formation bar deposits
have 27.9% fines, including 19.5% silt and 8.4% clay-sized particles. In contrast, Castlegate
Formation bar deposits have 13.4% fines, with 8% silt and 5.4% clay-sized particles. Overall,
Blackhawk Formation bar deposits have nearly twice as many (48% more) fine-grained sediments
than the Castlegate bar deposits. In addition, the D10bar is much finer in the Blackhawk Formation
than the Castlegate (5.9µm to 41.8 µm, respectively), and the D50bar is also considerably finer in
the Blackhawk deposits (136µm to 178µm, respectively). The coarse grain size fraction, however,
is comparable between the two formations (340µm in the Blackhawk and 353µm in the
Castlegate), suggesting that the differences in grain-size distribution are predominantly from a
change in the fine tail.
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Slackwater deposits show similar differences between the two formations, with overall
similar grain-size distributions that have comparable coarse tails but differences in the fines
(Figure 13). Blackhawk Formation interbar fines have 39% fines, including 29.5% silt and 9.5%
clay. In the Castlegate interbar fines, there is 21.8% mud, including 21.8% silt and 14.1% clay.
This is a 44.1% decrease in fine-grained sediments from the Blackhawk to the Castlegate interbar
fines, which is comparable to the 48% decrease seen in the bar deposits. The D10 of Blackhawk
Formation interbar fines is 4.9µm compared to 12.7µm in the Castlegate Formation, and the
Blackhawk interbar fine D50 is 83µm compared to 107µm of Castlegate deposits (Table 3).
Again, the similar D95s (220µm Blackhawk to 231µm Castlegate) supports the suggestion that the
major difference in the total grain-size distributions is in the fine fraction.
Both formations have considerable overlap between their bar and interbar fine grain-size
distributions (Figure 14, Figure 15), particularly in the shape and asymmetry of the distribution,
but overall interbar fine deposits are finer than the corresponding bar deposits. The similarity in
the relationship between bar and interbar fines within each formation suggests that both
Blackhawk and Castlegate rivers were sampling the grain sizes in the flow in a similar way.
Because these two formations have different sandstone compositions (Figure 10), it is
possible that the disaggregation method creates artificial differences in the measured grain-size
distributions. To examine this possibility, we have grain-size distributions from Blackhawk
Formation samples treated with hydrochloric acid (HCl), where the calcite (and any carbonate
lithics) cement has been totally removed (Figure 12). The measured grain-size distributions from
these HCl-treated samples are very similar to the non-acid-washed Blackhawk samples, and show
the same trends: higher fine fraction (both silt and clay), lower D10, and slightly lower D50
compared to the Castlegate Formation (Table 3). This suggests that despite disaggregation and
measurement uncertainties, the trends identified using this grain-size analysis methodology are
robust.
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5.7.3. Formation-Scale Grain-Size Proportions
Using these measured grain-size distributions and published data, we can estimate the
cross-sectional formation-scale proportions of each grain size. To this end, we approximated the
amounts of fines (clay and silt), very fine sand (between 63 and 125 microns), and coarse grains
(greater than 125 microns, fine sand and above) for each facies association in each formation
(Table 3). Grain size fractions for each facies were based on a range of grain size data and facies
proportions outlined above (Table 3). For the in-channel facies association, grain-size
distributions of bar, thalweg, interbar fines, and bar-top deposits were determined separately and
then integrated based on deposit fraction within the in-channel facies. Bar and interbar fine grain
sizes were measured using the laser instrument for this study, so these are high-confidence grain
size values. Bar-top and thalweg deposit grain size fractions are estimated based on hand sample
field observations of median grain size, and the fine sediment content is estimated based on the
bar deposit distributions for thalweg and interbar fine deposit distributions for bar-top. We
assume proximal overbank deposits (levees and splays) share an average grain size distribution,
and we estimate a proximal overbank distribution from hand sample observations. Distal
overbank grain sizes were estimated from published observations in Hampson et al. (2014) and
hand sample observations. Finally, coal was excluded from this analysis.
Combining these facies proportion and grain size datasets shows that the Blackhawk and
Castlegate Formations have very different grain size proportions (except for very fine sand),
where the Blackhawk is dominantly fines and the Castlegate is dominantly sand-sized particles
(Figure 16). Overall, the Blackhawk Formation comprises 69% fines (clay and silt) and 31%
sand, and the Castlegate Formation has 20% fines and 80% sand. This is consistent with observed
trends in the bar and interbar fine samples, showing that the Castlegate was depleted in finegrained sediments relative to the Blackhawk.
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5.8. Discussion

5.8.1. Basin Filling and Channel Morphodynamics
All lines of evidence in this study (including measured bar and interbar fine grain-size
distributions, and formation-scale grain size estimates) show a large reduction in fine-grained
sediments between the Blackhawk and Castlegate formations in this study area. We propose that
this increase in sediment sandiness was due to a change in the sandiness of the sediment supply,
rather than in an increase in deposit reworking because the increase in sandiness is observed in
both the interbar fine and bar deposits, and these Castlegate Formation deposits are wellpreserved and not reworked (Chapter 4 of this dissertation). Together, these pieces of evidence
suggest an increase in the sandiness of sediment supply during Castlegate deposition.
The grain size and architecture evidence from this study suggests that the depositional
model for the Blackhawk and the Castlegate changed coincident with the increase in sandiness of
the sediment supply. Basin-filling during Blackhawk time appears to be characterized by singleto-multi-thread channels with rapid floodplain aggradation, ultimately generating deposits with
69% fines. By Castlegate time, however, channel belts widened by a factor of 2 relative to
Blackhawk time, such that Castlegate basin-filling was dominated by wide channel belts
aggrading sandy deposits with little overbank aggradation, ultimately generating deposits with
only 20% fine-grained material. This key channel-belt widening occurred coincident with the
increase in sediment-supply sandiness, although the style of bar deposits and in-channel facies
proportions between these two formations is similar. At the basin-scale, then, there may have
been a shift from floodplain-dominated aggradation to channel-dominated filling associated with
the increase in sediment-supply sandiness.
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Although the Castlegate has a 50% reduction in fine-grained sediment fraction relative to
the Blackhawk Formation, the absolute concentration of fine-grained sediments preserved in the
bar deposits is still relatively high (an average of 5.4% clay-sized fraction). Wysocki (2015)
showed that in flume experiments with high clay concentrations at constant discharge, bed
material contained 4% clay; both the Blackhawk and Castlegate Formations exceed 4% by
volume clay fraction in the bed material. Although the flume experiments differed from natural
systems because it used a bimodal sediment mixture with only clay and fine sand, these numbers
could still suggest that the Castlegate Formation carried a significant amount of washload.
Although sediment grain size has been shown to effect lateral channel mobility and planform
(e.g., Edmonds and Slingerland, 2009), the Blackhawk and Castlegate Formations have consistent
bar architecture and in-channel lithofacies proportions (Figure 8-9) (e.g., Adams and
Bhattacharya, 2005, this study). Overall, this could suggest that above some concentration of
fines, fluvial channel morphodynamics are less impacted by the relative sand-to-mud ratios in the
sediment supply; in this case, perhaps there was enough difference in sediment-input distribution
to impact net deposit sandiness and channel-belt width, but not enough to impact bar architecture.
Similarly, the Blackhawk and the Castlegate formations show no change in avulsion
pattern despite the increase in sediment-supply sandiness. Flood and Hampson (2015) showed
that the uppermost part of the Blackhawk Formation has compensational (evenly distributed)
stacking of channel sand bodies, which could be driven by a compensational avulsion pattern.
The high Castlegate bar preservation in Salina Canyon is also consistent with a compensational
avulsion pattern (Chapter 4 of this dissertation). The compensational avulsion pattern in both
formations suggests that the paleo-avulsion pattern was not sensitive to a decrease in fine-grained
sediment fraction.
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5.8.2. Blackhawk-Castlegate Contact
Evidence in this study and in Chapter 4 of this dissertation suggests that the major change
between Blackhawk and Castlegate deposition was a sediment supply change. As a feasible
mechanism for an abrupt change in the grain size of the sediment supply, we have the sediment
composition change from mixed siliclastic-carbonate source rocks to dominantly quartzite aeolian
source rocks (e.g., Horton et al., 2004) (Figure 10). Carbonate and siliclastic lithics in the
Blackhawk Formation can weather into fines much more readily than the aeolian quartz of the
Castlegate Formation, supporting the idea that the major changes between these formations are
supply-driven.
The change in sandstone composition between the Blackhawk and Castlegate is abrupt at
this study location (Figure 10) and elsewhere in the Book Cliffs (e.g., Miall and Arush, 2001), as
are the changes in sediment supply sandiness and lithofacies proportions shown here. If changes
in sediment supply were due to a simple unroofing trend with no tectonically-controlled
reorganization or hiatuses, we would expect to see more gradual changes in sediment
composition, grain size, and net-to-gross. Instead, these abrupt composition and grain-size trends
suggest abrupt source area changes in the fold-and-thrust belt, which could be caused by
duplexing new source rock and its associated drainage reorganization in the hinterland. A
tectonically-driven mechanism for these abrupt vertical changes is consistent with regional
interpretations (DeCelles and Coogan, 2006; Horton et al., 2004; Robinson and Slingerland,
1998a). The Charleston-Nebo salient is interpreted as the sediment source for Castlegate deposits
along the Book Cliffs near Price (Horton et al., 2004), and sediments from this source could have
been transported axially within the thrust front before feeding these Castlegate rivers near Salina.
This interpretation of a sediment-supply-driven change in architecture is inconsistent with
the traditional interpretation of a sequence boundary at the base of the Castlegate (e.g., Adams
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and Bhattacharya, 2005; Miall and Arush, 2001). There is no identifiable, significant incision at
the base of the Castlegate in Salina Canyon, and the Castlegate deposits are well-preserved,
suggesting that there was no major change in accommodation at this location (Chapter 4 of this
dissertation). In addition, we would expect reworking of the underlying sediments during the
formation of a sequence boundary, but there is no compositional evidence that reworking of
Blackhawk deposits occurred because the Castlegate does not have any carbonate lithic grains
even at the very base of the formation (Figure 10). Finally, these grain-size and composition data
suggest that the Blackhawk-Castlegate contact is an unconformity likely driven by tectonicallycontrolled thrusting in the fold-and-thrust belt, which is an explanation that is consistent with all
observations, unlike the traditionally-interpreted Castlegate sequence boundary.

5.9. Conclusions
The grain size of paleo-sediment supply exerts a first-order control on alluvial
architecture, but most interpretations of stratigraphic changes in preserved sand-to-mud ratios
assume constant sediment supply caliber and interpret changes based on relative accommodation.
Here we propose that grain-size distributions of bar and interbar fine deposits are related to
changes in the paleo-sediment supply caliber, based on evidence from flume experiments and
data from modern rivers. Our results show that there is 50% reduction in the fraction of finegrained sediments in the bar and interbar fine deposits from the low net-to-gross Blackhawk
Formation to the high-net Castlegate Formation, coincident with a change in sediment
composition. Formation-scale estimates of grain size proportions also show an abrupt increase in
sandiness from the Blackhawk to the Castlegate formations, and both formations show no
evidence for sediment reworking. This points to an increase in the sandiness of the sediment
supply, rather than a reduction in accommodation, to explain the differences in alluvial
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architecture between the two formations. Coupled with evidence for channel-belt widening during
Castlegate time, this suggests that aggradation switched from being floodplain-dominated during
Blackhawk deposition to channel-dominated during Castlegate deposition. Ultimately, this case
study suggests that sediment input grain size is an important control on alluvial architecture, and
relative changes in this variable can be examined using the grain-size distributions of in-channel
lithofacies without a basin-wide mass balance of preserved grain sizes.
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5.10. Figures

Figure 5-1. Conceptual diagram of fine-sediment storage in alluvial deposits.
At the reach-scale (A), fine-sediments are portioned between the channel (cross-sectional view
shown in yellow) and the floodplain (green). At the morphodynamic-scale, fine-sediment can be
stored in zones of low flow within the channel as slackwater deposits (brown) at the toes of bars.
Fine sediments can also be store as abandonment deposits (gray). At the grain scale (C), fine
sediment can be deposited as clay rapes or in between pores and pore throats of individual grains
(drawing from Wysocki (2015)).
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Figure 5-2. Study area maps.
A) Location map of Campanian deposits in Utah including the location of tectonic features,
modified from Hampson et al. (2013). Star indicates position of study area for this chapter. B)
Location map of Salina Canyon. Grid marks are in UTM co-ordinates. Grain-size analysis sample
locations are shown in red dots. Castlegate lithofacies proportions are based on a panel at the
location marked by a blue line, and Blackhawk measured sections locations are shown as stars.
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Figure 5-3. Blackhawk and Castlegate Formations exposed in Salina Canyon.
The black dashed line marks the approximate contact between the mud-dominated Blackhawk
Formation (bottom half of photo) and the sand-dominated Castlegate Formation (upper half of
photo). Total thickness here is approximately 250 m.
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Figure 5-4. Interpreted sections through part of the non-marine Blackhawk Formation in Salina
Canyon at the locations shown in Figure 1.
Covered intervals are interpreted as distal overbank unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 5-5. Annotated lithofacies panel of the Castlegate Formation.
Un-colored outcrop within the annotated section is distal overbank lithofacies.
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Figure 5-6. Blackhawk lithofacies.
A-D. In-channel lithofacies, including bar (A), clay drapes on bar cross-stratification (B), interbar fines (C) and bar-top fines (D). E-F. Proximal overbank deposits, including levee (E) and a
splay (F). The splay is the orange-weathered deposit in the center of the image, that overlies finergrained floodplain deposits. G. Distal overbank floodplain deposits.
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Figure 5-7. Castlegate lithofacies.
A-D. In-channel lithofacies. Thalweg deposits (A) are massive with erosive bases and coarse
grains (orange interval in this photo). Bar deposits (B) have large-scale trough cross-stratification
and inter-finger with fine-grained sediments at the bar toes (shown near the rock hammer scale on
the right-hand side of this photo. Interbar fines (C) deposited at the toe of the bar in B. Bar-top
fines in D begin above the orange weathered surface and have conformable bases with underlying
bar deposits. E. Proximal overbank levee and splay deposits. F. Distal overbank floodplain
deposits (gray laminated mudstones) overlain by fine-grained splays.
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Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-8. Annotated Blackhawk bar deposits showing interpreted bar preservation.
Bedding diagrams from Adams and Bhattacharya (2005). A. A dip-section panel shows
dominantly well-preserved bars, with bar preservation interpretations following Chapter 4 of this
dissertation. B. A strike-section panel also showing well-preserved bars.
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Figure 5-9. Example channel-belt complexes in the Blackhawk (A) and Castlegate Formations
(B), with photo panels above and an interpreted photo panel below.
Select bar clinoform surfaces are shown on the annotated panel to point out bar geometries. For
both formations, bar deposits dominant the in-channel lithofacies.
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Figure 5-10. Photomicrographs of representative Blackhawk and Castlegate sandstones from
Rock Canyon (section 3 on Figure 1), with cross-polarized light on the left column and planepolarized light on the right.
Sample numbers correspond to sample locations on section 3 (Figure 2). Carbonate lithics are
found only in the Blackhawk Formation, and a representative grain is marked Lc in sample 2.
Sandstone composition is consistent within each formation and abruptly changes at the
Blackhawk-Castlegate contact.
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Figure 5-11. Rose diagrams of paleocurrent measurements from trough axes in the Blackhawk
and Castlegate Formations.
Blackhawk mean paleoflow direction is 116 degrees (n = 59), and Castlegate mean paleoflow
direction is 132 (n = 14).
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Figure 5-12. Bar sample grain-size distributions plotted on a log-log scale.
Vertical gray lines mark the size break between clay/silt (left) and silt/sand (right). Bold lines are
the mean values for each population.
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Figure 5-13. Interbar fine sample grain-size distributions plotted on a log-log scale.
Vertical gray lines mark the size break between clay/silt (left) and silt/sand (right). Bold lines are
the mean values for each population.
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Figure 5-14. Blackhawk Formation grain-size distributions on a log-log plot.
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Figure 5-15. Castlegate Formation grain-size distributions on a log-log plot.
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Figure 5-16. Estimated total grain size fraction measured from measured sections and outcrop
panels (Figure 3 and Figure 4) combined with measured grain size distributions.
The Blackhawk Formation is dominated by fines (clay and silt-sized particles), while a majority
of Castlegate particles are fine sand and coarser.
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5.11. Tables

Table 5-1. Blackhawk lithofacies summary.
Facies
A

Facies description
Decimeter- to meter-scale, lower fine to upper medium-grained sand with 10-50cm-scale
trough-cross stratification. The bases are sharp with occasional dark gray silt rip-ups, woody
debris, and organic-rich laminae at base. Clay drapes can occur on trough cross-beds and along
bedset bounding surfaces. Soft sediment deformation common throughout.

B

Centimeter- to decimeter-scale, lenses of very-fine lower to fine lower sand with silt interbeds.
These deposits contain climbing ripples and parallel laminations, in addition to rare current
ripples. Lensoidal pockets range from 0.02-0.9m thick and 0.3-5m wide, and occur adjacent to
Facies A. Basal contact is sharpt or gradational, and these deposits are top-truncated.

C

Decimeter- to meter-scale very fine lower to fine lower sand with gray silt interbeds. Sand beds
are 2-15cm thick and can contain current and climbing ripples; silt interbeds are 1-5cm thick
and can be faintly laminated. Both sand and silt interbeds contain abundant organic matter.
Lithofacies can be laterally continuous for up to 20m, and has gradational basal contact with
Facies A.
Decimeter- to meter-scale very fine lower to fine lower sand with 10-20cm trough crossstratification, current ripples, and planar laminations. Beds are 10-80cm thick with gray silt and
organic-rich interbeds. This facies pinches out laterally over 10-100m, and can have abrupt to
gradational basal contacts.

D

E

Decimeter- to meter-scale very fine lower to fine lower sand with abundant current ripples 15cm high and occasional trough cross-stratification from 5-20cm thick. Beds are normally
graded with sharp bases, and are often interbedded with organic rich, laminated silts. Some beds
have abundant root traces and iron nodules. Facies geometry ranges from sheet-like and
laterally continues over 50-150m to lensoidal and less than 50m wide.

F

Meter-scale dark gray clayey siltstone and silty mudstones. Some deposits are fissile and show
no signs of pedogenic development, while others have slickensides, no preserved laminae, and
root traces. Coal fragments and organic matter is abundant.
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Table 5-2. Castlegate lithofacies summary.
Facies
A

Facies description
Decimeter- to meter-scale poorly sorted fine-upper to very coarse lower sandstone with
some granule lenses. Beds range from massive to trough cross-stratified, with trough
heights up to 0.75m, and are lenticular. Bases are erosional (and can have over 1.5m of
incisional relief), often have an irregular, undulose geometry, and can contain silt rip-up
clasts.

B

Meter-scale lower fine to upper medium-grained sandstone with organized large-scale
trough cross-bedding and some low-angle parallel laminations. These deposits have
sharp bases with occasional granule lenses, are normally graded, and have occasional soft
sediment deformation. Beds are laterally continuous over tens to hundreds of meters.

C

Centimeter- to decimeter-scale lenses and thin tabular sheets of rippled silt to lower finegrained sandstone. Sandstone interbeds contain climbing and current ripples, parallel
laminae, and soft sediment deformation. Drapes of organic matter are common on
climbing ripple bedset bounding surfaces. The basal contact can be sharp to gradational,
and the upper contact is sharp with overlying bar lithofacies. These deposits are laterally
continuous over 0.5-10m wide, and interfinger with Facies A.

D

Decimeter- to meter-scale very fine lower to fine lower, thinly bedded, rippled sandstone
with interbeds of gray siltstone. Sandstone interbeds are 0.1-0.5m thick with small-scale
current ripples, some climbing ripples, parallel laminations, and soft sediment
deformation, and are interbedded with 0.1-0.2m thick siltstone beds. Organic laminae
and drapes are common throughout. This lithofacies has a gradational basal contact with
Facies A, and the upper contact ranges from gradational to truncated.

E

Decimeter- to meter-scale very fine lower to fine lower sandstone with current ripples,
parallel laminations, and organic-rich laminae. Beds range from 0.5-0.75cm thick and are
normally graded, and are laterally continuous over 10s of meters. Some deposits have
trough cross-stratification up to 0.25cm thick.

F

Decimeter- to meter-scale laminated gray siltstone and interbedded very fine lower to
very fine upper sandstone. Sandstone beds have vertical root traces, and are massive to
parallel laminated. Organic matter is common in the silt and sandstone intervals. These
deposits have aggradational basal contacts and erosional upper contacts.
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Table 5-3. Lithofacies proportions and grain size estimates for each formation.

In-channel

Blackhawk Formation
63Lithofacies <63 125
Proportion µm
µm
>125µm
0.23
28.77 24.60
46.63

Proximal
overbank

0.18

40

50

10

0.04

40

50

10

Distal
overbank

0.58

95

5

0

0.05

90

10

0

69

18

13

20

23

57

Composite
Percent

Castlegate Formation
Lithofacies
Proportion
0.91

<63
µm
15.45

63125 µm
22.72

>125µm
61.83
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work

6.1. Summary and Synthesis
Avulsions are an important control on the spatial distribution and character of sediments
in fluvial deposits, and isolating stratigraphic signatures of avulsion dynamics is critical for
interpreting past climate, tectonic, and eustatic conditions from the rock record, and
understanding controls on avulsion processes over long timescales. Recent work has shown that a
range of inherent avulsion behaviors exists in different landscapes, and these avulsion patterns
have been observed in a limited number of ancient deposits (Flood and Hampson, 2015; Hajek et
al., 2010a). However, several outstanding aspects of alluvial architecture remain unconstrained,
including the degree to which avulsion dynamics influence basin-scale stratigraphic patterns,
whether channel-dominated intervals necessarily reflect periods of channel reworking, and
whether changes in sediment-supply caliber can result in significant changes in fluvial
stratigraphic architecture. To this end, I used field studies of ancient deposits and numerical
modeling to investigate three overarching questions that I posed in Chapter 1: 1) How can
avulsion-generated sand bodies be identified in the fluvial record (in both mud- and sanddominated deposits)?; 2) Under what circumstances can spatial statistics be used to infer paleoavulsion patterns from the stratigraphic record?; 3); Do channel deposits provide information
about deposit reworking and basin-scale changes in the caliber of paleo-sediment supply?
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6.1.1. Identifying Avulsion-generated Sand Bodies
Identifying avulsion-generated sand bodies from alluvial architecture is critical for
evaluating avulsion patterns in the stratigraphic record. In Chapter 2, I found that in deposits with
low channel proportions, avulsion reoccupation of previous channel locations can generate
multistory sand bodies with characteristic geometries. Results from a literature analysis showed
that this avulsion control on multistory sand body formation can be distinguished from intrachannel-belt and incised valley MSB-generation based on irregular sandbody margins, vertical
stacking of channel-belt stories, and correlation of floodplain horizons with individual stories. I
applied this metric to the sand bodies in the lower Williams Fork Formation and found that more
than half of the multistory sand bodies were generated from avulsion reoccupation. In Chapter 4,
I applied these concepts to identify avulsion-type channel-belt stories in the sand-dominated
Castlegate Formation. Channel-belt-scale scours in the Castlegate Formation are laterally
continuous and are overlain by thalweg and coarse-grained bar lithofacies. Overall, work from
this dissertation shows that avulsion-origin channel sand bodies can be identified in both muddominated and sand-dominated deposits using scour surface geometries and the relationship to
floodplain horizons, where possible.

6.1.2. Application of Spatial-statistics to Identify Paleo-avulsion Patterns
Previous studies had identified different avulsion patterns in ancient fluvial deposits
using spatial-point-process statistics, but it was unclear over what spatiotemporal scales these
patterns can be quantified in the rock record. In Chapters 2 and 3, I showed that avulsion patterns
are quantifiable and consistent from both the sand-body and outcrop scales, and minimum
outcrop dimensions and dataset size for detecting spatial patterns can be constrained using a
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simple object-based model. In Chapter 2, I showed that analysis of the lower Williams Fork
Formation MSBs was consistent with a random or compensational avulsion pattern during
Williams Fork deposition. In Chapter 3, I expanded on this by analyzing outcrop-scale sand body
distributions in the lower Williams Fork Formation, which also show random sand body
distributions that are consistent with a random paleo-avulsion pattern at larger spatiotemporal
scales (10s to 100s of avulsions). I used the 2D object-based model to evaluate the sensitivity of
the spatial-point-process statistic to different degrees of sand-body clustering given Williams
Fork dataset dimensions, and I found that sample sizes in this example should be sufficient to
detect sand body clustering if it were present. Overall, results from Chapters 2-3 showed that
paleo-avulsion pattern can be analyzed over sand-body and outcrop-scale datasets, and there is
evidence that the avulsion pattern persists between these different spatiotemporal scales.

6.1.3. Estimating Preservation of Fluvial Deposits
The degree of channel deposit amalgamation is often interpreted as a proxy for relative
accommodation-creation and sediment supply rates, without considering how avulsion processes
impact deposit preservation. In Chapter 4, I showed that fluvial deposit preservation can be
estimated using the geometry and lithofacies of bar deposits, even in sand-dominated deposits.
Analysis of bar preservation in the sand-dominated Castlegate Sandstone showed that the
proportion of heavily reworked bar deposits ranges from 20%-70% at different locations, which
suggested that avulsion-controlled fluvial reworking varied locally during Castlegate deposition.
Results from an object-based model of basin filling indicated that a compensational avulsion
pattern is necessary to generate very well-preserved stratigraphy with less than 20% poorly
preserved bars, and a narrow avulsion zone-width (such as in the proximal portion of a fluvial
megafan) can generate poorly preserved stratigraphy independent of accommodation creation or
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sediment supply changes. Chapter 2 showed that in mud-dominated systems, story preservation in
multistory sand bodies can be measured based on story thickness and bar preservation. Results
from numerical modeling in Chapter 2 showed that even in mud-dominated deposits, a clustered
avulsion pattern could generate poorly preserved stratigraphy where MSBs had 4-5 channel-belt
stories. Random and compensational avulsion patterns, however, generated well-preserved
stratigraphy with few, 1-2 story MSBs.
Overall, Chapters 2 and 4 showed that avulsion pattern and avulsion zone-width are
important controls on deposit preservation in mud- to sand-dominated successions, and estimating
channel deposit preservation is a useful tool for analyzing the relative importance of avulsion and
external controls in a range of fluvial deposits.

6.1.4. Estimating Paleo-sediment Supply Caliber
Constraining changes in the caliber of paleo-sediment supply is critical for interpreting
vertical changes in alluvial architecture and for characterizing avulsion signatures. In Chapter 5, I
presented a novel method for analyzing the relative sand-to-mud content of paleo-sediment
supply using the grain size distributions of bar and interbar fine deposits and formation-scale
grain size estimates. I used these methods to analyze the change in grain size from the muddominated Blackhawk to the sand-dominated Castlegate formations. Using grain size
distributions of in-channel deposits, I showed a 50% reduction in the amount of fine-grained
sediment in Castlegate deposits relative to Blackhawk, which coincides with a change in the
formation-scale sand-to-mud proportions. Overall, I demonstrated that changes in BlackhawkCastlegate sandiness is consistent with a reduction in the amount of fine-grained sediment
supplied to Castlegate rivers. Together, results from Chapter 4 and 5 suggest that the origins of
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the sand-dominated Castlegate Sandstone are because of a sand-rich sediment input, and not rapid
reworking of a mud-rich deposit.

Overall, this dissertation significantly advances our ability to isolate avulsion signals in
the stratigraphic record, and shows that avulsion dynamics (including avulsion pattern and
avulsion-zone width) are important for alluvial architecture in both mud-dominated and sanddominated settings. These novel methods of alluvial architecture analysis also improve our
abilities to estimate reworking and paleo-sediment supply caliber in ancient deposits, which has
broad implications for interpreting landscape, tectonic, climatic, and sea-level controls on the
stratigraphic record.

6.2. Directions for Future Work
Preceding work in this dissertation has identified new methods for interpreting paleoavulsion dynamics from ancient deposits, which uncovers many possible directions of future
research about controls on avulsion patterns. This work provides a toolset to interpret paleoavulsion pattern from broad range of ancient fluvial successions; future work documenting
avulsion dynamics in other formations will be useful to explore controls on long-timescale
avulsion pattern. Results from this dissertation suggest that the sandiness of sediment supply is
not a first-order control on avulsion pattern, but proximal-distal basin position, floodplain
roughness, and down-basin slopes are all possible drivers of avulsion pattern that could be
explored using the rock record.
In addition, this work lays a foundation to quantitatively examine river mobility response
to external forcings over long-timescales, such as abrupt climate changes. For example,
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preliminary work in the Paleocene-Eocene Wasatch Formation (Piceance Creek Basin, Colorado,
USA) suggests that there may be major changes in fluvial mobility in this formation
corresponding to an abrupt climate change event. Previous work shows that the sand-dominated
Molina member corresponds to the abrupt warming event, but it is unclear whether the increase in
sandiness was due to sediment supply or landscape reworking changes. Techniques developed in
this dissertation could be applied to this formation to explore how changes in sand-to-mud ratios
in the sediment supply, reworking, and avulsion pattern correspond to an abrupt climate event.
Preliminary work examining the paleo-avulsion patterns in the Wasatch Formation is shown in
Appendix E.
This dissertation explored how sediment supply and avulsion dynamics could explain
abrupt changes in alluvial architecture (Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation), but these same
concepts can be used to study how gradual changes in alluvial architecture correspond to avulsion
pattern, reworking, and sediment supply controls. For example, the suite of methods presented
here could be used to analyze how sediment extraction and avulsion pattern changes during
fluvial megafan progradation (e.g., Owen et al., 2015). The Williams Fork Formation, for
example, contains the mud-dominated basal interval (studied in Chapters 2 and 3 of this
dissertation) that grades upward into increasingly sand-dominated members; analysis of the sandto-mud content of sediment supply relative to sediment extraction and alluvial architecture
throughout this formation would be useful for understanding how system progradation drives
fluvial behavior and alluvial architecture.
Results from Chapter 5 of this dissertation suggest that grain size distribution of inchannel deposits are a useful measure of sand-to-mud ratios in the paleo-sediment supply, which
lays the foundation for a range of studies related to interpreting sediment supply from ancient
deposits. More work is needed to establish the relationship between sediment flux and channel
deposits in modern rivers and experimental studies, including determining the relationship
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between fine-grained sediment concentrations, sediment composition, and preserved grain sizes
in modern rivers, and using experiments to understand how poorly sorted sediment mixtures (not
just bimodal clay and sand) impacts fine-sediment storage in bed material. In addition, modern
studies and experiments could explore how bar-top fines and abandonment sample the sediment
grain size distributions, so that further reconstructions of ancient paleo-sediment-supply caliber
can use other lithofacies in addition to bar and interbar fines studied here.
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Appendix A
Object-Based Model Description and Codes

A.1. Data Summary
This appendix contains Matlab codes for the object-based 2D model used in Chapters 2-4
of this dissertation. Overall, the model set-up and avulsion rules are consistent between these
chapters, but there are minor differences in floodplain aggradation and compensational avulsion
rules that are shown as options within the “StickModel_EPC.m” function file. Chapter-specific
analyses, including multistory sand body properties (Chapter 2), spatial-point-process statistics
(Chapter 3), and bar preservation analysis (Chapter 4) are given in separate function files with the
relevant chapter name. These files were generated with Matlab 2012b. The ezyfit and
PolygonClipper Matlab packages are used in these codes, and are available at
http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/10176-ezyfit-2-42 and
http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/8818-polygon-clipper, respectively.
There are additional Matlab and R codes that were used in this dissertation available on
the external hard drive “Chamberlin Dissertation Data”, under the parent folder “Modeling Codes
and Results.” This folder is organized by dissertation chapter, and contains the exact codes used
in each chapter (both script and function files), and model results for each chapter. There are also
additional discussions of chapter-specific model problems and fixes in these folders.
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A.2. Object-Based Model Code
Below is the baseline object-based model code that each chapter’s modeling section is
built from. Different options that vary between chapters are highlighted as “OPTIONS” below.
Each chapter used a different range of variable values, which are discussed later in this appendix
and within each chapter.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% StickModel_EPC %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% last updated 05/16/2016
% by Ellen P. Chamberlin, based on code from E.A. Hajek
%
%
% This Matlab code creates a 2D cross-section of rectangular "channel
% elements" and evaluates their placement and preservation. Channel %objects are placed
according to avulsion pattern rules (random, %compensational,
% and clustered are options here) and topography aggrades according to
% rules for channel element thickness and incision, and floodplain
% aggradation (either uniform or exponentially decaying away from the
% channel element).
%
% To calculate channel preservation, this code uses the PolygonClipper %package available
on the Matlab file exchange:
% http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/8818-polygon-clipper
%
%
%% Input variables
nits = 100; %% number of iterations
% CHANNEL ELEMENT DIMENSIONS
ch_z=2.6; %sand body height (generic length units)
ch_w=nan(nits,1); % pre-allocate channel width vector
ch_w(1)=59; %initial sand body width (generic length units) MUST BE AN ODD NUMBER
% MODEL DOMAIN & MAXIMUM TOPOGRAPHIC RELIEF LIMIT
mw = 50; %%%% model width multiplier
model_w = (ch_w(1)*mw); % width of model domain (must be larger than channel body width)
model_idx = 1:model_w; % index values across model domain
max_relief = 3*ch_z; % maximum permissible topographic relief, as a multiple of sand body
height
% TOPOGRAPHIC CONTROLS: CHANNEL INCISION AND FLOODPLAIN AGGRADATION
IR = 0.78; %%%% incision rate multiplier (incision is IR * ch_z)
vertagg_rate = 0.076; %%% floodplain agg rate next to channel (NOT a percent, absolute
value)
lambda = 0.001; % exponential decay exponent for floodplain aggradation
% AVULSION PATTERN
%%%%%% OPTION 1: CHAPTER 2 & 3 VERSION WITH FIXED PLACEMENT OF RANDOM TIMESTEPS
%
avuls_type = zeros(1,nits); % vector with flags for clustered (0), compensation
(1), or random avulsions (2)
%
%
% Compensation timesteps
%
comptime = 0; % number of steps between compensational avlusions (compensation
timescale)
%
compints = comptime:comptime:nits; %vector of timesteps when compensation will
occur
%
avuls_type(compints) = 1;
%
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%
% Random timesteps
%
randtime = 0; % number of steps between random avulsions
%
% if using incision cycles:
%
%randtime = length(IRrange);
%
randints = randtime:randtime:nits; % vector of timesteps when random avulsions
will occur
%
avuls_type(randints) = 2;
%%%%%% OPTION 2: CHAPTER 4 VERSION WITH RANDOM PLACEMENT OF RANDOM AVULSION TIMESTEPS
randint = 10; % interval within which there is 1 random timestep
avuls_type = ones(1,nits); % vector with flags for clustered (0), compensation (1),
or random avulsions (2)
walk_mag=3; % multiple of the channel width that the random walk is allowed to move
within during clustered avulsions
if randint > 0
avuls_type = nan;
randplac = nan(1,nits/randint);
for ix =1:length(randplac)
randplac(ix) = randi(randint,1);
end
for kx = 1:length(randplac);
at = ones(1,randint); at(randplac(kx)) = 2;
avuls_type = [avuls_type at];
end;
avuls_type(1) = [];
end
% CHANNEL INCISION
% option 1: constant incision rate
incision_rate = (ch_z*(IR))*ones(nits,1); % currently defined as half of the sand
body height
% LATERAL MOBILITY PATTERN
%%%% OPTION 1: FIXED CHANNEL WIDTH
ch_w(2:end) = ch_w(1);
%%%% OPTION 2: VARY CHANNEL WIDTH RANDOMLY
% %%%% simulates "lateral mobility" by increasing channel width randomly
% lat_mob = zeros(1,nits); % pre-allocate a lateral mobility vector
% latmob=0;
% if latmob ~= 0
%
lat_dist = -latmob*ch_w(1):latmob*ch_w(1); % the possible range of
mobility distances, including left (neg.) and right (pos) directions, as a function of
channel width
%
else lat_dist = nan;
% end
% MODEL OUTPUT
Topo = nan(nits,model_w);
% Topo profile storage matrix (each row is topography at
a given timestep)
Topo(1,:) = 3;
% initial condition for elevation is three
Topo(1,1:(ch_w-1)/2) = 4;
% set buffer zone on lefthand margin so compensational
avulsions don't go there
% to add white noise to initial topography:
%
Tnoise = 1+ 0.5.*randn(1,model_w);
% generate vector of random noise to add
%
Topo(1,:) = Tnoise+1;
%
Topo_reference = NaN(nits,model_w);
Topo_reference(1,:) = 0;
ch_idx = NaN(nits+1,1);
% vector for storing channel index location through time
ch_idx(1) = randi(model_w,1,1); % choose a random initial channel location
chan_pos = nan(nits,4);
% channel position matrix
ch_center = nan(nits,2);
% channel centroids matrix
chXY = NaN(nits+1,2);
% vector for storing channel centroid coordinates for SPP
analysis
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relief = NaN(nits,1);

% vector to store maximum relief at each timestep

%% Stratigraphic model
figure;
for t = 2:nits
%
%%%% IF LATERAL MOBILITY OPTION IS IN USE
%
% Randomly choose the lateral mobility of the channel for this timestep
%
if isnan(lat_dist)==0
%
lat_mob(t) = randsample(lat_dist,1);
%
end
%
ch_w(t) = ch_w(1)+abs(lat_mob(t)); % set a new channel width based on lateral
mobility
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% COMPENSATIONAL AVULSION TIMESTEPS
if avuls_type(t-1) == 1
smoothtopo = moving(Topo(t-1,:),ch_w(t)); % calculate moving average of
topography to smooth it
%%%% NOTE: this topographic smoothing line was only used in
%%%% Chapter 4 of this dissertation, not in Chapters 2 & 3
mins_idx = find(smoothtopo(1:model_w-ch_w(1)) == min(smoothtopo(1:model_wch_w(1)))); % find where the lowest points are across the model domain
clear smoothtopo
%
%
%
%

%%% option to display how many minimum points there are per timestep
if length(mins_idx)>1
disp(length(mins_idx));
end
%%% determine channel element location
%%%%%% OPTION 1: RANDOM LOW POINT FROM MINIMUM LOCATIONS
r_compind = randi(length(mins_idx)); % choose a random lowest point

%
%
point
%

%%%%%% OPTION 2: FURTHEST LOWEST POINT
[k,r_compind] = max(abs(mins_idx-ch_idx(t-1))); % choose the furthest lowest

ch_idx(t) = mins_idx(r_compind); % new channel location for the current timestep
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% RANDOM AVULSION TIMESTEPS
elseif avuls_type(t-1) == 2
%%% determine channel element location
ch_idx_OK = find((Topo(t-1,1:model_w-ch_w(1)) + ch_z - incision_rate(t)) min(Topo(t-1,1:model_w-ch_w(1))+vertagg_rate) < max_relief); %index values for locations
where aggradation of ch_z won't exceed max_relief
ind_buff = find(ch_idx_OK>(nanmean(ch_w)/2)); % exclude points at edges of
model domain
ch_idx_OK = ch_idx_OK(ind_buff);
ch_draw_OK = randi(length(ch_idx_OK)); %randomly select new channel location
from model domain
ch_idx(t) = ch_idx_OK(ch_draw_OK); %new ch_idx in model domain
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CLUSTERED TIMESTEPS: RANDOM-WALK
elseif avuls_type(t-1) == 0
% Randomly choose how far to move the channel w/ random walk (as a function
% of the DEFAULT channel width, ch_w); could be changed to be a
% function of the channel width at that timestep, if desired
r_possible = -(walk_mag)*(ch_w(1)-1):(walk_mag)*(ch_w(1)-1); % neg. is left, pos.
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is right
rwalk = randsample(r_possible,1);
ch_idx(t) = ch_idx(t-1) + rwalk;
% adjust channel index location for lateral mobility direction
ch_idx(t) = ch_idx(t) + floor(lat_mob(t)/2);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% DETERMINE FLOODPLAIN AND CHANNEL DEPOSITION LOCATIONS
if avuls_type(t-1) == 0
if ch_idx(t) > model_w % if the new channel index is too far to the right
ch_idx(t) = ch_idx(t) - (model_w-ch_w(1));
elseif ch_idx(t) < (ch_w(t)/2) % if the new channel index is too far to the left
ch_idx(t) = (model_w-ch_w(1)) + ch_idx(t); % move the index to the right side
of the model domain
end
end
%%%% determine channel indexes
edge_buff = floor((ch_w(t)-1)/2);
S_left = ch_idx(t)-edge_buff:ch_idx(t)-1;
S_right = ch_idx(t):ch_idx(t)+edge_buff;
S_range = [S_left S_right];
%
%

%%%% determine floodplain indexes
%%%%% OPTION 1: FLOODPLAIN EVERYWHERE BESIDES CHANNEL
fp_range = setdiff(model_idx,S_range); %index values of floodplain locations
%%%%% OPTION 2: FLOODPLAIN ONLY WITHIN X CHANNEL WIDTHS ON EITHER SIDE
fp_lat = 6; % the range over which fp is deposited, as a function of channel

width
[total_range]=edgewrap(t,fp_lat,S_range,ch_w,model_idx,model_w);
fp_range = setdiff(total_range,S_range);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% SET NEW TOPOGRAPHY
%%%% update channel element elevation
Topo(t,ch_idx(t)) = Topo(t-1,ch_idx(t))+ ch_z - incision_rate(t); %calculate at
channel index location
Topo(t,S_range)=Topo(t,ch_idx(t)); %set elevation for entire channel element
based on channel index height
%%%% update floodplain elevation
%%%% OPTION 1: UNIFORM AGGRADATION AT ALL FP NODES
% Topo(t,fp_range) = Topo(t-1,fp_range)+vertagg_rate;
adding overbank aggradation rate

%update fp locations by

%%%% OPTION 2: EXPONENTIALLY DECAYING AGG AWAY FROM CHANNEL
% floodplain aggradation to the left of the channel
for jj = 1:length(fp_range(fp_range<ch_idx(t)))
Topo(t,fp_range(jj)) = Topo(t-1,fp_range(jj)) + (vertagg_rate*exp(lambda*((ch_idx(t)-(ch_w(t)-1)/2)-fp_range(jj))));
end
% floodplain aggradation to the right of the channel
placehold = fp_range(fp_range>ch_idx(t));
for kk = 1:length(fp_range(fp_range>ch_idx(t)))
Topo(t,placehold(kk)) = Topo(t-1,placehold(kk)) + (vertagg_rate*exp(lambda*kk));
end
% check to see if new fp elevation exceeds max elevation
max_elev = Topo(t,ch_idx(t));
%maximum aggradation elevation, the
height of the active channel element
toohigh_idx = find(Topo(t,fp_range)>max_elev); % find locations where
fp height exceeds max
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% for too high floodplain elevations,
if length(toohigh_idx) >= 1
for m=1:length(toohigh_idx)
if Topo(t,toohigh_idx(m))-max_elev <= vertagg_rate
Topo(t,toohigh_idx(m))= max_elev;
else Topo(t,toohigh_idx(m)) = Topo(t-1,toohigh_idx(m));
end
end
end
%%%% update non-channel or fp cells, "buffer zone" at the model left margin
Topo(t,setdiff(model_idx((ch_w-1)/2:end),total_range)) = Topo(t1,setdiff(model_idx((ch_w-1)/2:end),total_range)); % non-channel and non-fp cells have
same height as previous timestep
Topo(t,1:(ch_w-1)/2) = max(Topo(t,:)); % set lefthand margin as high topography
to push away compensational avulsions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% STORE CH AND DEP ELEMENT LOCATIONS
% channel center
ch_center(t,1)=ch_idx(t);
ch_center(t,2)=(Topo(t,ch_idx(t))-(ch_z/2));
% Channel position matrix for use with matlab fcn rectint
chan_pos(t,1)=S_range(1);
chan_pos(t,2)=Topo(t-1,ch_idx(t))-incision_rate(t);
chan_pos(t,3)=ch_w(t)-1;
chan_pos(t,4)=ch_z;
%
%

% max relief calculation
relief(t) = max(Topo(t,:))-min(Topo(t,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PLOTTING
% FIGURE 1 - channel body rectangles and topography
%
%%% OPTION 2: Color code rectangles by timestep
cc=hsv(nits);
rectangle('Position',chan_pos(t,:),'FaceColor',cc(t,:)); % this plots the
rectangular channel object on a figure
% % %
rectangle('Position',chan_pos(t,:),'FaceColor','k')
% pause(10)
hold on;
%%% Plot topographic surfaces
plot(Topo(t,:),'k');
pause(0.5)
%
%
% %
%

%%% Plot channel body centroids
plot(ch_center(t,1),ch_center(t,2),'*')

%%%% Set axis properties
%axis equal
set(gca,'xlim',[0,model_w],'ylim',[0,100]); %[0,(max(max(Topo))+1)])
%,'ylim',[0,nits/(model_w/4)])
title('Synthetic stratigraphy'); xlabel('Model width'); ylabel('vertical
aggradation (time)');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% UPDATE AVULSION PATTERN BASED ON TOPOGRAPHY
%%%% make the next avulsion compensational if the local relief is beyond a threshold
% local relief calculation
relief_window = 3; %how far to look on each side of the channel to calculate the
relief
relrange=edgewrap(t,relief_window,S_range,ch_w,model_idx,model_w);
LR(t) = max(Topo(t,relrange))-min(Topo(t,relrange));
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clear relrange
if t<nits
if LR(t)>=max_relief
avuls_type(t) = 1;
end
end
end
%% Calculate channel preservation (Used in Chapter 2 and 4)
%%%%%%%% PREALLOCATE VARIABLES
p_pres = nan(nits,nits); % percent preserved: rows are timesteps, columns channel objects
p_erod = nan(nits,nits); % percent eroded
final_pres = nan(1,length(2:(size(p_pres,1)))); % final preservation at end of model run
ch_touch = zeros(1,nits); % vector to store how many other channel objects touch this one
lat_erod = nan(1,length(2:(size(p_pres,1)))); % how much width is eroded
vert_erod = 0*ones(1,length(2:(size(p_pres,1)))); % how much vertical thickness is eroded
vert_pres = ch_z*ones(1,length(2:(size(p_pres,1)))); % how much vertical thickness is
preserved
fvp = ones(1,nits-1)*100; % percent of channel element width that is fully preserved
vertically
et_mat = nan(nits,nits); % save all of the erosion times
% Calculate area of the rectangle at each timestep
ch_area=(ch_w-1)*ch_z; % channel width times channel height
%%%%%%%% CALCULATE PRESERVATION
for tt = 2:(size(p_pres,1)-1)
% time counter
%%%% Calculate intersection area of each channel object that touches ch(tt)
for ii = 1:(size(p_pres,2)-tt) % channel object (rect) counter
% when a subsequent rectangle erodes the entire thickness
if chan_pos(tt+ii,2)<chan_pos(tt,2) &&
rectint(chan_pos(tt,:),chan_pos(tt+ii,:))~=0
overlap_area =
(length((intersect(chan_pos(tt,1):(chan_pos(tt,1)+chan_pos(tt,3)),chan_pos(tt+ii,1):(chan
_pos(tt+ii,1)+chan_pos(tt+ii,3)))))-1) * ch_z;
lat_erod(tt) = overlap_area/ch_z;
vert_erod(tt) = ch_z;
% when eroding channel does not erode below first channel
else overlap_area = rectint(chan_pos(tt,:),chan_pos(tt+ii,:));
if overlap_area > 0
lat_erod(tt) =
length((intersect(chan_pos(tt,1):(chan_pos(tt,1)+chan_pos(tt,3)),chan_pos(tt+ii,1):(chan_
pos(tt+ii,1)+chan_pos(tt+ii,3)))))-1;
vert_erod(tt) = overlap_area / lat_erod(tt);
end
end
p_pres(ii,tt) = 100 - (overlap_area/ch_area(tt))*100; % percent of rectangle
preserved at each timestep
p_erod(ii,tt) = (overlap_area/ch_area(tt))*100; % percent eroded per timestep
end
% record when the erosion happened
et = find(p_pres(:,tt)<100);
eros_time = tt + et ;
if length(eros_time>=1)
et_mat(1:length(eros_time),tt)=eros_time;
end
toterod = sum(p_erod(et,tt)); % total erosion at that timestep
ch_touch(tt)=length(et);
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%%%% Calculate final preservation (accounting for when multiple channels erode into
ch(tt))
% preallocate variables
ch_int = nan(length(eros_time),4); % store intersection between eroding channel
and original channel
ov_ar = zeros(length(eros_time),1); % actual area eroded per timestep
% find intersection of rectangles for each time
for e = 1:length(eros_time)
% Find the horizontal overlap of eroding channel with original
ch_int(e,1) =
min(intersect(chan_pos(tt,1):(chan_pos(tt,1)+chan_pos(tt,3)),chan_pos(eros_time(e),1):(ch
an_pos(eros_time(e),1)+chan_pos(eros_time(e),3))));
ch_int(e,3) =
(max(intersect(chan_pos(tt,1):(chan_pos(tt,1)+chan_pos(tt,3)),chan_pos(eros_time(e),1):(c
han_pos(eros_time(e),1)+chan_pos(eros_time(e),3))))) - ch_int(e,1);
% Find the vertical overlap of eroding channel with original
if chan_pos(tt,2)>chan_pos(eros_time(e),2) % if overlying channel totally
erodes
ch_int(e,2) = chan_pos(tt,2); % channel totally intersects first
channel
ch_int(e,4) = chan_pos(tt,4);
else ch_int(e,2) = chan_pos(eros_time(e),2); %if overlying channel
partially erodes
ch_int(e,4) = (chan_pos(tt,2)+ch_z) - chan_pos(eros_time(e),2);
end
%calculate the total area of erosion for each eroding channel
ch_int(e,5) = ch_int(e,3) * ch_int(e,4);
% find polygon vertices of each eroding channel
xerod = ch_int(e,1):ch_int(e,1)+ch_int(e,3);
yerod = linspace(ch_int(e,2),(ch_int(e,2)+ch_int(e,4)),length(xerod));
Erod(e).x = [xerod fliplr(xerod)];
Erod(e).y = [ch_int(e,2)*ones(1,length(xerod))
(ch_int(e,2)+ch_int(e,4))*ones(1,length(xerod))];
Erod(e).hole = 0;
end
%%%%% Calculate preserved area and vertical intersection based on unification
polygon
if min(p_pres(:,tt)) == 100 %%%% if no channels erode
final_pres(tt) = 100;
elseif length(eros_time) == 1 %%%% if only one channel is eroding
final_pres(tt) = min(p_pres(:,tt));
% find percent of channel width that is fully vertically preserved
fvp(tt) = (ch_w(tt)-1 - ch_int(e,3))/(ch_w(tt)-1)*100;
% find max vertical preservation
if fvp(tt) == 0
vert_pres(tt) = ch_z - ch_int(4);
end
elseif length(eros_time) > 1 %%%% if multiple channels erode
% find the unification polygon using PolygonClip
for k=1:length(eros_time)-1
if k==1
place = PolygonClip(Erod(k),Erod(k+1),3);
[Uni(1:size(place,2)).x] = place(1:end).x;
[Uni(1:size(place,2)).y] = place(1:end).y;
else
place = PolygonClip(Uni,Erod(k+1),3);
[Uni(1:size(place,2)).x] = place(1:end).x;
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[Uni(1:size(place,2)).y] = place(1:end).y;
if size(Uni,2)>size(place,2)
Uni((size(place,2)+1):end)=[];
end
end
clear place
end
for b=1:size(Uni,2)
%%% find maximum erosion for each unification polygon
e_area(b) = polyarea(Uni(b).x,Uni(b).y);
l_erod(b) = max(Uni(b).x) - min(Uni(b).x);
v_erod(b) = max(Uni(b).y) - min(Uni(b).y);
%%% find maximum vertical preservation for each unification polygon
uniqx = unique(Uni(b).x);
for zz = 1:length(uniqx)
maxdiff(zz) = max(Uni(b).y(Uni(b).x == uniqx(zz))) min(Uni(b).y(Uni(b).x == uniqx(zz)));
end
v_pres(b) = ch_z - min(maxdiff);
clear maxdiff
end
%%%% calculate final preservation, lateral and vertical erosion
final_pres(tt) = 100 - (sum(e_area)/ch_area(tt))*100;
lat_erod(tt) = sum(l_erod); % how much of the element width is removed
vert_erod(tt) = max(v_erod);
if lat_erod(tt) == (ch_w(tt)-1)
vert_pres(tt) = max(v_pres); %%%% maximum element thickness preserved
end
clear Uni e_area Erod xerod yerod l_erod v_erod v_pres
end
end
final_erosion = 100 - final_pres; % in percent removed per channel
% Find the location of partially eroded channels
erod_loc = find(final_pres ~= 100);
% Flag whether the vertical erosion is more than half the thickness at any
% point
vflag = zeros(1,length(2:(size(p_pres,1))));
vflag(vert_erod>(ch_z/2)) = 1;
% % Bulk statistics on amount of preservation (final amounts)
% pres_stats_labels = [{'Mean'},{'Median'},{'Mode'},{'Min'},{'Max'},{'StDev'},{'%
eroded'}]; % easy reference for pres_stats vector labels
% pres_stats(1) = mean(final_pres(~isnan(final_pres)));
% pres_stats(2) = median(final_pres(~isnan(final_pres)));
% pres_stats(3) = mode(final_pres(~isnan(final_pres)));
% pres_stats(4) = min(final_pres(~isnan(final_pres)));
% pres_stats(5) = max(final_pres(~isnan(final_pres)));
% pres_stats(6) = std(final_pres(~isnan(final_pres)));
% pres_stats(7) = (length(erod_loc)/length(final_pres(~isnan(final_pres))))*100;
%
% %%%% HISTOGRAM OF PRESERVATION RESULTS
% % endpres = find(final_pres(1:end-1)~=100,1,'last'); %don't consider final timesteps
where channel is always preserved
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% bins=10:10:100;
% preshist = hist(final_pres(1:endpres),bins);
% figure; bar((preshist/length(final_pres(1:endpres)))*100);
% To consider all timesteps:
bins=0:10:100;
preshist = hist(final_pres,bins);
%figure; bar((preshist/length(final_pres(250:end)))*100);
% set(gca,'XTickLabel',[0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100]);
% xlabel('Preserved amount of channel (percent)')
% ylabel('Percent of total channels')

%% Analysis of
%%%%%%%%% CLIP
%%% window
deswidth =
desthick =

vertical element preservation (used in Chapter 4)
DATASET TO DESIRED PANEL WINDOW SIZE
dimensions
3; % desired window width (scalar multiple of ch_w)
12; % desired window thickness (scalar multiple of ch_z)

%%% select data within central window
w_ind = find(chan_pos(1:end-1,1)>(model_w/2 - (ch_w(1)*(deswidth/2))) &
chan_pos(1:end-1,1)<(model_w/2 + (ch_w(1)*(deswidth/2))));
w_ind(isnan(w_ind)==1) = [];
v_ind = find(chan_pos(1:end-1,2) > (max(Topo(end,:))/2 - (ch_z*desthick/2)) &
chan_pos(1:end-1,2) < (max(Topo(end,:))/2 + (ch_z*desthick/2)));
v_ind(isnan(v_ind)==1) = [];
% issue error warning if there isn't enough thickness
if (max(Topo(end,:))/2 - (ch_z*desthick/2)) < 0
disp('WARNING: WINDOW USES FULL MODEL THICKNESS');
end
ind1 = intersect(w_ind,v_ind); % find index of elements within the window
%%%%% FULL PRESERVATION (PERCENT): HALF OF ELEMENT AREA PRESERVED AND MAX
%%%%% VERTICAL PRESERVATION > 90%
fullpres = length(find(vert_pres(ind1) > 0.99*ch_z &
final_pres(ind1)>=50))/length(ind1)*100;
%fullpres = length(find(fvp(ind1) >= 25 & final_pres(ind1)>=50))/length(ind1)*100; % get
PERCENT of elements with full vertical pres > 25% and preserved area >=50%
fullpres_ind = ind1(find(vert_pres(ind1) > 0.99*ch_z & final_pres(ind1)>=50));
%%%%% SIGNFICIANT PRESERVATION (PERCENT)
sigpres1 = length(find(vert_pres(ind1) <= 0.99*ch_z & vert_pres(ind1) > 0.75*ch_z &
(final_pres(ind1)>=50)))/length(ind1)*100; % all elements with fvp>0 but do not meet
criteria for full preservation
sigpres2 = length(find(vert_pres(ind1) >= 0.75*ch_z & final_pres(ind1)<50)) /
length(ind1)*100; % max vert erosion > 75% ch_z, but preserved area < 50%
sgpres1_ind = ind1(find(vert_pres(ind1) <= 0.99*ch_z & vert_pres(ind1) > 0.75*ch_z &
(final_pres(ind1)>=50)));
sgpres2_ind = ind1(find(vert_pres(ind1) >= 0.75*ch_z & final_pres(ind1)<50));
% TRUNCATED (PERCENT)
truncated = 100 - fullpres - sigpres1 - sigpres2; %%% WRITE TRUNCATION AS AN ACTUAL
CONDITION
% PLOT PIE CHART OF RESULTS
labels = {'full','sig1','sig2','trunc'};
figure; pie([fullpres sigpres1 sigpres2 truncated],labels)
% MAKE PRES INTO AN OUTPUT VECTOR
pres_percents = [fullpres sigpres1 sigpres2 truncated];
%% Calculate net-to-gross
figure; % this method plots a black and white figure of channel elements and counts the
number of black vs white pixels
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hold on
for i=1:length(ind1);
rectangle('Position',chan_pos(ind1(i),:),'FaceColor','k')
end
set(gca,'xlim',[min(chan_pos(ind1,1))+ch_w(1) max(chan_pos(ind1,1))])
set(gca,'ylim',[min(chan_pos(ind1,2)) max(chan_pos(ind1,2))])
figure(gcf)
F=getframe;
bw = im2bw(F.cdata);
n2g = length(find(bw==0))/(size(bw,1)*size(bw,2))*100; % count number of black and white
pixels to get net-to-gross (n2g)

%% Export data
%%%% EXPORT CHANNEL LOCATION, PRESERVATION, TOPOGRAPHY AND NET-TO-GROSS
% WARNING: this will over-write past runs with the same specifications
save(sprintf('PF%d_IR%d_100_nits%d_rint%d_mw%d_fpexp%d_%d',[panel_flag,IR*100,nits,randin
t,model_w,fp_lat,vertagg_rate]),'chan_pos','pres_percents','panel_flag','Topo','n2g')
%%%% EXPORT CHANNEL CENTROIDS (Used in Chapter 3 to run K-function)
%
% %
dlmwrite(sprintf('/Users/ellenchamberlin/Documents/PSU/Research/Multistory_sand_bodies/MS
B_centroids/losenge_comptime%d_randtime%d_nits%d_modw%d_S%d_overbank%g.csv',[comptime,
randtime, nits, model_w, length(ch_w)-2 vertagg_rate]),ch_center(2:end-1,:));

The following function file, edgewrap.m, is embedded in StickModel_EPC, and is below:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% edgewrap %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% last updated 03/28/2013
% by Ellen P. Chamberlin, based on code from E.A. Hajek
%
%
% This Matlab code is a function file embedded in StickModel_EPC that
% addresses the edge effects in the model.
%
%
function [total_range]=edgewrap(t,fp_lat,S_range,ch_w,model_idx,model_w)
total_range = (min(S_range)-fp_lat*ch_w(t)):max(S_range)+fp_lat*ch_w(t);
%make sure to stay inside model domain (this is w/o wrap around)
if min(total_range)<model_idx(1)
clear total_range
total_range = S_range(end):S_range(end)+fp_lat*ch_w(t);
if S_range(1)-fp_lat*ch_w >= model_idx(1)
total_range = [total_range S_range(1)-fp_lat*ch_w(t):S_range(1)];
else
over = abs(S_range(1)-fp_lat*ch_w(t));
total_range = [model_idx(1):min(total_range)-1 total_range model_w...over:model_w];
end
end
if max(total_range)>model_w
over = length(find(total_range>model_w));
total_range = [model_idx(1):model_idx(max(over)) total_range(1:end...over)];
end
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A.3. Chapter 2 Data Processing Codes
The multistory sand body analyses described in Chapter 2 (and published in Chamberlin
and Hajek (2015)) analyzed model outputs from the object-based model (i.e., the code in
Appendix A.2. above) using the image processing toolbox in Matlab. Individual model outputs
are consolidated into a Matlab structure named “MSB”, and then analyzed together with the
following code, that includes outputs of number of stories per multistory sand body, sand body
area, story preservation, and several other options.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% MSB_analysis_EPC %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% last updated 06/17/2014
% by Ellen P. Chamberlin
%
%
% This Matlab code uses the imaging processing toolbox to plot model outputs from
% StickModel_EPC and analyze sand body properties. The output of this code
% is a Matlab structure, "MSB", with fields of sand body properties. The
% inputs for this code are all default outputs from StickModel_EPC.
%
%
function
[MSB]=MSB_analysis_EPC(chan_pos,Topo,incision_rate,final_pres,relief,lat_erod,vert_erod,v
ertagg_rate,ch_center)
%%
close all
%%%% GENERATE STRAT CROSS-SECTION FROM CHAN_POS MATRIX
figure;
rectangle('Position',[0,0,580,max(Topo(end,:))],'FaceColor','k','EdgeColor','k')
axis equal
set(gca,'XLim',[0 580],'YLim',[0 max(Topo(end,:))])
figpos=get(gcf,'Position');
set(gcf,'Position',[1 1 2*figpos(3) 2*figpos(4)])
hold on
axis off
for q=2:size(chan_pos,1)
rectangle('Position',chan_pos(q,:),'FaceColor','w','EdgeColor','w','LineWidth',2)
end
xmod = get(gca,'Xlim');
ymod = get(gca,'Ylim');
%%%% CONVERT FIGURE TO PIXELATED IMAGE
figure(gcf)
F = getframe;
bw = im2bw(F.cdata);
bw=flipud(bw);
close(gcf);
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s=regionprops(bw,'all');
%%% CALCULATE STORIES PER MSB
figure; imshow(bw);
xim=get(gca,'Xlim');
yim = get(gca,'ylim');
xrat=xim(2)/xmod(2);
yrat = yim(2)/ymod(2);
bound1=bwboundaries(bw,'noholes');
%
% eliminate MSBs near edge
%
for k=1:length(bound1)
%
if min(bound1{k}(:,2))< 0.05*xim(2) || max(bound1{k}(:,2)> 0.95*xim(2)) ||
min(bound1{k}(:,1))< 0.05*yim(2) || max(bound1{k}(:,1)> 0.95*yim(2))
%
bound1{k} = [];
%
end
%
end
% delete empty cells within MSB boundaries
emptyCells = cellfun(@isempty,bound1);
bound1(emptyCells) = [];
s((emptyCells==1)) = [];
sarea = [s.Area];
%change the channel center co-ordinates into pixel space
ch_new(:,1)=ch_center(:,1)*xrat;
ch_new(:,2)=(ch_center(:,2)*yrat) + 0.7;
fp_chan = ch_new(final_pres==100,:);
for z=1:length(bound1)
inpolyns =(inpolygon(ch_new(:,1),ch_new(:,2),bound1{z}(:,2),bound1{z}(:,1)));
numstory(z)=length(find(inpolyns==1));
end
for i=1:length(s)
cen(i,:)=[s(i).Centroid];
end
ss_ind = find(numstory==1);
ss_area = mode(sarea(ss_ind));
ss_cen = cen(ss_ind,:);
msb_ind = find(numstory>=2);
msb_a = sarea(msb_ind);
if isnan(ss_area) == 0
msb_area = msb_a./(ss_area); % as percent of single story area
else msb_area = nan;
end
MSB_cen = cen(msb_ind,:);
%%% CALCULATE FULLY PRESERVED STORIES PER MSB
%
flip = flipud(bw);
%
sfp = regionprops(flip,'Extrema','BoundingBox');
%
for i =1:length(msb_ind)
inpolyfp =
inpolygon(fp_chan(:,1),fp_chan(:,2),bound1{msb_ind(i)}(:,2),bound1{msb_ind(i)}(:,1));
num_fp(i) = length(inpolyfp(inpolyfp==1));
end
%%
%%%% CALCULATE STATISTICS AND WRITE TO STRUCTURE
MSBa_stats_labels = [{'Mean'},{'Median'},{'Mode'},{'Min'},{'Max'},{'StDev'}];
MSBa_stats(1) = mean(msb_area);
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MSBa_stats(2)
MSBa_stats(3)
MSBa_stats(4)
MSBa_stats(5)
MSBa_stats(6)

=
=
=
=
=

median(msb_area);
mode(msb_area);
min(msb_area);
max(msb_area);
std(msb_area);

% Width:Thickness ratios
msb_width=[s(msb_ind).MajorAxisLength];
msb_thickness = [s(msb_ind).MinorAxisLength];
msb_wt=msb_width./msb_thickness;
ss_width = [s(ss_ind).MajorAxisLength];
ss_thickness = [s(ss_ind).MinorAxisLength];
ss_WT=ss_width./ss_thickness;
% msb width:thickness stats
MSBwt_stats_labels = [{'Mean'},{'Median'},{'Mode'},{'Min'},{'Max'},{'StDev'}];
MSBwt_stats(1) = mean(msb_wt);
MSBwt_stats(2) = median(msb_wt);
MSBwt_stats(3) = mode(msb_wt);
MSBwt_stats(4) = min(msb_wt);
MSBwt_stats(5) = max(msb_wt);
MSBwt_stats(6) = std(msb_wt);
% write to structure
MSB.chan_pos = chan_pos;
MSB.relief = relief;
MSB.lat_erod = lat_erod;
MSB.vert_erod = vert_erod;
MSB.bw = bw;
MSB.MSBa_stats=MSBa_stats;
MSB.MSBarea = msb_area;
MSB.ssarea = ss_area;
MSB.MSBwt_stats = MSBwt_stats;
MSB.msb_wt=msb_wt;
MSB.msb_width = msb_width;
MSB.msb_thickness = msb_thickness;
MSB.MSB_numfullpres = num_fp;
MSB.ss_WT = ss_WT;
MSB.ss_cen = ss_cen;
MSB.msb_cen = MSB_cen;
MSB.name =[];
MSB.IR = incision_rate(1);
MSB.final_pres = final_pres;
MSB.fpagg = vertagg_rate;
MSB.avulstype = [];
MSB.numstory = numstory;
MSB.msb_ind = msb_ind;
MSB.imgprops = s;
MSB.WalkMag=[];
MSB.MaxRelief=[];
MSB.meanagg = max(Topo(end,:))/500;
MSB.n2g = length(find(bw==1))/(size(bw,1)*size(bw,2));
if size(s,1)==1
MSB.ssarea=nan;
MSB.ss_WT = nan;
MSB.ss_cen = nan;
end
clear numstory chan_pos relief lat_erod vert_erod bw MSBa_stats msb_area ss_aera
MSBwt_stats msb_wt msb_width msb_thickness num_fp ss_WT ss_cen MSB_cen final_pres
vertagg_rate story_cen msb_ind s
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A.4. Chapter 3 Codes
This chapter and the associated publication (Chamberlin et al. 2016) used a set of Matlab
codes to process channel sand bodies mapped on the lidar (in RiScan Pro). In addition, the objectbased model code (Appendix A.2. above) was used in this chapter with parameters based on the
Lower Williams Fork Formation, given in Table 1 of Chapter 3. Finally, statistical analyses in
Chapter 3 were performed using K-function code in R from E.A. Hajek, which is available in
E.A. Hajek’s 2009 dissertation, and using compensation statistic code from S. Trampush in
Matlab that is available as a Supplemental Material in Trampush et al. (in prep.). Below are the
data processing codes.

Importing 3D data into Matlab
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% dxf2structEPC %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% last updated 11/04/2014
% Creator: Ellen P. Chamberlin
%
%
% This Matlab code imports .dxf files, which are the file type of polyline
% objects exported from RiScan Pro. Any number of .dxf files can be in a
% single folder, and this file imports them and saves them as different
% layers in a Matlab structure "SB".
%
% This code uses dxf2coord, which is available in the Matlab file exchange.
%
%%%% SET FOLDER NAME
%%% OPTION 1: specify folder name
%myFolder='/Users/ellenchamberlin/Documents/PSU/Research/Williams_Fork';
%%% OPTION 2: use current directory
myFolder = cd;
% specify file extension (.dxf if exported from RiScan Pro)
filepattern=fullfile(myFolder,'*.dxf');
matFiles=dir(filepattern);
% read file names
for k=1:length(matFiles)
baseFileName = matFiles(k).name;
fullFileName = fullfile(myFolder,baseFileName);
fprintf(1,'Now reading %s\n',baseFileName);
disp(k)
[SBoutline] = dxf2coord(fullFileName);
SB(k).name = baseFileName;
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SB(k).outline = SBoutline;
clear SBoutline poly3dlines
end
% % % Output csv file for centroid analysis
% for i=1:length(S);
%
name = S(i).name;
%
name = name(1:end-4);
%
sscen=S(i).ss_cen;
%
msbcen=S(i).msb_cen;
%
obj_cen=[sscen;msbcen];
%
story_cen=[S(i).storycen];
%
format long
%
dlmwrite(sprintf('/Users/ellenchamberlin/Documents/PSU/Research/stories_%s.csv',name),sto
ry_cen);
%
dlmwrite(sprintf('/Users/ellenchamberlin/Documents/PSU/Research//MSBs_%s.csv',name),obj_c
en);
% end
%%% PLOTTING ALL SANDBODY OUTLINES
figure;
for i=1:length(SB)
fill3(SB(i).outline(:,2),SB(i).outline(:,3),SB(i).outline(:,4),'b');
hold on;
end
axis equal

Projecting 3D data onto 2D plane and calculating centroids
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% LWF_centroid_workflow %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% last updated Spring 2015
% Creator: Ellen P. Chamberlin
%
%
% This Matlab script uses the geom3d and geom2d toolboxes from the Matlab
% file exchange to project sand body polygons onto a 2D plane, and
% calculate the sand body centroids.
%
% A Matlab structure "SB" is required that has a .outline field which
% contains the XYZ coordinates of points in each sand body outline.
%
% This code adds the zeroed and raw calculated centroids to the structure
% SB, and also outputs the data as vectors "LWFcen" and "modLWFcen".
%
%
%% find min/max of x y z project coordinates
for i=1:length(SB)
minx(i) = min(SB(i).outline(:,2));
miny(i) = min(SB(i).outline(:,3));
minz(i) = min(SB(i).outline(:,4));
maxx(i) = max(SB(i).outline(:,2));
maxy(i) = max(SB(i).outline(:,3));
maxz(i) = max(SB(i).outline(:,4));
end
% Make sure geom3d and geom2d toolboxes are on the path
addpath(genpath('/Users/ellenchamberlin/Documents/MATLAB/geom3d'))
addpath(genpath('/Users/ellenchamberlin/Documents/MATLAB/geom2d'))
%% Find edges of study area to define plane
p1 = [max(minx),max(miny),min(minz)];
p2 = [min(minx),min(miny),min(minz)];
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p3 = [min(minx),min(miny),max(maxz)];
% Create plane for projection
%%%%% OPTION 1: specify plane co-ordinates (based on paleoflow)
LWFplane = createPlane(p2,[deg2rad(90) deg2rad(0)]);
%%%%% OPTION 2: make plane that is best-fit to data
%
LWFplane = createPlane(p1,p2,p3);
%% Project sand body outlines onto plane
for i=1:length(SB)
for j=1:length(SB(i).outline)
oldpt = SB(i).outline(j,2:4);
newpt(j,:) = projPointOnPlane(oldpt,LWFplane);
end
SB(i).projected_outline = newpt;
minprojx(i) = min(SB(i).projected_outline(:,2));
minprojy(i) = min(SB(i).projected_outline(:,3));
clear oldpt newpt
end
% Zero the outlines so that the origin is at (0,0,0)
for i=1:length(SB)
SB(i).projoutline_zeroed(:,1) = SB(i).projected_outline(:,2) - min(minprojx);
SB(i).projoutline_zeroed(:,3) = SB(i).projected_outline(:,3) - min(minprojy);
end
%% Calculate centroids of projected sand body polygons
for i=1:length(SB)
[SB(i).Centroid2d SB(i).Area]=
polygonCentroid(SB(i).projected_outline(:,2),SB(i).projected_outline(:,3));
LWFcen(i,:) = SB(i).Centroid2d;
end
%% Rotate centroids to horizontal
% this is a necessary step only if there is regional dip, otherwise skip
figure;
h = plot(LWFcen(:,1)-min(LWFcen(:,1)),LWFcen(:,2)-min(LWFcen(:,2)),'o');
axis equal
rotate(h,[0 0 1],5); %set the regional dip here (for this study, 5 degrees)
modLWFcen(:,1) = get(h,'XData');
modLWFcen(:,2) = get(h,'YData');
%% plotting
figure;
for i=1:length(SB)
plot(SB(i).Centroid2d(1),SB(i).Centroid2d(2),'o');
hold on;
end
% plot rotated centroids
figure; plot(modLWFcen(:,1),modLWFcen(:,2),'o'); axis equal
% plot sand body polygons and centroids together
figure;
% zero the x and y axis
for i=1:length(SB)
newminx(i) = min(SB(i).projected_outline(:,2));
newminy(i) = min(SB(i).projected_outline(:,3));
end
for i=1:length(SB)
plot(SB(i).projected_outline(:,2)-min(newminx),SB(i).projected_outline(:,3)-
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min(newminy));
%plot(SB(i).projected_outline(:,2)-min(newminx),SB(i).projected_outline(:,3)min(newminy));
hold on;
%plot(SB(i).Centroid2d(:,1)-min(newminx),SB(i).Centroid2d(:,2)-min(newminy),'ro');
text(SB(i).Centroid2d(:,1)-min(newminx),SB(i).Centroid2d(:,2)-min(newminy),num2str(i));
end
set(gca,'Ylim',[0 300]); axis equal;
plot(LWFcen(:,1)-min(newminx),LWFcen(:,2)-min(newminy),'ro');
for i=1:length(SB)
pi(i).P.x = SB(i).projoutline_zeroed(:,2);
pi(i).P.y = SB(i).projoutline_zeroed(:,3);
pi(i).P.hole = 0;
end
% plot filled in sand body polygons and the projection plane
figure;
for i=1:length(SB)
fill3(SB(i).outline(:,2),SB(i).outline(:,3),SB(i).outline(:,4),'k');
hold on;
end
hold on;
drawPlane3d(LWFplane)
xlabel('X distance [m]'); ylabel('Y distance [m]'); zlabel('Z (vertical) distance [m]')
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A.5. Chapter 4 Model Parameters
Chapter 4 uses the object-based model code explained in Appendix A.2., with the options
for non-uniform floodplain aggradation and random distribution of random avulsion timesteps
(unlike Chapters 2 and 3, which have uniform floodplain aggradation and fixed random avulsion
timesteps). To calculate channel element preservation in a way that best mimics the field
classification of bar preservation, the model categorizes channel elements as fully, significantly,
or poorly preserved based on maximum vertical preservation (MVP) and preserved area. Fully
preserved channel elements have greater than 90% MVP and greater than 50% preserved area.
Significantly preserved elements have 75-90% MVP and greater than 50% preserved area. Poorly
preserved channel elements have less than 75% MVP and/or less than 50% preserved area.
Model parameters are based on measured values from the annotated Castlegate panels.
The Price panel parameters are used as a baseline for these model runs. Below is the portion of
the code that includes Castlegate-measured values.
panel_flag = 1; %%%% CHANGE THIS LINE TO SET DIFFERENT PANEL PARAMETERS
mw = 50; %%%% model width multiplier
IR = 0.78; %%%% incision rate multiplier
randint = 10; %%% interval within which there is 1 random timestep
vertagg_rate = 0.076; %%% floodplain agg rate (next to channel)
nits = 1000; %% number of iterations
%% %%%% SET SPECIFIC ELEMENT DIMENSIONS AND ANALYSIS WINDOW DIMENSIONS BASED
%%%% ON MEASURED VALUES FROM DIFFERENT PANELS [GIVEN IN PANEL_FLAG INPUT]
if panel_flag == 1 %%%%% PRICE CANYON PARAMETERS
ch_z=2.6; %sand body height (generic length units)
ch_w=nan(nits,1); % pre-allocate channel width vector
ch_w(1)=59; %initial sand body width (generic length units) MUST BE AN ODD NUMBER=
%%% window dimensions
deswidth = 3; % desired window width (scalar multiple of ch_w)
desthick = 12; % desired window thickness (scalar multiple of ch_z)
elseif panel_flag == 2 %%%% JOE'S VALLEY PARAMETERS
% CHANNEL/FLOODPLAIN DEPOSITIONAL UNIT
ch_z=3.2; %sand body height (generic length units)
ch_w=nan(nits,1); % pre-allocate channel width vector
ch_w(1)=141; %initial sand body width (generic length units) MUST BE AN ODD NUMBER=
deswidth = 3; % desired window width (scalar multiple of ch_w)
desthick = 16; % desired window thickness (scalar multiple of ch_z)
elseif panel_flag == 3 %%%% SALINA CANYON PARAMETERS
% CHANNEL/FLOODPLAIN DEPOSITIONAL UNIT
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ch_z=3.1; %sand body height (generic length units)
ch_w=nan(nits,1); % pre-allocate channel width vector
ch_w(1)=197; %initial sand body width (generic length units) MUST BE AN ODD NUMBER=
deswidth = 10; % desired window width (scalar multiple of ch_w)
desthick = 8; % desired window thickness (scalar multiple of ch_z)
end

A module is added at the end of the StickModel code to clip the output to a desired
window that is based on panel dimensions from each of the field sites. Below is the code that
clips the data to a desired window size.
%%%%%%%%% CLIP DATASET TO DESIRED PANEL WINDOW SIZE
%%% select data within central window
w_ind = find(chan_pos(1:end-1,1)>(model_w/2 - (ch_w(1)*(deswidth/2))) &
chan_pos(1:end-1,1)<(model_w/2 + (ch_w(1)*(deswidth/2))));
w_ind(isnan(w_ind)==1) = [];
v_ind = find(chan_pos(1:end-1,2) > (max(Topo(end,:))/2 - (ch_z*desthick/2)) &
chan_pos(1:end-1,2) < (max(Topo(end,:))/2 + (ch_z*desthick/2)));
v_ind(isnan(v_ind)==1) = [];
% issue error warning if there isn't enough thickness
if (max(Topo(end,:))/2 - (ch_z*desthick/2)) < 0
disp('WARNING: WINDOW USES FULL MODEL THICKNESS');
end
ind1 = intersect(w_ind,v_ind); % find index of elements within the window

Appendix B
Chapter 2 Supplemental Material

B.1. Data Summary
This appendix consists of the supplementary materials for Chapter 2, including
Supplemental Material 1 – a compilation of the literature review results and references included
therein, and Supplemental Material 2 – example model outputs. These files are currently available
at the Journal of Sedimentary Research’s data archive: http://sepm.org/pages.aspx?pageid5229.

B.2. Supplemental Material 1
This supplemental material includes literature analysis tables on the following pages, and
the references used therein following the data tables.
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Supplemental Material 1. Full compilation of evidence used to interpret MSB origin. X indicates that a publication cited the specific observation to interpret MSB
origin.
MULTISTORY SAND BODY PROPERTIES
Geometry
Story Stacking
Citation
Intra-channel belt
1. Intra-channel-belt
Jensen et al., 2010
Ghosh et al., 2006
Johnson and Pierce, 1990
Kumar, 1993
Tunbridge, 1981
Gibling and Rust, 1990
Guion et al., 1995
Johnson, S.Y., 1984
Labourdette and Jones, 2007
Limarino et al., 2001
Olsen, 1989
Sadler and Kelly, 1993
Diemer and Belt, 1991
Martinsen et al., 1999
Marzo et al., 1988
Straffin et al., 1999
Read and Dean, 1982
Platt and Keller, 1992
Chetel and Carroll, 2010
Corbett et al., 2011
Martinius, 2000
Evans and Elliot, 1999
Kjemperud et al., 2008
Leier et al., 2007
Lofgren, 1990

Sheet
geometry
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W:T
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Vertical
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area
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Varies
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X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
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Matthews et al., 2007
Rygel and Gibling, 2006
Holbrook, 2001
Sweet and Soreghan, 2010
Wellman, 1970
Allen and Fielding, 2007
Total =32
Percent of 32 papers
2. Avulsion Reoccupation
Kraus, 1997
Mohrig et al., 2000
Ghosh et al., 2006
Gibling and Rust, 1990
Mjos and Prestholm, 1993
Sarkar, 1988
Jinnah and Roberts, 2011
Michaelsen et al., 2000
Palmer, 1997
Paredes et al., 2007
Total = 11
Percent of 11 papers
3. Incised Valley
Arche and Lopez-Gomez, 2005
Hampson et al., 1999b
Aitken and Flint, 1995
Hampson et al., 1997
Blakely and Gubitosa, 1984
Martinsen et al., 1999
McCarthy et al., 1999
Morris et al., 2003
Hampson et al., 1999a
Xu et al., 2009
Li et al., 2010
Total = 11
Percent of 11 papers

X
X
X
X
7
22

0
0

4
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2
6

0
0

0
0
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6
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0
0
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0

0
0

0
0
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0

0
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0
0

0
0

0
0

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
0
0
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0
0

0
0
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X
X

X

X

X
1
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1
9
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0

0
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0

1
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0
0

1
9

1
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MULTISTORY SAND BODY PROPERTIES CONT.
Channel abandonment facies

Citation
Intra-channel belt
1. Intra-channel-belt
Jensen et al., 2010
Ghosh et al., 2006
Johnson and Pierce, 1990
Kumar, 1993
Tunbridge, 1981
Gibling and Rust, 1990
Guion et al., 1995
Johnson, S.Y., 1984
Labourdette and Jones, 2007
Limarino et al., 2001
Olsen, 1989
Sadler and Kelly, 1993
Diemer and Belt, 1991
Martinsen et al., 1999
Marzo et al., 1988
Straffin et al., 1999
Read and Dean, 1982
Platt and Keller, 1992
Chetel and Carroll, 2010
Corbett et al., 2011
Martinius, 2000
Evans and Elliot, 1999
Kjemperud et al., 2008
Leier et al., 2007
Lofgren, 1990

Not
present

Preserved
at top only

Preserved
throughout
MSB

Evidence
of
subaerial
exposure

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Relationship with surrounding lithofacies
Floodplain horizons
Contrast
No
w/
predictable
external
stratigraphic
Correlatable Correlatable
lithofacies position
w/stories
w/MSB
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Matthews et al., 2007
Rygel and Gibling, 2006
Holbrook, 2001
Sweet and Soreghan, 2010
Wellman, 1970
Allen and Fielding, 2007
Total =32
Percent of 32 papers
2. Avulsion Reoccupation
Kraus, 1997
Mohrig et al., 2000
Ghosh et al., 2006
Gibling and Rust, 1990
Mjos and Prestholm, 1993
Sarkar, 1988
Jinnah and Roberts, 2011
Michaelson et al., 2000
Palmer, 1997
Paredes et al., 2007
Total = 11
Percent of 11 papers
3. Incised Valley
Arche and Lopez-Gomez, 2005
Hampson, Stollhofen et al.,
1999
Aitken and Flint, 1995
Hampson et al., 1997
Blakely and Gubitosa, 1984
Martinsen et al., 1999
McCarthy et al., 1999
Morris et al., 2003
Hampson, Howell et al., 1999
Xu et al., 2009
Li et al., 2010
Total = 11
Percent of 11 papers
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MULTISTORY SAND BODY PROPERTIES CONT.
MSB bounding surface
Scale

Citation
Intra-channel belt
1. Intra-channel-belt
Jensen et al., 2010
Ghosh et al., 2006
Johnson and Pierce, 1990
Kumar, 1993
Tunbridge, 1981
Gibling and Rust, 1990
Guion et al., 1995
Johnson, S.Y., 1984
Labourdette and Jones, 2007
Limarino et al., 2001
Olsen, 1989
Sadler and Kelly, 1993
Diemer and Belt, 1991
Martinsen et al., 1999
Marzo et al., 1988
Straffin et al., 1999
Read and Dean, 1982
Platt and Keller, 1992
Chetel and Carroll, 2010
Corbett et al., 2011
Martinius, 2000
Evans and Elliot, 1999
Kjemperud et al., 2008
Leier et al., 2007
Lofgren, 1990
Matthews et al., 2007
Rygel and Gibling, 2006

Shape
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surface
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Holbrook, 2001
Sweet and Soreghan, 2010
Wellman, 1970
Allen and Fielding, 2007
Total =32
Percent of 32 papers
2. Avulsion Reoccupation
Kraus, 1997
Mohrig et al., 2000
Ghosh et al., 2006
Gibling and Rust, 1990
Mjos and Prestholm, 1993
Sarkar, 1988
Jinnah and Roberts, 2011
Michaelson et al., 2000
Palmer, 1997
Paredes et al., 2007
Total = 11
Percent of 11 papers
3. Incised Valley
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2005*
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Xu et al., 2009
Li et al., 2010
Total = 11
Percent of 11 papers
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STORY PROPERTIES
Architecture

Citation
Intra-channel belt
1. Intra-channel-belt
Jensen et al., 2010
Ghosh et al., 2006
Johnson and Pierce, 1990
Kumar, 1993
Tunbridge, 1981
Gibling and Rust, 1990
Guion et al., 1995
Johnson, S.Y., 1984
Labourdette and Jones, 2007
Limarino et al., 2001
Olsen, 1989
Sadler and Kelly, 1993
Diemer and Belt, 1991
Martinsen et al., 1999
Marzo et al., 1988
Straffin et al., 1999
Read and Dean, 1982
Platt and Keller, 1992
Chetel and Carroll, 2010
Corbett et al., 2011
Martinius, 2000
Evans and Elliot, 1999
Kjemperud et al., 2008
Leier et al., 2007
Lofgren, 1990
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Matthews et al., 2007
Rygel and Gibling, 2006
Holbrook, 2001
Sweet and Soreghan, 2010
Wellman, 1970
Allen and Fielding, 2007
Total =32
Percent of 32 papers
2. Avulsion Reoccupation
Kraus, 1997
Mohrig et al., 2000
Ghosh et al., 2006
Gibling and Rust, 1990
Mjos and Prestholm, 1993
Sarkar, 1988
Jinnah and Roberts, 2011
Michaelson et al., 2000
Palmer, 1997
Paredes et al., 2007
Total = 11
Percent of 11 papers
3. Incised Valley
Arche and Lopez-Gomez, 2005*
Hampson, Stollhofen et al., 1999
Aitken and Flint, 1995
Hampson et al., 1997
Blakely and Gubitosa, 1984
Martinsen et al., 1999
McCarthy et al., 1999
Morris et al., 2003
Hampson, Howell et al., 1999
Xu et al., 2009
Li et al., 2010
Total = 11
Percent of 11 papers
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CHANNEL PLANFORM
INTERPRETATION

Citation
Intra-channel belt
1. Intra-channel-belt
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Ghosh et al., 2006
Johnson and Pierce, 1990
Kumar, 1993
Tunbridge, 1981
Gibling and Rust, 1990
Guion et al., 1995
Johnson, S.Y., 1984
Labourdette and Jones, 2007
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Marzo et al., 1988
Straffin et al., 1999
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Matthews et al., 2007
Rygel and Gibling, 2006
Holbrook, 2001
Sweet and Soreghan, 2010
Wellman, 1970
Allen and Fielding, 2007
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B.3. Supplemental Material 2
This supplemental material contains examples of model outputs during low floodplainaggradation model runs.

Model output for different avulsion patterns with no floodplain aggradation. Channel incision
rate is one half of the channel element thickness. Black rectangles are channel elements (10
model units wide by 2 model units thick) and white represents floodplain deposits. One fifth of
the width of the model domain is shown in each case.
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Appendix C
Williams Fork Data Compilation

C.1. Data Summary
This appendix contains a compilation of data from the Williams Fork Formation,
including the Supplemental Material for Chapter 3 (Chamberlin et al., 2016) and meta-data for
the lower Williams Fork terrestrial lidar survey (including links to related Gigapans). The
supplemental material provides field observations for sandstone bodies in the lidar survey and
shows which correspond to channel sand bodies analyzed in Chapter 2.
There are additional Williams Fork Formation data available on the external hard drive
“Chamberlin Dissertation Data”, under the parent folder “Williams Fork Formation”. These
include field photos, measured sections, all Gigapans, and additional field data. These data are
from the Coal Canyon region, Colorado, and are organized by member of the Williams Fork.
Most of the data are from the lower Williams Fork, but there is a limited amount of field photos
and field notes from the upper Williams Fork Formation.

C.2. Chapter 3 Supplemental Material
The following pages include Supplemental Table 1 from Chamberlin et al. (2016), which
is field notes and locations for sand bodies on the lidar data, and Supplemental Figure 1, which is
a map of the channel sand body outlines with labels corresponding to their sand body ID in
Supplemental Table 1.
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Supplementary Table 1. Locations, grain sizes and flow depth measurements of field-checked sand
bodies used in this study. These were all identified as channel-belt sandstones based on field observations
of grain size and sedimentary structures. Sand body IDs correspond with the numbered lidar panel in
Supplemental Figure 1. "MSB ID" refers to the corresponding sand body number in Chamberlin and
Hajek (2015).

Sand
Body ID

Latitude
(degrees N)

Longitude
(degrees
W)

Hand
sample grain
size

Bar
height
[m]

SB1

39 7.966

108 22.218

f.u.

SB2*

39 8.302

108 22.752

SB5

39 8.296

108 22.662

f.l. - f.u.

8

SB6

39 8.296

108 22.662

f.l. - f.u.

8

SB7*

39 8.300

108 22.752

SB14

39 8.310

108 22.641

SB15

39 8.323

108 22.568

SB16*

39 8.342

108 22.778

11

SB20*

39 8.342

108 22.778

11

SB35

39 8.299

108 22.478

SB36

39 8.280

108 22.538

SB41

39 8.258

108 22.269

SB47*

39 8.446

108 22.351

SB50

39 8.352

108 22.198

SB51

39 8.354

108 21.977

SB54

39 8.387

108 22.053

SB60*

39 8.559

108 22.202

15

SB63*

39 8.559

108 22.202

15

SB66*

39 8.559

108 22.202

15

SB69

39 8.741

108 21.904

SB73

39 8.739

108 21.903

SB75

39 8.647

108 21.859

SB76

39 8.647

108 21.859

SB77

39 8.787

108 21.904

SB78

39 8.787

108 21.904

SB79

39 8.787

108 21.904

SB91

39 8.877

108 21.834

f.l.

SB92

39 8.877

108 21.834

f.l.

SB101

39 8.758

108 21.838

f.l. - f.u.

6

SB102

39 8.777

108 21.854

f.u.

6

SB103

39 8.916

108 21.685

f.l. - f.u.

SB104

39 8.934

108 21.656

f.u.

SB111

39 8.188

108 22.624

SB114*

39 8.342

108 22.778

Mud plug
height [m]

MSB
ID
12

12
1.9
f.u. - m.l.

14
v.f.l. - f.u.

3.7

13
1.9

v.f.l. - f.l.

3.6

1.6
2.2

1.6
1

* GPS point marks sand body observation location, not actual sand body location

30
30

11

202
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C.3. Williams Fork Lidar Metadata
The following pages contain descriptions and metadata for the terrestrial lidar dataset of
the Williams Fork Formation near Palisade, CO. Data are available online through E.
Chamberlin’s Penn State University scholarsphere, and are also on the external hard drive
“Chamberlin Dissertation Data.”
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Coal Canyon Lower Williams Fork Lidar Dataset
E.P. Chamberlin
July 2016
DATA SUMMARY
Description: These lidar data are a 3D point cloud of the approximately 5 km-long Lower
Williams Fork exposure on the north side of Coal Canyon, north-east of Palisade, Colorado in the
Little Book Cliffs.
Location: The area of interest (AOI) extends from the parking lot entrance to the horse trails in
the BLM’s Little Book Cliffs Wild Horse Area and along Coal Canyon to the major bend where
the canyon turns towards the northwest. Scan positions were collected beginning in the
southwestern part of the canyon and returning northeast towards the canyon entrance. Some
additional scan positions at the end of the survey cross the saddle between Coal Canyon into
Main Canyon.

Figure 1. Overview map of lidar survey area.
Intended use: This dataset was collected as part of E. Chamberlin’s dissertation work on
quantifying the spatial distribution of channel sand bodies. The data resolution is sufficient to
identify and map sandstones in all parts of the dataset. In sandstones lower on the cliff (closer to
the scan positions), it is possible to identify some internal features of the sandstones (for example,
channel belt stories or bars), and identify coals and floodplain surfaces. Overall, this dataset is
appropriate for large-scale questions, not detailed analysis.
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AVAILABLE DATA
This large dataset is split into several point clouds that are all referenced to each other and can be
opened together in 3D data-viewing software. The data are exported as .txt files and are named
LWF1, LWF2, etc. The files begin in the southwest end of the study area (i.e., LWF1 is the
furthest from the BLM land parking lot) and move northeast to the final file. The text files include
columns with point ID, XYZ location in project co-ordinates, and RGB color data. These data are
also available in RiScan proprietary format.
DATA ORIGINATION
Creator(s): Original scans were collected by Ellen Chamberlin (Penn State University) with
assistance from Sheila Trampush (PSU). Data processing was performed by Ellen Chamberlin.
Collection Dates: These scans were collected in summer 2013, and the data was processed in fall
2013 – fall 2014.
DATA PROCESSING
Lidar scans were collected using a Riegl VZ 1000 and processed in RiScan Pro v.1.7.8. Scans
were merged using Riegl’s Multistation Adjustment Tool, and have a merge accuracy of 10 cm.
Scans were colored in RiScan Pro using color values from a lidar-mounted Nikon camera.
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS
Chamberlin, E.P., and Hajek, E.A., 2015, Interpreting Paleo-Avulsion Dynamics from Multistory
Sand Bodies: Journal of Sedimentary Research, v. 85, no. 2, p. 82-94.
Chamberlin, E.P., Hajek, E.A., and Trampush, S.M., 2016, Measuring scales of autogenic
organization in fluvial stratigraphy: an example from the Cretaceous Lower Williams
Fork Formation, Colorado, SEPM Special Publication No. 15, v. 106. (Chamberlin et al.,
2016)
GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTION
Formation: Targeted the lower member of the Williams Fork Formation; the top of these
scans includes the bottom of the upper member of the Williams Fork Formation
Age: Late Cretaceous
Depositional environment: fluvial coastal plain
Noteworthy features: isolated, mappable channel sand bodies with lateral accretion
surfaces
Additional References:
Cole, R. D., & Cumella, S. P., 2005, Sand-body architecture in the lower Williams Fork
Formation (Upper Cretaceous), Coal Canyon, Colorado, with comparison to the
Piceance Basin subsurface. The Mountain Geologist.
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Pranter, M. J., Cole, R. D., Panjaitan, H., & Sommer, N. K., 2009, Sandstone-body
dimensions in a lower coastal-plain depositional setting: lower Williams Fork
Formation, Coal Canyon, Piceance Basin, Colorado. AAPG bulletin, v. 93, p.
1379-1401.
ASSOCIATED DATASETS
a. Two Gigapans of the study area collected by E. Chamberlin are available online:

1) Gigapan of the southwestern corner of the lidar dataset region:
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/114264
2) Gigapan of the central portion of the lidar dataset region:
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/159030
b. Field observations about channel sand bodies, including grain size, paleoflow depths,
and architectural analysis, are available as supplemental material in Chamberlin et al. (2016), and
can be found at www.sepm.org/Downloads.aspx.
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Appendix D
Blackhawk and Castlegate Data Compilation

D.1. Data Summary
This appendix contains a compilation of data from the Blackhawk and Castlegate
formations. Data types included in this appendix are field observations at sample locations, grain
size analysis data, and meta-data for terrestrial lidar surveys of these formations (including links
to related Gigapans).
There are additional Blackhawk and Castlegate Formation data available on the external
hard drive “Chamberlin Dissertation Data”, under the parent folder “Blackhawk and Castlegate
Formations”. These include field photos, measured sections, thin section photomicrographs, all
Gigapans, and additional field data. These data are from Salina Canyon, Joe’s Valley Reservoir,
and Price Canyon, Utah, and are organized by both data type and location. In addition, hand
samples with grain size data, field photos, field notes, and thin section photomicrographs (where
available) are registered online at www.geosamples.org under the user code IEEPC.

D.2. Field Data Tables
The following tables contain field notes from sample locations, and a summary table of
the data available for each location.
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Table 1. Summary of Castlegate and Blackhawk data.
CASTLEGATE

Locations

Gigapans

BLACKHAWK

Measured
Sections

Samples
Bar

Joe's Valley

several, both
overview and
close-ups (2015)

Salina

several, both
overview and
close-ups (2014,
2015)

Price

several, mostly
overview (2014)

Link Canyon

no

2 complete
sections
through cliff, 5
other minisections at
different points
along outcrop
3 sections from
Blackhawk
into CG, lots
of minisections and
descriptions, 1
section through
the CG at Rock
Canyon
none through
the whole CG,
some partial
sections near
the base /
transition zone
1 into base of
CG

3

~30

LIDAR

Thin
Sections

Measured
Sections

Gigapans

Samples

Thin
Sections

no

1 partial
(2015)

1 or 2 have a
little BH
exposed

no

no

no

yes

several
(2015)

at least 2
with decent
BH exposure

~20

yes

1 panel

no

yes

yes

no

IBFs

3

~30

~10

~5

no

2

0

yes

1 through
nonmarine
BH (2015)
2 (2014,
2015)

sort of,
mostly
focused on
CG
no

5
~8

Table 2. Blackhawk Formation sample locations and field descriptions. Data collected in 2014. Continued on next page.	
  
Sample
number

Latitude

Longitude

Interbar fine description
Grain
Size

2

N38
52.949
N38
54.224

W111
32.721
W111
37.758

3

N38
52.949

1

Thickness
[m]

Width
[m]

f.l.

0.2

v.f.

0.1

0.6

W111
32.721

v.f.l.

0.15

5

5

N38
52.863
N38
52.854

W111
32.788
W111
32.805

silt v.fu.
v.f.u.f.l.

6

N38
52.854

W111
32.805

8

N38
53.987
N38
53.685

9

4

0.05

f.l.

0.15

W111
37.912
W111
37.366

v.f.u.f.l.

0.1-0.15

v.f.u

0.4

N38
50.761

W111
32.334

v.f.l.v.f.u.

0.05

11

N38
50.756
N38
50.748

W111
32.324
W111
32.290

12

N38
50.760

W111
32.298

7

10

v.f.u.
v.f.u.

N38
50.670

W111
32.166

v.f.

14

N38
50.632

W111
32.116

v.f.u.f.l.

2

climbing
ripples
ripples, not
many
organics
rippled
no organics,
interbeds
with small
dunes

climbing
ripples

v.f.u.

13

1

Sedimentary
Structures
high-angle
climbing
ripples
ripples,
organics
organics,
maybe
climbing
ripples
high-angle
climbing
ripples
abundant
organic lams

0.05

small ripples
abundant
organics,
few ripples
parallel
lams,
slightly
rippled
organics
abundant
ripples, few
climbing

Relative
strat.
position

Bar description
Grain
Size
f.u.
m.l.m.u.

Thickness
[m]

3

Bar
height
[m]

Bar
preservation

Sedimentary
Structures

0.5

top
truncated

dunes at
least 10 cm
dunes at
least 10 cm

truncated
wellpreserved

dunes 10 cm
soft
sediment
deformation

truncated
better pres
than 5

1

f.l.f.u.

base of
outcrop
2nd channel
below CG
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Notes

Salina creek rd, story has
multiple intervals of thick
climbing ripples

next story up
from BH1

possibly a levee deposit

highest BH
channel

probably bar top

dunes 15 cm

story below 4

bar samples overlies fines

dunes 30 cm

0.5m below 5

dunes 0.15m
thick

near upper
BH

dunes 10 cm

BH top?

near bar top

f.l.f.u.

dunes 0.15m
dunes 0.10.15m,
fining
upward to
f.l.
small dunes,
no ripples
dunes 0.4,
fully
preserved

f.u.

2.6

dunes 0.10.3m, soft
sed
abundant

f.u.

1

f.u.m.l.

1.3

f.u.

0.5

m.l.

0.6

m.u.

1.4

f.l.

f.u.

2

0.75

f.u.
f.l.

1

lots of dunes

same SB as
#9
one bench
down from 12

bar top
sediments

story pinches out near
pocket of fines
Mystery, 2m below very
quartz rich splay

probably just bar top
maybe near SB margin?
BH/CG ID confusing,
"seems to correlate with
BH bench"

still very quartz rich
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15

N38
50.638

W111
32.067

v.f.u.

16

N38
50.619

W111
32.208

v.f.u.

17

N38
52.822

W111
35.445

v.f.u.

0.06-0.08

18

N38
52.818

W111
35.454

v.f.

0.02-0.03

19

N38
53.924

W111
39.225

20

N38
53.917

W111
39.212

21

N38
53.691

W111
38.891

v.f.u.

0.03

22

N38
53.894

W111
39.193

v.f.l.

0.05

4

23

N38
53.893

W111
39.137

f.l.

0.15

1

N38
57.691
N38
57.618
N38
57.702

W111
19.997
W111
19.881
W111
19.876

v.f.l.
silt v.f.l.
v.f.l.v.f.u.

0.2

2.03.0

24
25
26

v.f.u.

v.f.l.

0.1

0.35

0.3

3

0.05-0.1

0.25
0.25

2.03.0

abundant
ripples
few ripples,
organic
laminations
climbing
ripples,
some
organics
no ripples,
lots of
organics
thinly
bedded,
somewhat
rippled, 2
spots of
climbing
ripples
some
ripples,
possible
organics
ripples with
dark organic
drapes,
overlies ripups
rippled, few
organics,
grades left
into bar
climbing
ripples,
transitional
bottom
contact
rippled, few
organics
abundant
ripples
climbing
ripples

f.u.
m.l.

0.50.6

truncated

0.7

some
truncation

dunes 0.050.1 cm, top
truncated

bar top
sediments

dunes >0.2

above cobble
congl.

f.u.

0.7

m.l.

3.2

dunes 0.10.15cm, soft
sed def
low relief
dunes, 0.10.2 thick

0.75

abundant
ssd, dunes
10 cm

near CG

dunes 0.10.15m

same story as
#19

dunes 0.25m

same SB as
19, lower
story

low-relief
dunes

5m lower
than 19-21

f.l.f.u.

f.u.

f.u.m.l.

good
because of
bar top?

0.5

3.4

f.u.

0.4

truncated

f.u.m.l.

1

1

dunes 0.25m

f.u.m.l.

1.6

0.7

dunes 0.2
cm

f.u.

0.6

f.u.

4.1

1.5

dunes 0.1m
dunes 0.30.35m

fully
preserved

near sandbody top

one of the
lowest
possible bar top to lower
story?

same SB as
22, just below
LINK
CANYON,
near base of
fluvial BH
up section
from 24
next SB from
25

near sand body top, but
fines at base of story

"fines" overlie rip-ups…

bar top fines

could be bar top fines, bar
"very red overall"
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Table 3. Castlegate Formation sample locations and field descriptions. Data collected in 2014. Continued on next 2 pages.	
  
Sample
number

Latitude

Longitude

Interbar fine description
Grain
Size

8

9
10

N38 54.548

W111
41.842

N38 54.548

W111
41.842

N38 54.156

W111
38.536

f.l.

Thickness
[m]

0.6

Sedimentary
Structures

10

climbing
ripples

Grain
Size
very
coarse,
pebbles
at base

ripples,
organics

some
granule
s along
dune
forsets

dunes 0.10.2m high

m.l.-c.l.

dunes 11.2m high

0.1

11

N38 54.334

W111
38.868

v.f.u

0.02-0.05

0.5

lots of organics
and "small"
ripples

12

N38 54.348

W111
38.876

v.f.l

0.15

3

climbing
ripples

N38 54.333

W111
38.887

N38 54.383

W111
38.863

v.f.u.

N38 54.391

W111
38.861

v.f.u. f.l.

13

14

15

v.f.u.

0.4

0.03

0.04

4

2

small ripples,
few organics
parallel
laminations,
organics
slightly rippled
abundant
organic lams,
rippled with
low-angle
climbing

up to 4m

3.5

mostly
preserved

Notes

Sedimentar
y
Structures

Width
[m]

0.1
silt

Bar description
Bar
Bar
Thicknes heigh preservatio
s [m]
t [m]
n

Relative
stratigraph
-ic position

dunes 1 m
high

frontage
road near
tunnel
just above 8,
could be
same bar
but dunes
migrating in
opposite
direction
(still in
lower
bench)
dunes grade
into fines
here

f.u.m.l.

dunes up to
0.4m, soft
sed def.

lower bench
in Willow
Creek
Canyon
next channel
belt up from
11
10 m up
from 12
(second
bench)

f.u.

0.35

very
weathered

similar strat
level to 13

story very
amalgamate
d

1

low angle
dunes, soft
sed def.

one story up
from 14

bar part of a
very thick
story

f.u.

1.4

f.u.

1.1

f.u.

6

1.9

mostly
preserved

dunes 0.2m
high

poorly
preserved

dunes
0.15-0.2cm

212
ripples

16

N38 54.792

W111
38.584

f.u.

0.02 - 0.04

1

laminated with
rippled bed
tops

v.c.s. granule
s

1.2

17

N38 54.797

W111
38.573

f.l.

0.3

1

few
organics,ripples

m.u.

18

N38 54.108

W111
38.534

v.f.

0.15

2

lots of organics
(not in lams)

m.l.

1.5

N38 54.022

W111
38.482

v.f.u.

6

climbing
ripples,
organics

f.l.-f.u.

0.45

21

N38 54.309

W111
38.285

v.f.u. f.l.

0.1

0.5

22

N38 54.309

W111
38.285

v.fu.

0.05-0.1

1

some organics
with ripples but
"disorganized"
organics,
ripples/laminat
ed

23

N38 54.214

W111
37.901

v.f.l.

0.03-.04

0.5

few
organics,ripples

24

N38 54.237

W111
37.901

v.f.u.

0.03-.04

0.7

25

N38 54.226

W111
37.643

v.f.lv.f.u.

0.1

1

20

0.3

rippled,
organics
climbing
ripples, no
organics

1.2

50%

0.3 m
dunes

1
0.9

mostly
preserved

f.u.

0.55

truncated
bar top

f.u.

0.5

truncated

3.6

slightly
truncated

f.l.-f.u.
m.u.
f.l.-f.u.

1.5
0.45

2.1

dunes, 0.30.4m high

truncated
not
measurabl
e

0.15-0.2
dunes
0.15
dunes
0.3cm,
basal ripups

"middle
cliff"

1 story up
from 16
just above
tunnel
outcrops

close to
base of
bench 1
same strat
level as 21

dunes
0.15cm

at base,
above splay
zone
6-7m
upsection
from 23

bed 20 cm
thick

very base of
CG

hard to
sample
fines,
unclear
whether the
bar is the
same
fines
sampled
below bar
bar mostly
covered, the
"bar"
measureme
nt is just bar
toe, very
large
package of
fines
thick, gray
silty fines
above and
below; fines
we sampled
in upper
right corner
overlain by
gravel beds
1 m above
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26

N38 54.226

27

N38 54.228

28

N38 54.230

29

N38 54.225

W111
37.643
W111
37.807
W111
37.806
W111
37.777

very organic
rich
climbing
ripples

0.03
v.f.u.

0.1

silt - v.f.l.

0.1

v.f.u.

0.3

2

small ripples
climbing
ripples

f.l.-f.u.
f.u.
0.8
f.l.-f.u.

1.3

small low
angle
dunes
(0.1cm
high)
dunes 0.2
cm
dunes 0.1
cm, normal
grading
dunes
0.1cm

0.35m
above #25
5 m above
26

fines are
only 60 cm
below story
top, might
be
associated
with
abandonme
nt

rippled
story top
lowest CG
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D.3. Grain Size Analysis Results
The following tables contain the raw data from grain size analysis of Blackhawk and
Castlegate samples. Each of these values is an average of 2-3 replicates. For samples excluded
from this analysis and replicates, more comprehensive data tables are available in the
“Chamberlin Dissertation Data” external hard drive.
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Grain size
[microns]

Blackhawk Sample Number (bars)
1

3

5

6

7

9

11

0.0582

0.049595

0.001575

0.025215

0.035005

0.02962

0.034125

0.000005

0.0679

0.1032

0.003895

0.052825

0.072865

0.06176

0.07128

0.00003

0.0791

0.16222

0.007615

0.08373

0.11458

0.09738

0.112555

0.000095

0.0921

0.22769

0.01387

0.1186

0.160895

0.137225

0.158735

0.00031

0.1073

0.29962

0.024465

0.15748

0.21181

0.18143

0.20984

0.00107

0.125

0.376165

0.04178

0.19935

0.265985

0.229035

0.264445

0.00358

0.1456

0.45363

0.068365

0.242125

0.320815

0.277975

0.3198

0.0111

0.1697

0.527625

0.10651

0.283325

0.37316

0.32577

0.372635

0.031005

0.1977

0.593435

0.157415

0.32035

0.4197

0.36977

0.419505

0.076935

0.2303

0.645925

0.21945

0.350425

0.45684

0.407075

0.45677

0.16778

0.2683

0.6787

0.28369

0.37016

0.48016

0.43397

0.48003

0.31047

0.3125

0.684835

0.330445

0.37584

0.484855

0.446175

0.48458

0.458725

0.3641

0.662215

0.34314

0.366245

0.469485

0.442055

0.46908

0.53065

0.4242

0.61767

0.328905

0.34492

0.438835

0.425455

0.438465

0.52221

0.4941

0.56188

0.30726

0.317555

0.400465

0.402805

0.40044

0.495255

0.5757

0.500185

0.28061

0.286915

0.358265

0.376965

0.3592

0.452615

0.6707

0.437105

0.244675

0.255215

0.31562

0.34974

0.31843

0.37117

0.7813

0.385435

0.2164

0.229295

0.28184

0.32902

0.287695

0.308275

0.9103

0.371725

0.206035

0.223435

0.278495

0.331335

0.289255

0.2742

1.0604

0.364885

0.20398

0.22614

0.28114

0.338875

0.296795

0.256445

1.2354

0.36824

0.20779

0.23105

0.2931

0.35464

0.313465

0.258825

1.4393

0.382155

0.220675

0.24338

0.31539

0.38017

0.339935

0.279935

1.6767

0.40424

0.23967

0.263205

0.346735

0.415215

0.37452

0.30306

1.9534

0.432215

0.263605

0.290615

0.38568

0.459365

0.415585

0.32311

2.2757

0.464905

0.29531

0.326335

0.431475

0.51263

0.462545

0.35411

2.6512

0.500865

0.332555

0.37042

0.482895

0.57424

0.51445

0.38661

3.0887

0.539175

0.374005

0.422115

0.53863

0.64277

0.57029

0.42206

3.5983

0.57873

0.416915

0.47934

0.596725

0.716015

0.628275

0.45735

4.192

0.618585

0.45894

0.538735

0.654755

0.7908

0.685655

0.49545

4.8837

0.65751

0.496035

0.59587

0.70954

0.862785

0.73831

0.531665

5.6895

0.69534

0.526875

0.646915

0.758715

0.927915

0.782375

0.56786

6.6283

0.732715

0.550785

0.68938

0.800945

0.982485

0.814675

0.602775

7.7219

0.771685

0.570575

0.723825

0.83717

1.02467

0.83445

0.63879

8.996

0.81529

0.591485

0.754235

0.870915

1.05524

0.844265

0.680495

10.4804

0.86645

0.618695

0.787315

0.907665

1.07779

0.84998

0.732125

12.2096

0.926635

0.654635

0.83045

0.953325

1.09804

0.859735

0.79569

14.2242

0.99487

0.697125

0.888945

1.01253

1.12339

0.88209

0.8707
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Grain size
[microns]

Blackhawk Sample Number (bars)
1

3

5

6

7

9

11

0.0582

0.049595

0.001575

0.025215

0.035005

0.02962

0.034125

0.000005

0.0679

0.1032

0.003895

0.052825

0.072865

0.06176

0.07128

0.00003

0.0791

0.16222

0.007615

0.08373

0.11458

0.09738

0.112555

0.000095

0.0921

0.22769

0.01387

0.1186

0.160895

0.137225

0.158735

0.00031

0.1073

0.29962

0.024465

0.15748

0.21181

0.18143

0.20984

0.00107

0.125

0.376165

0.04178

0.19935

0.265985

0.229035

0.264445

0.00358

0.1456

0.45363

0.068365

0.242125

0.320815

0.277975

0.3198

0.0111

0.1697

0.527625

0.10651

0.283325

0.37316

0.32577

0.372635

0.031005

0.1977

0.593435

0.157415

0.32035

0.4197

0.36977

0.419505

0.076935

0.2303

0.645925

0.21945

0.350425

0.45684

0.407075

0.45677

0.16778

0.2683

0.6787

0.28369

0.37016

0.48016

0.43397

0.48003

0.31047

0.3125

0.684835

0.330445

0.37584

0.484855

0.446175

0.48458

0.458725

0.3641

0.662215

0.34314

0.366245

0.469485

0.442055

0.46908

0.53065

0.4242

0.61767

0.328905

0.34492

0.438835

0.425455

0.438465

0.52221

0.4941

0.56188

0.30726

0.317555

0.400465

0.402805

0.40044

0.495255

0.5757

0.500185

0.28061

0.286915

0.358265

0.376965

0.3592

0.452615

0.6707

0.437105

0.244675

0.255215

0.31562

0.34974

0.31843

0.37117

0.7813

0.385435

0.2164

0.229295

0.28184

0.32902

0.287695

0.308275

0.9103

0.371725

0.206035

0.223435

0.278495

0.331335

0.289255

0.2742

1.0604

0.364885

0.20398

0.22614

0.28114

0.338875

0.296795

0.256445

1.2354

0.36824

0.20779

0.23105

0.2931

0.35464

0.313465

0.258825

1.4393

0.382155

0.220675

0.24338

0.31539

0.38017

0.339935

0.279935

1.6767

0.40424

0.23967

0.263205

0.346735

0.415215

0.37452

0.30306

1.9534

0.432215

0.263605

0.290615

0.38568

0.459365

0.415585

0.32311

2.2757

0.464905

0.29531

0.326335

0.431475

0.51263

0.462545

0.35411

2.6512

0.500865

0.332555

0.37042

0.482895

0.57424

0.51445

0.38661

3.0887

0.539175

0.374005

0.422115

0.53863

0.64277

0.57029

0.42206

3.5983

0.57873

0.416915

0.47934

0.596725

0.716015

0.628275

0.45735

4.192

0.618585

0.45894

0.538735

0.654755

0.7908

0.685655

0.49545

4.8837

0.65751

0.496035

0.59587

0.70954

0.862785

0.73831

0.531665

5.6895

0.69534

0.526875

0.646915

0.758715

0.927915

0.782375

0.56786

6.6283

0.732715

0.550785

0.68938

0.800945

0.982485

0.814675

0.602775

7.7219

0.771685

0.570575

0.723825

0.83717

1.02467

0.83445

0.63879

8.996

0.81529

0.591485

0.754235

0.870915

1.05524

0.844265

0.680495

10.4804

0.86645

0.618695

0.787315

0.907665

1.07779

0.84998

0.732125

12.2096

0.926635

0.654635

0.83045

0.953325

1.09804

0.859735

0.79569

14.2242

0.99487

0.697125

0.888945

1.01253

1.12339

0.88209

0.8707
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Grain
size
[microns]

Blackhawk Sample Number (interbar fines)
1

3

5

6

7

9

11

0.0582

0.001005

0.001926667

0.02719

0.001325

0.01684

0.000833333

0.00074

0.0679

0.002635

0.00481

0.057555

0.003415

0.03697

0.002196667

0.001885

0.0791

0.00559

0.009616667

0.092565

0.00713

0.062235

0.00472

0.00385

0.0921

0.01123

0.018093333

0.13365

0.014075

0.09473

0.00969

0.007395

0.1073

0.02211

0.03324

0.181725

0.02719

0.136265

0.0197

0.01381

0.125

0.042265

0.059403333

0.236375

0.050935

0.187385

0.039316667

0.02498

0.1456

0.07701

0.10179

0.29556

0.090925

0.24676

0.075446667

0.043325

0.1697

0.132515

0.16583

0.356325

0.15318

0.311755

0.137313333

0.07223

0.1977

0.21442

0.25569

0.41504

0.242475

0.378685

0.23506

0.11739

0.2303

0.32417

0.370536667

0.46719

0.35832

0.442525

0.374513333

0.188275

0.2683

0.448625

0.49484

0.50628

0.48461

0.495435

0.540993333

0.291545

0.3125

0.54929

0.589853333

0.52426

0.58054

0.526845

0.679096667

0.401665

0.3641

0.588515

0.62087

0.517475

0.609495

0.531125

0.729033333

0.45879

0.4242

0.577495

0.601236667

0.492095

0.585375

0.515145

0.703946667

0.45447

0.4941

0.55617

0.570436667

0.458565

0.549055

0.491635

0.661376667

0.43632

0.5757

0.526995

0.531666667

0.420455

0.50404

0.463845

0.60561

0.40603

0.6707

0.474555

0.472343333

0.379225

0.438775

0.43121

0.518863333

0.341575

0.7813

0.435075

0.42756

0.34623

0.38873

0.40713

0.451753333

0.291725

0.9103

0.421365

0.41399

0.3437

0.37088

0.41086

0.42366

0.263665

1.0604

0.419025

0.411876667

0.344455

0.30941

0.421665

0.411

0.24947

1.2354

0.43198

0.42522

0.354455

0.315505

0.443

0.418586667

0.252055

1.4393

0.46214

0.455473333

0.375145

0.340785

0.476435

0.44657

0.270685

1.6767

0.500725

0.49414

0.405235

0.373455

0.519785

0.481113333

0.29196

1.9534

0.543185

0.537046667

0.443505

0.40988

0.57071

0.51685

0.312495

2.2757

0.59481

0.589173333

0.48962

0.4566

0.62841

0.5634

0.34496

2.6512

0.649325

0.644476667

0.541605

0.507445

0.69036

0.612416667

0.38185

3.0887

0.704885

0.70216

0.59727

0.56169

0.75404

0.664246667

0.424545

3.5983

0.75869

0.760103333

0.653665

0.616145

0.817285

0.717133333

0.470475

4.192

0.81208

0.819883333

0.708005

0.67164

0.87826

0.774573333

0.52288

4.8837

0.862365

0.879266667

0.757295

0.72474

0.934475

0.834306667

0.578315

5.6895

0.911675

0.94029

0.80072

0.777645

0.985145

0.899613333

0.63931

6.6283

0.960215

1.002916667

0.839265

0.831425

1.02977

0.96982

0.70486

7.7219

1.010505

1.069306667

0.876795

0.890875

1.06997

1.04619

0.77687

8.996

1.06629

1.142826667

0.919185

0.96274

1.10904

1.13034

0.858625

10.4804

1.130085

1.226006667

0.97209

1.051735

1.151295

1.222033333

0.951895

12.2096

1.202265

1.31951

1.038245

1.157145

1.201035

1.318246667

1.05547
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Grain
size
[microns]

Blackhawk Sample Number (interbar fines)
1

3

5

6

7

9

11

14.2242

1.282015

1.423043333

1.11523

1.271325

1.26245

1.415183333

1.165795

16.5712

1.36899

1.536713333

1.194465

1.379515

1.339475

1.51123

1.27889

19.3055

1.464445

1.66165

1.262495

1.461075

1.43603

1.6081

1.38885

22.4909

1.575005

1.803556667

1.30597

1.49867

1.55747

1.716123333

1.49347

26.2019

1.717025

1.976693333

1.319755

1.492805

1.71211

1.85945

1.60149

30.5252

1.91897

2.205916667

1.14634

1.02848

1.912285

2.0766

1.74017

35.5618

2.216245

2.52132

1.15182

1.013745

2.17294

2.411003333

1.950085

41.4295

2.643155

2.950626667

1.238795

1.135325

2.508735

2.90005

2.27691

48.2654

3.224145

3.51095

1.47116

1.430175

2.930235

3.56481

2.765065

56.2292

3.958275

4.195666667

1.925385

1.97708

3.437545

4.393243333

3.441885

65.507

4.818825

4.978796667

2.660145

2.841475

4.01749

5.349406667

4.31951

76.3157

5.739545

5.812596667

3.69266

4.057165

4.63771

6.363133333

5.380535

88.9077

6.63016

6.643846667

4.980895

5.592425

5.25196

7.34978

6.57301

103.5775

7.41099

7.430973333

6.435705

7.3292

5.81574

8.235516667

7.80704

120.6678

8.05803

7.564706667

7.962635

9.08876

6.318385

8.136976667

8.98265

140.578

7.765685

7.15378

9.5051

10.71785

6.749975

7.33796

9.172445

163.7733

6.87576

6.230146667

9.78543

10.348105

6.656565

5.99873

8.47935

190.7959

5.53652

4.945103333

8.978905

8.635

6.185625

4.402843333

7.071045

222.2773

3.995745

3.52097

7.24484

6.169955

5.349315

2.84438

5.26132

258.953

2.454975

2.096833333

4.98299

3.63453

4.20641

1.285916667

3.397195

301.68021

0.9142

0.6727

2.690315

1.478015

2.882125

0

1.53308

351.45749

0

0

0.58094

0

1.557835

0

0.013805

409.44791

0

0

0

0

0.23355

0

0

477.00681

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

555.71301

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

647.40558

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

754.22748

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

878.67499

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Grain
size
[microns]

Castlegate Sample Number (bars)
12

11

13

14

15

17

18

0.0582

0.0198525

0

0.005875

0

0

0

6.66667E-06

0.0679

0.041765

0

0.01289

0

0

0

0.00002

0.0791

0.0667425

0

0.021735

0

0

0

0.00006

0.0921

0.09583

0

0.03324

0

0

0

0.000183333

0.1073

0.129815

0

0.048205

0.000015

0

0

0.000566667

0.125

0.16868

0

0.06706

0.000075

0.000005

2.33333E-05

0.001743333

0.1456

0.21135

0.000035

0.08957

0.000435

0.00004

0.00021

0.005106667

0.1697

0.2561275

0.000295

0.114985

0.0021

0.000245

0.00142

0.013823333

0.1977

0.30077

0.002055

0.142065

0.008495

0.001295

0.007246667

0.034056667

0.2303

0.3422575

0.010825

0.16891

0.028395

0.005355

0.02845

0.075263333

0.2683

0.37588

0.041285

0.19227

0.07502

0.016805

0.084226667

0.143876667

0.3125

0.3954075

0.103785

0.20741

0.14419

0.03648

0.177216667

0.22365

0.3641

0.39783

0.167285

0.21159

0.19658

0.0534

0.26174

0.276593333

0.4242

0.38803

0.203205

0.20778

0.2153

0.06087

0.30633

0.295456667

0.4941

0.374715

0.23602

0.20183

0.22802

0.06683

0.338633333

0.309516667

0.5757

0.36091

0.264765

0.195245

0.2348

0.07121

0.357763333

0.320306667

0.6707

0.3471075

0.25098

0.187435

0.21156

0.065305

0.32919

0.306326667

0.7813

0.343005

0.24387

0.184495

0.19534

0.061525

0.304806667

0.302376667

0.9103

0.3645575

0.229855

0.193985

0.17929

0.151645

0.27681

0.307813333

1.0604

0.3916875

0.229795

0.206585

0.17355

0.13913

0.263753333

0.322813333

1.2354

0.42665

0.248895

0.223645

0.180225

0.135855

0.271626667

0.353473333

1.4393

0.4697575

0.28453

0.245695

0.19697

0.1417

0.297376667

0.401976667

1.6767

0.5182925

0.306915

0.271465

0.2077

0.143795

0.313643333

0.450123333

1.9534

0.5694975

0.314705

0.30011

0.21254

0.14079

0.316816667

0.490826667

2.2757

0.621225

0.340935

0.33166

0.229345

0.14656

0.334226667

0.54116

2.6512

0.669135

0.36355

0.364195

0.247245

0.15394

0.350986667

0.58864

3.0887

0.709245

0.383225

0.39573

0.266885

0.16523

0.368596667

0.63076

3.5983

0.7382925

0.39186

0.42414

0.28267

0.177895

0.381853333

0.662856667

4.192

0.75479

0.3967

0.44739

0.2959

0.19372

0.39665

0.689896667

4.8837

0.7578875

0.392995

0.462755

0.300555

0.207715

0.402763333

0.703586667

5.6895

0.7498525

0.38974

0.468735

0.29813

0.218665

0.40179

0.706773333

6.6283

0.7342825

0.388635

0.464315

0.28825

0.22251

0.38848

0.695883333

7.7219

0.71663

0.395635

0.45011

0.27553

0.217765

0.36303

0.671543333

8.996

0.7028425

0.41542

0.428655

0.26701

0.206125

0.33066

0.63778

10.4804

0.697725

0.446725

0.40396

0.267775

0.19212

0.298336667

0.59908

12.2096

0.7037375

0.48141

0.381085

0.27892

0.18318

0.27408

0.56004
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Grain
size
[microns]

Castlegate Sample Number (bars)
12

11

13

14

15

17

18

14.2242

0.7206225

0.505555

0.365525

0.296975

0.18751

0.264746667

0.52621

16.5712

0.7462325

0.501745

0.362285

0.314725

0.21176

0.2741

0.503283333

19.3055

0.7782975

0.45239

0.374665

0.320435

0.257285

0.299726667

0.494653333

22.4909

0.8176075

0.362345

0.40352

0.30177

0.31946

0.33318

0.501006667

26.2019

0.871415

0.27982

0.447025

0.25448

0.38749

0.361576667

0.521

30.5252

0.95574

0.28472

0.501425

0.19343

0.445885

0.370756667

0.552236667

35.5618

1.0950225

0.44084

0.56266

0.156755

0.474645

0.348143333

0.590736667

41.4295

1.31898

0.77299

0.62964

0.198155

0.45457

0.294423333

0.6332

48.2654

1.657275

1.307925

0.70913

0.371955

0.386325

0.24112

0.68197

56.2292

2.1315075

2.132225

0.820325

0.72834

0.246915

0.253976667

0.7481

65.507

2.749965

3.44884

0.99926

1.332065

0.257005

0.406566667

0.857836667

76.3157

3.4984675

5.51999

1.296935

2.301515

0.42396

0.748143333

1.04843

88.9077

4.33693

8.35802

1.77193

3.791255

0.819915

1.307013333

1.362993333

103.5775

5.2029825

11.25306

2.474655

5.858715

1.507035

2.1362

1.838966667

120.6678

6.03181

13.05187

3.428605

8.285155

2.565005

3.363603333

2.50573

140.578

6.7865

13.47928

4.616795

10.65797

4.12559

5.200633333

3.39781

163.7733

7.4683725

11.14227

5.969215

12.54209

6.31219

7.718523333

4.527253333

190.7959

7.8165

8.309805

7.38374

13.89536

9.23521

10.71209667

5.90765

222.2773

7.617645

5.600515

8.760305

12.608855

12.68274

13.52461667

7.461306667

258.953

6.93993

3.30005

10.05367

9.86513

15.911335

14.62515333

8.988233333

301.68021

5.81289

1.569815

10.462885

6.52743

15.088725

12.52238

10.25719667

351.45749

4.3590475

0

9.46521

3.18973

11.80328

9.049383333

10.23227

409.44791

2.86385

0

7.61751

0.01888

7.72129

5.488193333

8.849023333

477.00681

1.368655

0

5.769805

0

3.693185

1.926996667

6.764403333

555.71301

0.1415925

0

3.9221

0

0.903965

0

4.688996667

647.40558

0

0

2.074395

0

0

0

2.613583333

754.22748

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.621973333

878.67499

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Grain
size
[microns]

Castlegate Sample Number (interbar fines)
11

12

13

14
0.00068

15
0.00074

17

0.0582

0

0.04666

0

0

0.0679

0

0.09571

0.00001

0.00169

0.0019

0

0.0791

0

0.14791

0.00003

0.003345

0.00394

3.33333E-06

0.0921

0

0.20384

0.000105

0.006175

0.007713333

0.00002

0.1073

0

0.26354

0.000355

0.011

0.01478

0.00009

0.125

0.000025

0.325905

0.001185

0.018865

0.02751

0.000433333

0.1456

0.00019

0.38872

0.003645

0.030935

0.04889

0.001883333

0.1697

0.001265

0.44929

0.01017

0.04874

0.082183333

0.0071

0.1977

0.00704

0.50464

0.025335

0.07512

0.130176667

0.022883333

0.2303

0.03121

0.551305

0.055895

0.115425

0.19333

0.06258

0.2683

0.10437

0.58464

0.10575

0.174505

0.264606667

0.140683333

0.3125

0.237375

0.599345

0.16215

0.24088

0.324096667

0.244036667

0.3641

0.35577

0.59376

0.198325

0.28268

0.352346667

0.321413333

0.4242

0.409125

0.573625

0.210605

0.2925

0.35513

0.3565

0.4941

0.45332

0.548355

0.22019

0.29557

0.354373333

0.38779

0.5757

0.48741

0.522855

0.22744

0.293005

0.35209

0.41646

0.6707

0.446035

0.500475

0.21622

0.268145

0.33822

0.406436667

0.7813

0.420805

0.49269

0.210155

0.25103

0.333746667

0.408416667

0.9103

0.39444

0.52238

0.20225

0.24205

0.340196667

0.410966667

1.0604

0.39335

0.558035

0.200145

0.24168

0.352216667

0.42636

1.2354

0.427575

0.601425

0.20387

0.252445

0.370016667

0.46047

1.4393

0.49674

0.65133

0.21168

0.273695

0.39233

0.51365

1.6767

0.553465

0.70352

0.214655

0.29388

0.411806667

0.55791

1.9534

0.588235

0.754095

0.213525

0.31164

0.427596667

0.585353333

2.2757

0.65185

0.800535

0.21721

0.3384

0.445443333

0.621426667

2.6512

0.706575

0.840115

0.21894

0.36452

0.45954

0.648213333

3.0887

0.7514

0.871525

0.216675

0.389065

0.468153333

0.66124

3.5983

0.77405

0.89461

0.20708

0.407795

0.468893333

0.656846667

4.192

0.78652

0.91076

0.19231

0.42235

0.463216667

0.64381

4.8837

0.77767

0.92184

0.173865

0.429825

0.4515

0.61798

5.6895

0.76046

0.931495

0.158745

0.4338

0.43813

0.588143333

6.6283

0.735505

0.94379

0.153305

0.4363

0.427133333

0.557016667

7.7219

0.712185

0.96333

0.163245

0.441795

0.423303333

0.529073333

8.996

0.70135

0.9943

0.19017

0.4546

0.42957

0.50811

10.4804

0.70683

1.03927

0.22985

0.476015

0.444756667

0.49358

12.2096

0.723025

1.098755

0.272825

0.50314

0.463423333

0.482503333
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Grain
size
[microns]

Castlegate Sample Number (interbar fines)
11

14.2242

12

13

14

15

17

0.73827

1.1714

0.30551

0.52966

0.47697

0.472316667

16.5712

0.73724

1.25565

0.31364

0.548215

0.477633333

0.465446667

19.3055

0.702345

1.35204

0.28686

0.55265

0.463226667

0.472383333

22.4909

0.63108

1.46634

0.23063

0.54525

0.444493333

0.515823333

26.2019

0.556385

1.61198

0.08133

0.544055

0.450886667

0.631123333

30.5252

0.54751

1.810295

0.089075

0.586505

0.531

0.862176667

35.5618

0.67627

2.08683

0.183405

0.72343

0.7454

1.25508

41.4295

0.98746

2.46442

0.435165

1.010075

1.15622

1.856936667

48.2654

1.512125

2.95441

0.93897

1.501855

1.819266667

2.718116667

56.2292

2.308695

3.547145

1.82513

2.2494

2.77167

3.86023

65.507

3.51407

4.209445

3.29799

3.304615

4.029736667

5.286323333

76.3157

5.32833

4.887765

5.585165

4.68828

5.541583333

6.86812

88.9077

7.82697

5.52732

8.67862

6.325195

7.150616667

8.369233333

103.5775

10.63638

6.097955

11.965155

7.980425

8.619226667

9.550276667

120.6678

12.952855

6.61284

14.447565

9.339385

9.767346667

10.35538

140.578

12.46903

6.57395

15.739535

10.2565

10.62343333

9.740936667

163.7733

10.133545

6.205915

13.092085

10.792645

9.979473333

8.381373333

190.7959

7.15106

5.545805

9.29045

9.79285

8.62941

6.623933333

222.2773

4.3821

4.6549

5.611785

8.120475

6.843963333

4.800973333

258.953

1.613135

3.598595

2.314045

6.02012

4.857883333

2.9918

301.68021

0

2.46107

0

3.828415

2.871806667

1.182623333

351.45749

0

1.323545

0

1.636715

0.88573

0

409.44791

0

0.18602

0

0

0

0

477.00681

0

0

0

0

0

0

555.71301

0

0

0

0

0

0

647.40558

0

0

0

0

0

0

754.22748

0

0

0

0

0

0

878.67499

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Grain
size
[microns]

Castlegate Sample Number (interbar fines)
18

0.0582

0.000005

0.0679
0.0791

21

23
0

0.00013

0.00002

0

0.00006

0.000015

0.0921

0.00019

0.1073

25

26

0.000025

0.00009

0.00036

0.00009

0.00086

0.000245

0.000055

0.002

0.000605

0.00021

0.125

0.00191

0.1456

29

27

0.000135

0

0.00027

0.00037

0

0.00067

0.000835

0

0.000665

0.001645

0.00182

0

0.004645

0.001825

0.004035

0.003925

0

0.0008

0.010595

0.004905

0.009705

0.00833

0.000015

0.005695

0.00284

0.023025

0.012385

0.022065

0.01708

0.00012

0.1697

0.01566

0.00898

0.046895

0.028765

0.04664

0.033485

0.000855

0.1977

0.039145

0.025055

0.088875

0.06091

0.09097

0.06241

0.005025

0.2303

0.087495

0.06096

0.155375

0.11665

0.16247

0.10932

0.023685

0.2683

0.167595

0.12499

0.24408

0.19662

0.259035

0.1741

0.08395

0.3125

0.256905

0.2029

0.32961

0.278155

0.35299

0.238075

0.20058

0.3641

0.30848

0.256125

0.377575

0.32583

0.406195

0.272505

0.31183

0.4242

0.31814

0.27628

0.390565

0.339075

0.420785

0.277475

0.368305

0.4941

0.323875

0.29304

0.400975

0.348175

0.43175

0.27784

0.41795

0.5757

0.326765

0.307415

0.410915

0.354405

0.440885

0.274875

0.46001

0.6707

0.302665

0.29535

0.400845

0.3382

0.4264

0.254885

0.430355

0.7813

0.29113

0.292535

0.404215

0.33134

0.424475

0.24305

0.41634

0.9103

0.288675

0.29283

0.419635

0.330395

0.433785

0.239645

0.39967

1.0604

0.29682

0.302675

0.44417

0.337995

0.45302

0.243225

0.40613

1.2354

0.31852

0.325955

0.479405

0.35632

0.484765

0.255385

0.446815

1.4393

0.353365

0.36248

0.52398

0.384965

0.52917

0.27527

0.52247

1.6767

0.38445

0.393845

0.56236

0.411075

0.571265

0.29287

0.583385

1.9534

0.408115

0.416155

0.590135

0.432795

0.606245

0.30627

0.61791

2.2757

0.4394

0.446675

0.617415

0.461785

0.644605

0.323625

0.67668

2.6512

0.46614

0.471625

0.63219

0.486935

0.67379

0.33703

0.718145

3.0887

0.48846

0.489435

0.6322

0.5054

0.68959

0.34431

0.74088

3.5983

0.502335

0.49586

0.61664

0.511555

0.688995

0.342665

0.735825

4.192

0.513865

0.495055

0.59197

0.50629

0.676175

0.335105

0.719875

4.8837

0.519825

0.484025

0.560635

0.487275

0.65218

0.322935

0.6876

5.6895

0.52603

0.46842

0.53116

0.460175

0.62669

0.31332

0.65683

6.6283

0.53336

0.45057

0.508445

0.43074

0.60684

0.312085

0.63358

7.7219

0.54401

0.4361

0.496315

0.40836

0.600255

0.324565

0.62823

8.996

0.559625

0.4303

0.49519

0.401925

0.61125

0.352545

0.64727

10.4804

0.578765

0.43519

0.50053

0.415205

0.637015

0.39158

0.68891

12.2096

0.597635

0.448315

0.504685

0.44463

0.66719

0.43092

0.740925
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Grain
size
[microns]

Castlegate Sample Number (interbar fines)
18

21

23

25

26

29

27

14.2242

0.61281

0.46425

0.50079

0.479155

0.68645

0.45521

0.783835

16.5712

0.62551

0.476705

0.489575

0.502075

0.6806

0.4495

0.797005

19.3055

0.64452

0.48021

0.283845

0.49424

0.64411

0.406535

0.766185

22.4909

0.69044

0.476745

0.30551

0.443755

0.59302

0.340735

0.708255

26.2019

0.796935

0.48255

0.399585

0.360605

0.34372

0.153595

0.378605

30.5252

1.007185

0.530855

0.62063

0.147075

0.402025

0.186835

0.46573

35.5618

1.365805

0.665075

1.044335

0.15098

0.61031

0.34535

0.66655

41.4295

1.91516

0.930695

1.755805

0.26056

1.049275

0.70919

1.06252

48.2654

2.69722

1.37458

2.83949

0.54859

1.81647

1.37694

1.733555

56.2292

3.729615

2.04492

4.339

1.108885

3.00921

2.46293

2.80174

65.507

5.014445

3.005685

6.25423

2.059955

4.72344

4.10999

4.481305

76.3157

6.43471

4.302245

8.42561

3.561095

6.95111

6.405145

6.963165

88.9077

7.748525

5.881005

10.562455

5.73933

9.43855

9.20203

10.137935

103.5775

8.671815

7.50374

12.387625

8.506245

11.680155

12.01568

13.3113

120.6678

9.09521

8.833695

11.86723

11.448795

13.27245

14.330185

14.586265

140.578

9.197875

9.72138

10.026745

14.094595

11.775065

13.55082

12.12025

163.7733

8.21974

10.237285

7.434715

13.709745

8.925445

11.05703

8.195795

190.7959

6.972675

9.50156

4.77687

11.353485

5.752965

7.805005

4.60735

222.2773

5.58474

8.237565

2.352905

8.03449

2.857005

4.704655

1.462505

258.953

4.160595

6.570735

0.33444

4.716805

0.4347

1.928015

0

301.68021

2.73645

4.699615

0

1.76746

0

0.010745

0

351.45749

1.312305

2.82849

0

0

0

0

0

409.44791

0

0.957365

0

0

0

0

0

477.00681

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

555.71301

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

647.40558

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

754.22748

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

878.67499

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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D.4. Castlegate Lidar Metadata
The following pages contain descriptions and metadata for the terrestrial lidar datasets of
the Castlegate Formation near Helper, UT and Salina, UT. Data are available online through E.
Chamberlin’s Penn State University scholarsphere, and are also on the external hard drive
“Chamberlin Dissertation Data.”

Helper Castlegate Lidar Dataset
E.P. Chamberlin
July 2016
DATA SUMMARY
Description: These lidar data are 3D point clouds of Lower Castlegate Sandstone
outcrops in the Book Cliffs near Helper, UT at a strike-section location along Highway 6 and a
dip-section location along Highway 191.
Location: There are two separate areas of interest (AOIs) for these Castlegate data. The
first dataset, called CGHwy6, extends north along Highway 6 from the junction with Highway
191 north of Helper, Utah, to the north side of the “Castle Gate,” the type section of this
formation. The second dataset extends 2.3 km northeast along Highway 191, from a kilometer
past the junction with Highway 6 to where the Castlegate dips underneath the ground.

Figure 1. Google Earth map of the Castlegate lidar datasets near Helper. The Highway 6
dataset is shown in blue, and the extent of the Highway 191 dataset is shown in red.
Intended use: These datasets were collected as part of E. Chamberlin’s dissertation work mapping
bar preservation in sand-dominated fluvial deposits, including the Castlegate Formation. These
data are high-enough resolution to identify channel belt surfaces, story boundaries within channel
belts, and some bar surfaces. High resolution imagery (see below) is useful as a guide for
mapping bar-scale surfaces on the 3D point cloud. Surfaces finer than the bar-scale are not
resolvable with these data.
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AVAILABLE DATA
These datasets are split into two sets of merged point clouds, named CGHwy6* and CGHwy191*
(see Figure 1 for the extent of the two separate datasets). Each 3D point cloud set has several text
files with the point data that are all referenced to each other and can be opened together in 3D
data-viewing software. The data are exported as .txt files and are named CGHwy6_1,
CGHwy6_2, etc. For the Highway 6 dataset, the files begin in the southern end of the study area
move north to the final file. For the Highway 191 dataset, the files begin in the western end of the
study area and move east to the final file. The text files include columns with point ID, XYZ
location in project co-ordinates, and RGB color data. These data are also available in RiScan
proprietary format.
DATA ORIGINATION
Creator(s): Original scans were collected by Ellen Chamberlin with assistance from Sheila
Trampush and Evan Greenburg (all Penn State University students).
Collection Dates: Scans were collected in July 2014 and the data were processed in 2015.
DATA PROCESSING
Lidar scans were collected using a Riegl VZ 1000 and processed in RiScan Pro v.1.7.8. Scans
were merged using Riegl’s Multistation Adjustment Tool, and have a merge accuracy of 10 cm.
Scans were colored in RiScan Pro using color values from a lidar-mounted Nikon camera.
GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTION
Formation: Lower Castlegate Sandstone
Age: Late Cretaceous
Depositional environment: braided fluvial
Noteworthy features: stacked channel belts with well-preserved, mappable bar forms
Additional References:
Hajek, E.A., and Heller, P.L., 2012, Flow-deth scaling in alluvial architecture and
nonmarine sequence stratigraphy: example from the Castlegate Sandstone,
central Utah, U.S.A.: Journal of Sedimentary Research, v. 82, p. 121-130.
Miall, A., 1994, Reconstructing fluvial macroform architecture from two-dimensional
outcrops: examples from the Castlegate Sandstone, Book Cliffs, Utah: Journal of
Sedimentary Research, v. 64, no. 2, p. 146-158.
ASSOCIATED DATASETS

a. Gigapans of the lidar study area collected by E. Chamberlin are available online:
1) Highway 6 gigapans:
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/181314
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/181311
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/181312
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http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/159142

2) Highway 191 gigapans:
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/181308
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/181307
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/159145
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/159148
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Salina Castlegate Lidar Dataset
E.P. Chamberlin
July 2016
DATA SUMMARY
Description: These lidar data are a 3D point cloud of the Lower Castlegate Sandstone outcrops in
Willow Creek Canyon near Salina, UT.
Location: This lidar dataset is located in Salina Canyon, along I-70 approximately 20 km east of
the town of Salina, Utah. The cliff can be accessed from the Forest Road 001 into Willow Creek
Canyon, off of the frontage road that runs beside I-70 through Salina Canyon. The lidar dataset
extends for 800 m along the cliff on the western side of Willow Creek Canyon (Figure 1). This is
part of the southern Wasatch Plateau, and is near the southern edge of the Lower Castlegate
Sandstone exposure.

Figure 1. Google Earth map of the Castlegate lidar dataset east of Salina, UT (dataset
extent outlined in red).
Intended use: This dataset was collected as part of E. Chamberlin’s dissertation work mapping
bar preservation in sand-dominated fluvial deposits, including the Castlegate Formation. These
data are high-enough resolution to identify channel belt surfaces, story boundaries within channel
belts, and some bar surfaces. High resolution imagery (see below) is useful as a guide for
mapping bar-scale surfaces on the 3D point cloud. Surfaces finer than the bar-scale are not
resolvable with these data.
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AVAILABLE DATA
This dataset is split into 3 point clouds that are all referenced to each other and can be opened
together in 3D data-viewing software. The data are exported as .txt files and are named CGS1,
CGS2, and CGS3 (CGS is an acronym for Castlegate Salina). The files begin in the southern end
of the data extent and move northeast to the final file. The text files include columns with point
ID, XYZ location in project co-ordinates, and RGB color data. These data are also available in
RiScan proprietary format.
DATA ORIGINATION
Creator(s): Original scans were collected by Ellen Chamberlin (Penn State University) with
assistance from Sheila Trampush (PSU) and Amelia Franklin (Macalester College).
Collection Dates: Scans were collected in July 2014 and the data were processed in 2015.
DATA PROCESSING
Lidar scans were collected using a Riegl VZ 1000 and processed in RiScan Pro v.1.7.8. Scans
were merged using Riegl’s Multistation Adjustment Tool, and have a merge accuracy of 10 cm.
Scans were colored in RiScan Pro using color values from a lidar-mounted Nikon camera.
GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTION
Formation: Lower Castlegate Sandstone
Age: Late Cretaceous
Depositional environment: braided fluvial
Noteworthy features: stacked channel belts with well-preserved, mappable bar forms
Additional References:
Adams, M. M., & Bhattacharya, J. P., 2005, No change in fluvial style across a sequence
boundary, Cretaceous Blackhawk and Castlegate Formations of central Utah,
USA: Journal of Sedimentary Research, v. 75, p. 1038-1051.
ASSOCIATED DATASETS

a. Gigapans of the lidar study area collected by E. Chamberlin are available
online:
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/175868
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/170694
Including part of the study area:
http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans/170697
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b. There are nearby field notes, rock samples, and grain size data of the
Lower Castlegate Sandstone in Salina Canyon. See the following section
of this Appendix for more information.
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Appendix E
Wasatch Formation Data Compilation

E.1. Data Summary
This appendix contains an abstract about results from the Wasatch Formation presented at
the American Geophysical Union National Meeting in 2014. There are Wasatch Formation data
collected by E. Chamberlin during her time as a Ph.D. student at Penn State University available
on the external hard drive “Chamberlin Dissertation Data”, under the parent folder “Wasatch
Formation”. These include field photos, field data, Gigapans, and terrestrial lidar scans measured
sections. These data are from near DeBeque, Colorado, and are organized by the three members
of the Wasatch Formation (Atwell Gulch, Molina, and Shire member).
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E.2. Wasatch Formation AGU Abstract
Abstract citation:
Chamberlin, E.P., and Hajek, E.A., 2014, Evaluating the influence of floodplain filling styles on
channel belt stacking and basin-scale fluvial architecture: American Geophysical Union,
Fall Meeting 2014, Talk.
Title: Evaluating the influence of floodplain filling styles on channel belt stacking and basinscale fluvial architecture
Recent work in modern systems has shown a range of floodplain sedimentation styles,
ranging from exponential decay of floodplain sedimentation away from a channel to uniform
floodplain sedimentation. In aggradational systems floodplain sedimentation style influences
where rivers relocate during avulsion, which in turn influences the distribution of channel belt
sandstones in stratigraphy over long timescales. Exploring the link between floodplain
sedimentation patterns and avulsions is therefore important for both predicting stratigraphic
architecture and using stratigraphy to interpret paleo-floodplain sedimentation dynamics. Here we
use an object-based model of basin filling to explore how different floodplain aggradation styles
(both uniform and exponential decay) affect the stratigraphic preservation of three different
avulsion patterns: random (equally likely to relocate anywhere on the floodplain), compensational
(relocates to the lowest point on the floodplain), and clustered (relocates to a point near the
previous channel location). Preliminary modeling results suggest that only clustered avulsion
patterns are identifiable under uniform floodplain aggradation conditions, but that different
avulsion patterns generate unique sand-body distributions under exponential floodplain
sedimentation. This suggests that floodplain aggradation styles influence how well we can
interpret paleo-avulsion patterns in ancient deposits. We apply these insights to the PaleoceneEocene Wasatch Formation in western Colorado to explore the relationship between preserved
floodplain deposits and sand body and basin-scale architecture. Here we compare proxies for
floodplain aggradation style (including paleosol development, lateral continuity of paleosol
horizons, and occurrence and distribution of splays) in three different members with quantitative
metrics of channel body organization at both the sand body scale and at the outcrop scale.
Changes in floodplain deposits and sand body organization between members of this formation
suggest a link between floodplain filling styles and large-scale fluvial architecture.
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